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Abstract                                           
 

Eucalyptus pauciflora (E. pauciflora) is a long-lived tree which displays the broadest 

altitudinal range of the ~900 species of eucalypt. It has important economic and 

ecological functions. However, its genome resources are limited. In this thesis, I 

assembled and assessed the chloroplast genome, mitochondrial genome and nuclear 

genome of E. pauciflora with a suite of new methods. I then used these resources to 

tackle a set of key biological questions about genome evolution. These include the 

existence of heteroplasmy in organellar genomes, the intracellular transfer of DNA 

between genomes within individuals, and some surprising features of the chloroplast 

genome not just within eucalypts but also across the angiosperm tree of life. 

 

In Chapter I, I de novo assembled the E. pauciflora chloroplast genome with long-reads 

and short-reads, which resolved a prevalent issue that assembling the complete 

chloroplast genome requires the assistance of manually post-assembly process. In 

addition, by comparing thousands of assemblies across a broad range of input data 

coverage, I was able to identify the minimum requirement of input long-read and 

short-read coverage needed to generate a complete and accurate chloroplast genome 

assembly.   

 

In Chapter II, I detailed a new method to detect and quantify chloroplast genome 

structural haplotypes from long-read sequencing data. With this method, I conducted 

a systematic analysis and quantification of chloroplast structural haplotypes in 61 land 

plant species across 19 orders of Angiosperms, Gymnosperms, and Pteridophytes, and 

showed that most species contain just two structural haplotypes with equal frequency. 

I discuss how my results suggest that the formation of these haplotypes could be 

related to the large inverted regions in chloroplast genome. 

 

In Chapter III, I expanded my long-read based method to discover whether chloroplast 
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genome is circular or linear with well-defined endpoints. I first showed with simulated 

data that this method can detect the linear chloroplast genome with well-defined 

endpoints. However, it displayed a strong sequencing technique bias from empirical 

data. The defined end signal is observed in almost all datasets with Pacific Biosciences’ 

single-molecule real-time sequencing, but not in the datasets with Oxford Nanopore 

Technologies’ nanopore sequencing. I discuss a range of possible explanations for 

these findings. 

 

In Chapter IV, I de novo assembled the E. pauciflora and E. grandis mitochondrial 

genomes. Both consist of three components and six possible structures. Through the 

comparative structural analysis, I reveal that this structure most likely evolved 

independently evolution in the evolutionary lineages leading to E. pauciflora and E. 

grandis.  

 

In Chapter V, I performed a study of single-nucleotide heteroplasmy in organellar 

genomes. Some studies have detected heteroplasmy in organellar genomes, but 

others have suggested that this heteroplasmy could be resulted from a combination 

of DNA transfer between organelles, and contamination of other organellar genomes 

in DNA extraction and/or bioinformatic methods. I used long-read data from E. 

pauciflora to first map all DNA transfer regions between genomes, and to then assess 

evidence for heteroplasmy with long-reads that are longer than the DNA transfer 

regions. I found limited evidence for the presence of heteroplasmy in organellar 

genomes, suggesting that previous results are likely due to contamination. 

 

In Chapter VI, I de novo assembled the E. pauciflora nuclear genome and developed 

new metrics to compare different genome assemblies from the same data. I built a full 

pipeline that estimates these metrics and a range of related metrics, allowing 

researchers to quickly and efficiently choose the best genome assembly for any non-

model species.  
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In sum, this thesis broadens our understandings of organellar and nuclear genome 

assembly and provided some biological insights into organellar genomes.  
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Introduction                                       
 

The nuclear genome consists of a series of linear DNA molecules and contains the 

majority of genetic material of an organism (Werner, et al. 2008). The nuclear genome 

is contained within the nucleus. In most land plants chloroplasts and mitochondria are 

two other organelles that containing their own genomes in addition to the nuclear 

genome. It is believed that the chloroplast and mitochondrion were originally free-

living prokaryotes, a hypothesis known as endosymbiotic theory (Howe, et al. 2008; 

Keeling 2013; Ku, et al. 2015; Zimorski, et al. 2014). Endosymbiotic theory posits that 

chloroplasts, the photosynthetic organelles of plant, evolved from cyanobacteria, 

which are free-living photosynthetic organisms (Howe, et al. 2008; Jensen and Leister 

2014; Keeling 2013; Ku, et al. 2015; Zimorski, et al. 2014). This event let the non-

photosynthetic host acquire the ability to perform photosynthesis. Mitochondria are 

thought to have arisen from aerobic prokaryotes (Alphaproteobacteria) via 

endosymbiosis (Fan, et al. 2020; Gray 2012; Ku, et al. 2015; Roger, et al. 2017; Zimorski, 

et al. 2014). Mitochondria generate the energy to supply various cellular needs 

(Newmeyer and Ferguson-Miller 2003).  

 

In 1977, the first whole genome of a species of bacteriophage, PhiX, was sequenced 

with the Sanger sequencing technique (Sanger, et al. 1977). Due to the high cost and 

low-throughput of Sanger sequencing (Michael and VanBuren 2015), the first whole 

genome of a plant, Arabidopsis thaliana, was not released until 2000 (Arabidopsis 

Genome Initiative 2000). With the commercialization of next-generation short-read 

sequencing in 2004 (Mardis 2008), more and more genomes were sequenced, which 

accelerated our understanding of the genomes and their host organisms (Kyriakidou, 

et al. 2018). Next-generation sequencing is high-throughput and inexpensive. However, 

the short sequence length of next-generation sequencing technique, for example 

around 100-200 bp for Illumina sequencing, can make genome assembly very 

challenging, especially in plants, and usually results in highly fragmented assemblies 

(Hamilton and Buell 2012; Jiao and Schneeberger 2017; Kyriakidou, et al. 2018; 
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Michael and VanBuren 2015).  

 

Plant genomes can be particularly difficult to assemble as many of them contain a large 

fraction of long stretches of repetitive DNA. For example, repetitive DNA regions of >10 

kb in length, such as long terminal repeat retrotransposons, are common in plants 

(Michael and VanBuren 2015; Ou and Jiang 2018). This makes it hard to provide a 

highly contiguous plant genome assembly with next-generation sequencing data alone 

(Michael and VanBuren 2015), as the read lengths are many times shorter than the 

stretches of repetitive DNA. A higher degree of heterozygosity in plants is another 

complication that can cause assembly difficulties (Hamilton and Buell 2012; Kajitani, 

et al. 2019; Michael and VanBuren 2015; Patel, et al. 2018). Long-lived trees such as 

Eucalyptus trees, or outcrossing species like apples and grapes, are highly 

heterozygous organisms. Many early genome assembly projects tried to circumvent 

this problem by first creating inbred lines to reduce heterozygosity and thus improve 

the genome assemblies. For many species, including Eucalyptus pauciflora, it is not 

feasible (at least in the space of a single PhD) to produce inbred lines.  

 

Third generation sequencing, also known as long-read sequencing, has revolutionised 

genome assembly. Third generation sequencing, such as Pacific Biosciences’ single-

molecule real-time sequencing (SMRT), or Oxford Nanopore Technologies’ nanopore 

sequencing (ONT) may overcome the challenges of assemblies with short-read data 

(Jiao and Schneeberger 2017; Kyriakidou, et al. 2018; Michael and VanBuren 2015). 

The length of SMRT generates reads is 10 kb on average (Fu, et al. 2019), and the read 

length can be up to 90 kb (Baybayan, et al. 2020). The average length of ONT reads is 

around 20 kb, and the maximum read length can be > 800 kb (Fu, et al. 2019). The 

length of long-reads provides the possibility to span much longer repeat regions, which 

increases the contiguity of genome assemblies. Also, some solutions for handling 

heterozygous genomes based on long-reads were developed, such as FALCON-Unzip 

(Chin, et al. 2016) or Purge Haplotigs (Roach, et al. 2018). They aim to separate the 

assembly into ‘primary contigs’ and associated ‘haplotigs’ to separate the duplicated 
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assembly region due to the high heterozygosity. However, one challenge for using long-

reads to do the assembly is their high error rate. The average error rate of ONT reads 

can be up to 15% (Fu, et al. 2019; Jiao and Schneeberger 2017), compared to around 

0.1% for Illumina reads (Pfeiffer, et al. 2018). More recent technology such as SMRT 

HiFi reads have dramatically reduced error rates of long reads, but the work in this 

thesis focusses on relatively early version of the ONT technology with error rates of 5-

10%. As a result of the higher error rates in many long reads, many researchers have 

sought to combine long- and short-read data to assemble genomes that are both 

highly contiguous and accurate.  

 

In this thesis, I used Eucalyptus pauciflora (hereafter as abbreviated to E. pauciflora) 

as a study system to explore and develop highly optimised methods for assembling the 

nuclear genome, chloroplast genome, and mitochondrial genome with long- and 

short-reads. In addition, I developed methods to investigate the structural 

heteroplasmy variation in chloroplast genomes, and the different chloroplast genome 

structural forms (such as linear and circular) with long-reads. I also investigated 

whether single-base heteroplasmy is present in plant organellar genomes to address 

long-standing debates in the field.  

 

 

 

1.1 Eucalyptus pauciflora 

The eucalypts widely located in Australia. It includes three genera: Eucalyptus, 

Angohora and Corymbia. Eucalyptus is highly variable, which contains ~700 species 

(Thornhill, et al. 2019). E. pauciflora, also known as snow gum, is one of the highly 

variable eucalypt species that inhabit a broad range of the diverse landscape in south-

eastern Australia (Department of Agriculture and Water Resources 2018) (Figures 0.1 

and 0.2). Being one of the most extensively distributed eucalypt species in Australia, E. 

pauciflora forms the greatest part of the tree line in Australian Alps as well as in 

southern Victoria and Tasmania (Department of Agriculture and Water Resources 2018; 

Williams 1991; Williams and Potts 1996). It is also a species of economic importance, 
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as it provides a good source of honey and pollen for apiculture and good attributes as 

an ornamental and ideal maintenance free street tree (Buckley, et al. 2011; Cochrane 

and Slatyer 1988; Department of Agriculture and Water Resources 2018; Evans and 

Vogelmann 2006; Martorell, et al. 2014; Prior, et al. 2015; Warren 2009). E. pauciflora 

occupies special ecological niches for forest restoration as it has been successful in 

earlier restoration species trials in Tasmania (Close and Davidson 2003; Close, et al. 

2010). Owing to its notable ability to grow in harsh environmental conditions (Williams 

1991; Williams and Potts 1996), E. pauciflora has also been found useful in carbon 

plantings and ecological restoration (Bailey 2013). 

 

 

Figure 0.1. The photo of E. pauciflora.  
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Figure 0.2. The distribution of E. pauciflora in Australia (data from 

https://biocache.ala.org.au/).  

 

Despite being ecologically and economically important, no large-scale genome-level 

resources for E. pauciflora are available, with the exception of two microsatellite 

marker studies (Gauli, et al. 2014a; Gauli, et al. 2014b). The recent development in 

next-generation sequencing platforms coupled with new bioinformatic tools has led to 

a paradigm shift in investigating the different aspects of genetics. Two Eucalyptus 

genome sequences, E. camaldulensis (Hirakawa, et al. 2011) and E. grandis (Myburg, 

et al. 2014), have already been published (Table 0.1). Both of them are based on Sanger 

sequencing and next-generation short-read sequencing techniques. Eucalyptus 

genomes are repeat-rich and heterozygous (Arumugasundaram, et al. 2011; Hirakawa, 

et al. 2011; Myburg, et al. 2014), which makes genome assembly challenging. Long-

reads could provide dramatic improvements for Eucalyptus genome assembly. 

Establishing methods and protocols for assembling the E. pauciflora genome with 

long-reads, therefore, is of potential importance to contemporary plant genomics. 
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Table 0.1. The assembly statsics of E. camaldulensis and E. grandis 

 Size (Mb) # of Contigs N50 (Mb) Repeat content 

E. camaldulensis 654.9 81,246 0.02 44.31% 

E. grandis 691.4 4,952 53.90 50.10% 

 

Here, I obtained ~200x coverage of long-reads, and ~250× coverage of short-reads 

from eight different branches from the same E. pauciflora individual. This high-depth 

data provided the ideal platform for to assess the suitability of long- and short-read 

data for genome assembly and structural analyses in E. pauciflora. 

 

 

 

1.2 Chloroplast genome  

1.2.1 Chloroplast genome assembly 

In plants, chloroplasts are the fundamental organelles which are related to 

photosynthesis (Daniell, et al. 2016). The chloroplast genome is generally represented 

as a single circle, encoding around 100 - 120 genes, with around 120 - 160 kb in length 

in most land plants (Wicke, et al. 2011; Xiao-Ming, et al. 2017). The structure of 

chloroplast genome is quadripartite, consisting of one long single copy (LSC) and a 

short single copy region (SSC), separated by two inverted repeat regions (IRs) (Figure 

0.3). The copy number of chloroplast genomes in each cell fluctuates during plant 

development (Kumar, et al. 2014; Ma and Li 2015; Sakamoto and Takami 2018). In 

general, the copy number of chloroplast genome could be hundreds, or up to one or 

two thousand copies per cell (Sakamoto and Takami 2018). Given its high copy number 

and low mutation rate, chloroplast genomes are used in genetic engineering, species 

identification (barcoding) and evolutionary analyses (Chan, et al. 2011; Daniell, et al. 

2016; Hollingsworth, et al. 2009; Kress, et al. 2005; Martin and Sabater 2010).  
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Figure 0.3. The structure of chloroplast genome. The two single copy regions (LSC and 

SSC) are separated by the identical IR regions.  

 

The first complete chloroplast genomes were sequenced in 1986 for tobacco 

(Shinozaki, et al. 1986) and liverwort (Ohyama, et al. 1986). However, extracting high 

quality chloroplast DNA by chloroplast enrichment is still challenging (Izan, et al. 2017). 

The advent of next-generation sequencing technique has accelerated the progress of 

chloroplast genomics. In general, the chloroplast DNA consists of more than 5% of data 

in a next-generation whole genome sequencing (Bakker, et al. 2015). Given the small 

size of chloroplast genome, it is easy to obtain sufficient chloroplast reads for genome 

assembly. For example, the Arabidopsis thaliana chloroplast genome is 154.48 kb in 

length (Sato, et al. 1999). Every 1 Gb of whole Arabidopsis thaliana genome 

sequencing data contains more than 300x coverage of chloroplast genome data.  

 

However, assembling the chloroplast genome is still challenging for at least three 

reasons. First, the nuclear genome contains many copies of parts of the chloroplast 

genome, meaning that correctly determining which short-reads come from the true 

chloroplast genome can be difficult. Second, a single individual can contain two 

chloroplast genome structural haplotypes which differ in the orientation of the single 

copy regions (Palmer 1983; Stein, et al. 1986). Since the IRs are around 10 - 30 kb in 

size and generally perfectly identical (Wicke, et al. 2011), short-reads fail to provide 

enough information to distinguish the orientation of the single copy regions. The 

identical IRs could be caused by a copy-dependent repair mechanism (Zhu, et al. 

2016a). Finally, the long IRs complicate chloroplast genome assembly with next-
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generation sequencing using short-reads because short reads cannot span these 

repeat regions (Freudenthal, et al. 2020). Typically, using short-reads therefore leads 

to fragmented genome assemblies of the chloroplast genome due to the long IR 

regions, and Sanger sequencing or manual processing based on the existing 

chloroplast genome structure is usually required to complete the assembly (Lee, et al. 

2014; Nie, et al. 2012; Yang, et al. 2013). The advent of long-read sequencing provides 

the possibility of a convenient assembly approach without post-assembly process to 

generate the entire chloroplast genome. Long-read chloroplast genome data can be 

obtained from the whole genome sequencing, with large volumes for low cost. Also, 

both the SMRT and ONT platforms can generate reads exceeding the length of IRs (10 

- 30 kb) (Fu, et al. 2019). However, due to the high error rate of long-reads (Fu, et al. 

2019; Jiao and Schneeberger 2017), hybrid assembly, which combines long- and short-

reads, could be a better solution.  

 

In Chapter I, I aim to use long-reads and short-reads to investigate the best method 

for chloroplast genome assembly. I compared the accuracy, contiguity and 

completeness of chloroplast genome by assessing thousands of long-read-only, short-

read-only and hybrid assemblies with different long-/short-read coverages, as well as 

performing different read-correction methods, polishing algorithms and assemblers. I 

also evaluated the impact of the length of long-read on chloroplast genome assembly.  

 

 

 

1.2.2 The structural haplotypes of chloroplast genome 

It is known that two chloroplast structural haplotypes affect the chloroplast genome 

assembly, but its evolutionary importance is still unclear. Also, some research has 

ignored this phenomenon, which has led to the misinterpretation that the orientation 

of the single copy region differs between species (Ibrahim, et al. 2006; Liu, et al. 2013; 

Wang, et al. 2015; Yang, et al. 2010; Zhang, et al. 2014). The lack of understanding and 

appreciation of chloroplast structural heteroplasmy may stem in part from the 

difficulty of studying it. In general, bacterial artificial chromosomes-end-sequence 
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(Martin, et al. 2013) or restriction digests (Palmer 1983; Stein, et al. 1986) is required 

to study this chloroplast structural heteroplasmy, but both methods are labor- and 

time-intensive. A rapid and simple method could provide significant benefits to future 

studies.  

 

In Chapter II, I aim to develop a rapid and simple method to detect and quantify 

chloroplast genome structural haplotypes using long-reads. This method can not only 

detect the two structural haplotypes which differ in the single copy orientation, but 

also investigate the other haplotypes with different combinations of orientation of LSC, 

SSC and IRs exist. Based on long-reads, I performed a systematic analysis and 

quantification of chloroplast structural haplotypes in 61 land plant species across 19 

orders of Angiosperms, Gymnosperms, and Pteridophytes, and showed that most 

species contain only two structural haplotypes, and that these structural haplotypes 

tend to exist in roughly equal frequencies. 

 

 

 

1.2.3 The structure of chloroplast genome 

Chloroplast genomes are generally represented as a single circle, but other forms of 

chloroplast genome, such as linear or circular dimer, trimer, and tetramer or branched 

forms, have also been reported (Lilly, et al. 2001; Oldenburg and Bendich 2004, 2016) 

(Figure 0.4). Those structure were identified by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis or 

microscope (Gonçalves, et al. 2020; Lilly, et al. 2001; Oldenburg and Bendich 2004, 

2016).  
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Figure 0.4. The structure monomer, dimer and trimer of linear/circular chloroplast 

genomes, and the branched form chloroplast genome. Green regions are the LSC 

regions, blue region are the SSC regions, and blue regions are the IR regions. The 

branched forms of chloroplast genome may be the intermediate structure.  

 

Could the structure of chloroplast genome be identified with long sequencing reads? 

It is known that the circular genome could provide a circular map for reads. However, 

some structures, such as linear head-to-tail concatemers in which two or more linear 

monomer genome combine from head-to-tail, can also be mapped as circle (Bendich 

1993). Therefore, it is difficult for the existence of a circular map to be the standard 

with which to judge the structure of chloroplast genome.  

 

Although it is hard for a circular map to provide enough information to deduce the 

structure of chloroplast genome precisely, sequencing reads may still contain useful 

information that would allow us to make progress in this area. For example, if a linear 

chloroplast genome has well-defined endpoints (i.e. non-random endpoints), linear 
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chloroplast DNA molecules would result in an abundance of reads that start or end at 

those well-defined termini. It should be possible to observe such patterns by mapping 

long chloroplast reads to the chloroplast genome. For instance, a high endpoint rate 

(the number of reads starting or ending at a position divided by total reads passing 

that position) should be revealed at the endpoint position. 

 

In Chapter III, I aim to use long-reads to investigate whether chloroplast genome is 

circular or linear with well-defined endpoints. I first employed my long-read based 

method on simulated SMRT and ONT data from circular chloroplast genome, linear 

chloroplast genome with well-defined ends and linear chloroplast genome with 

random ends, to detect the endpoint rate of each position. Next, I compared the 

endpoint signal from combinations of different structures. Finally, I applied my long-

read based method on empirical datasets to reveal the form of chloroplast genome 

across 28 species.  

 

 

 

1.3 Mitochondrial genome 

In plants, the mitochondrion is another organelle which has its own genetic material, 

although not every mitochondrion possesses a genome (Bendich and Gauriloff 1984; 

Preuten, et al. 2010; Shen, et al. 2019). The mitochondrion serves as a power plant to 

provide energy in the cell, and it also plays a role in the cell death (Newmeyer and 

Ferguson-Miller 2003). The size of mitochondrial varies in more than 100 folds (from 

66 kb in Viscum scurruloideum (Skippington, et al. 2015) to 11.3 Mb in Silene conica 

(Sloan, et al. 2012)), but their coding regions are relatively conserved, with most 

genomes containing around 20-40 protein-coding genes (Adams and Palmer 2003; 

Adams, et al. 2002; Gualberto and Newton 2017; Hall, et al. 2020).  

 

The structure of mitochondrial genome is more complex, and may be linked to the 

abundance of large repeat sequences and frequent recombination. Although many 

publications show the mitochondrial genome is a single circle, more and more 
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evidences indicate that the mitochondrial genome could consist of multiple other 

subgenomic molecules, such as multiple circles, linear forms and branched forms 

(Bendich and Smith 1990; Gualberto and Newton 2017; Kozik, et al. 2019; Lloyd Evans, 

et al. 2019; Oldenburg and Bendich 1996; Shearman, et al. 2014; Sloan 2013; Varre, et 

al. 2019; Woloszynska 2010). It has been suggested that branched structures are the 

dominant structure rather than circular structures (Kozik, et al. 2019; Oldenburg and 

Bendich 1996). Interestingly, the relative abundance of different mitochondrial 

chromosomes within an individual could vary 2-3 folds (Alverson, et al. 2011; Sloan, et 

al. 2012).  

 

Perhaps due to the constant fusion and fission, the copy number of mitochondrial 

genome fluctuates between different developmental stages and tissues (Arimura 2018; 

Fujie, et al. 1993; Fujie, et al. 1994; Preuten, et al. 2010; Shen, et al. 2019), which may 

imply that the nondividing cells contain fewer copies of the mitochondrial genome (Cai, 

et al. 2015). Although the copy number of mitochondrial genome is unstable, it still 

differs by an order of magnitude compared to chloroplast genome and nuclear 

genome, which make it possible to extract mitochondrial reads from whole genome 

sequencing according to the read depth, without isolating mitochondria in vitro (Al-

Nakeeb, et al. 2017; Wang, et al. 2018).  

 

One mitochondrial genome in Eucalyptus genus, E. grandis, is published, which was 

assembled with Illumina data (Pinard, et al. 2019). It is 478,813 bp in length, encoding 

39 protein-coding genes. The E. grandis mitochondrial genome was suggested as a 

linear molecule.  

 

In Chapter IV, I aim to de novo assemble E. pauciflora mitochondrial genome based on 

read depth with long- and short-reads. I also reassembled E. grandis mitochondrial 

genome and compared to the previously published E. grandis mitochondrial genome 

to test the accuracy of my method. I show that mitochondrial genomes in both species 

are actually three components, consisting of both linear and possible circular 

structures, but that these components differ between species. This suggests that 
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mitochondrial genomes have dynamic evolution within the Eucalyptus genus.  

 

 

 

1.4 Heteroplasmy 

Heteroplasmy can be referred to more than one haplotype of an organellar genome 

(mitochondrial genome or chloroplast genome) coexisting in a single cell or individual. 

It could be related to structural rearrangements and small sequence changes. 

Heteroplasmy in organellar genomes has been documented (Frey, et al. 2005; Kersten, 

et al. 2016; Mandel and McCauley 2015; Sabir, et al. 2014; Sun, et al. 2019; Zhu, et al. 

2016b). 

 

Heteroplasmy may be caused by the inheritance patterns or substitution (Ramsey and 

Mandel 2019). As opposed to nuclear genomes which are biparentally inherited, 

organellar genome were typically thought to be uniparentally inherited (maternal 

inheritance or paternal inheritance) (Birky 1995). However, this point has been 

challenged. The mitochondrial genome is believed to be maternally inherited in most 

plants, but biparental inheritance (McCauley 2013; Xu 2005), also known as paternal 

leakage, which results heteroplasmy has been reported (Mandel, et al. 2012; McCauley, 

et al. 2005; Ota, et al. 2007). Chloroplast genomes are predominantly maternally 

inherited in angiosperms, and are paternally inherited predominantly in gymnosperms, 

but the biparental inheritance has also been observed (Xu 2005). 

 

Current methods for detecting heteroplasmy in organellar genomes include 

quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR), Sanger sequencing and next-

generation sequencing (Ramsey and Mandel 2019). qRCR requires designing specific 

primers for each possible heteroplasmy, and Sanger sequencing needs to clone and 

sequence the possible heteroplasmy region to observe the signal. Both of them can 

only detect heteroplasmy in certain targeted regions or genes. However, next-

generation sequencing potentially enables us to detect heteroplasmy genome-wide, 

because it can provide high-coverage data from across entire organellar genomes at 
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relatively low cost.  

 

However, using next-generation sequencing data to detect heteroplasmy can be 

fraught with artefacts. For example, it is well known that the DNA transfer occurs 

between the mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes (Bock 2017; Gandini and 

Sanchez-Puerta 2017; Wang, et al. 2007). This could cause contamination of 

sequencing experiments, and has suggested to result in false positives in previous 

studies of heteroplasmy (Hoang, et al. 2015; Scarcelli, et al. 2016). Given the fact that 

it is difficult to perfectly purify one organellar genome (e.g. the chloroplast genome) 

to the exclusion of the both other genomes (e.g. the mitochondrial and nuclear 

genomes), it is practically impossible to rule out cross-genome contamination in 

sequencing studies (Diekmann, et al. 2008; Hoang, et al. 2015). The worry, therefore, 

is that previous studies which claim to have detected heteroplasmy may be affected 

by contamination and thus false positives.  

 

The combination of DNA transfer makes detecting heteroplasmy in organellar genome 

a challenge. In Chapter V, I aim to use long-read data to confirm and assess the effect 

of DNA transfer on heteroplasmy detection. I first called heteroplasmy with short-read 

data from E. pauciflora mitochondrial and chloroplast genome, and then identified all 

DNA transfer regions between genomes. Finally, I used long-read data which are longer 

than the DNA transfer region to assess evidence for heteroplasmy.  

 

 

 

1.5 Nuclear genome assembly 

Plant genome assembly with short-reads is challenging due in part to their high repeat 

content and often large size (Jiao and Schneeberger 2017). For example, in Utricularia 

gibba, the genome assembly with SMRT data generated a genome of 581 contigs with 

an N50 of ~3.4 Mb (Lan, et al. 2017), whereas the genome assembly with Illumina 

(short-reads) data resulted in a genome of 5,060 scaffolds with an N50 of ~81 kb 

(Ibarra-Laclette, et al. 2013). The advent of new technologies, such as third-generation 

long-read sequencing, promises to ameliorate the shortcomings of short-reads and 
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provide a more contiguous assembly (Jiao and Schneeberger 2017). Nevertheless, 

challenges in other areas remain. For instance, using different assemblers or different 

parameters in a single piece of software can often generate quite dramatically 

different genome assemblies. For this reason, selecting the most appropriate software 

and parameter for assembling a new species genome is not easy. Benchmarking 

different assembly results is therefore important, as is developing new methods to 

compare different genome assemblies from the same data.  

  

Many benchmarks of assembly methods have been carried out (Cherukuri and Janga 

2016; Molina-Mora, et al. 2020; Murigneux, et al. 2020; Wick and Holt 2020). However, 

every species genome has its special features. An appropriate assembly method for 

one species may not be appropriate for another, so relying on existing benchmark 

results maybe not be optimal in every situation. For instance, the Flye software 

(Kolmogorov, et al. 2019) produces highly contiguous genome assemblies in 

Arabidopsis thaliana F0 generation, but the assembly becomes very fragmented in the 

F1 generation due to the increased heterozygosity (Ruan and Li 2020). Assessing 

different assembly results employed on every targeted species and individual is 

therefore recommended.  

 

Currently, contig N50 and BUSCO scores (Seppey, et al. 2019) are two of the most  

common metrics used to assess and compare genome assemblies. The contig N50 is 

the length of the minimum contig that needs to cover 50% of the assembled 

nucleotides. The contig N50 assesses the genome contiguity, but it is not a particularly 

useful measure to compare assembly accuracy because it can easily be artificially 

inflated by incorrectly linking contigs (Gurevich, et al. 2013; Rahman and Pachter 2013). 

BUSCO scores assesses the presence of highly conserved single-copy genes in the 

assembly, and provide a very useful measure of genome assembly completeness. 

However, the regions assessed by BUSCO are typically the easiest parts of the genomes 

to assemble, which can result in very similar BUSCO scores between considerably 

different assemblies. Hence, introducing other metrics to compare different genome 
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assembly results to complement contig N50 and BUSCO scores could be beneficial. 

 

In Chapter VI, I aim to develop a range of new metrics to compare de novo E. pauciflora 

nuclear genome assembly results with different assembly methods. Since each species 

genome has its distinct feature, these metrics should apply to the genomes of all 

species, and expand the range of features with which genome assemblies can be 

compared. I wrote all of the new and existing methods into a single pipeline to allow 

researchers to efficiently apply different genome assembly comparison metrics in their 

own projects.  
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This thesis is about the genome assembly of Eucalyptus pauciflora, which includes 

chloroplast genome, mitochondrial genome and nuclear genome. In Chapter I, I focus 

on chloroplast genome assembly first, and try to figure out the best chloroplast 

genome assembly method by comprising short-read (Illumina) only assembly, long-

read (Oxford nanopore) only assembly and hybrid assembly. I also evaluated the effect 

of multiple parameters, such as different coverage of long- and short- reads, different 

long-read lengths, different assembly pipelines, with a view to determining the most 

accurate and efficient approach to chloroplast genome assembly. 
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Introduction 

Chloroplasts are important organelles in algal and plant cells, which generate 

carbohydrates by photosynthesis (Daniell, et al. 2016). The chloroplast genome 

provides important information for phylogenetics, population-genetics and species 

identification (Bayly, et al. 2013; Daniell, et al. 2016; Gibbs, et al. 2009; Kane, et al. 

2012; Li, et al. 2016; Parks, et al. 2009; Wei, et al. 2017; Zheng, et al. 2013), and is also 

the focus of genetic engineering because it contains many genes involved in 

photosynthesis (Daniell, et al. 2016).  

 

The chloroplast genome is a double-stranded DNA molecule of around 120 kb – 160 

kb in size in most plants, encoding around 100 protein coding genes (Wicke, et al. 2011; 

Zheng, et al. 2017). The chloroplast genome is usually circular, although some research 

suggests that it could be linear in certain developmental stages (Oldenburg and 

Bendich 2004, 2016). The structure of chloroplast genome is highly conserved among 

plants, and usually consists of a long single copy and a short single copy region (the 

long single copy region is longer and contains more genes than the short single copy 

region), separated by two identical inverted repeat regions. In some species, one copy 

of the inverted repeats has been lost during evolution (Jansen, et al. 2008). The length 

of the inverted repeats usually ranges from 10 to 30 kb (Wicke, et al. 2011), although 

in extreme cases can be as short as 114 bp (Hirao, et al. 2008) or as long as 76 kb 

(Chumley, et al. 2006). There are now more than 1500 chloroplast genomes available 

in the NCBI organelle genome database. 

 

Accurate genome assembly is a key first step in the study of chloroplast genomes. 

Initial assemblies of the chloroplast genome relied on Sanger sequencing, which 

produces highly accurate reads of around 1 kb in length (Goremykin, et al. 2004; 

Kunnimalaiyaan and Nielsen 1997; Shinozaki, et al. 1986). However, Sanger sequencing 

is expensive and time-consuming. Over the last decade, Sanger sequencing has been 

largely replaced by short-read sequencing as the primary approach to producing 
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chloroplast genome assemblies (Lee, et al. 2014; Nie, et al. 2012; Yang, et al. 2013). 

Short-read sequencing produces large amounts of data for a relatively low cost, and 

has a high per-base accuracy. However, it produces DNA fragments that are typically 

around 50-400 bp in length (Giordano, et al. 2017), which can make genome assembly 

challenging.  

 

A lack of long-range information can limit the accuracy of genome assemblies derived 

from short-read sequencing data. For example, the two inverted repeats can make it 

difficult to assemble the chloroplast genome into a single contig, because short-read 

data rarely contain sufficient long-range information to span an entire inverted repeat 

(~10–30 kb). Most studies which assembled chloroplast genomes from short-read data 

rely on assemblers designed for whole genome assembly, such as AbySS (Simpson, et 

al. 2009) and SOAPdenovo (Li, et al. 2010). These assemblers produce multiple contigs, 

which were then assembled manually into a single contig according to the structure of 

existing chloroplast genomes, or by performing additional Sanger sequencing to 

confirm the conjunctions between the two single copy regions and the inverted 

repeats (Lee, et al. 2014; Nie, et al. 2012; Yang, et al. 2013). Assembling chloroplast 

genomes by performing synteny alignment with published chloroplast genomes may 

lead to inaccurate results if the chloroplast genome structure is not conserved (for 

example, the Chickpea chloroplast genome contains only one inverted repeat region 

(Jansen, et al. 2008)), or if the published chloroplast genome structure contains errors. 

And when Sanger sequencing is used to confirm an assembly, this removes some of 

the benefits of using short-reads to assemble chloroplast genomes. 

 

New long-read sequencing technologies have the potential to allow for reference-free 

assembly of chloroplast genomes by combining some of the best features of Sanger 

and short-read sequencing. Like short-read technologies, long-read technologies 

produce large volumes of data for low cost. Technologies such as the MinION 

sequencing technology from Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) and single-

molecule real time sequencing technology from Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) routinely 
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produce single reads longer than 10 kb (Giordano, et al. 2017; Istace, et al. 2017), and 

even up to 200 kb (Istace, et al. 2017). It is possible, therefore, for a single read to cover 

the entire chloroplast genome, or at least a very large section of it, suggesting that it 

should be feasible to use long-reads to perform reference-free assembly of the 

chloroplast genome. The main drawback of long-reads is that they have a relatively 

high per-base error rate of around 10-15% (Giordano, et al. 2017; Istace, et al. 2017), 

and ONT reads tend to systematically underestimate the length of homopolymer runs 

(Oikonomopoulos, et al. 2016). Typically, such errors may be mitigated by polishing the 

genome after assembly. Genome polishing involves remapping the reads back to the 

assembly to identify and fix single nucleotide and small structural errors (Lannoy, et al. 

2017; Vaser, et al. 2017). Chloroplast genome assembly using PacBio data has been 

reported (Chaney, et al. 2016; Ferrarini, et al. 2013; Redwan, et al. 2015; Wang, et al. 

2016; Wu, et al. 2014), but no study has focused on employing ONT data to assemble 

chloroplast genomes. It is important to ascertain the best approach to assembling 

chloroplast genomes with ONT data, because it is increasingly widely used due to its 

high yield, low cost, and very rapid turnaround times from tissue to data (Giordano, et 

al. 2017; Weirather, et al. 2017).   

 

Hybrid assembly using a combination of long- and short-reads may be the best 

approach to assembling chloroplast genomes, because it can potentially combine the 

benefits of the length of long-reads and the accuracy of short-reads. Long-reads could 

allow the chloroplast structure to be inferred de-novo, rather than inferring it with 

reference to the structure of a related species. This will be particularly important for 

chloroplast genomes with atypical structures, such as the Chickpea, which has lost one 

of the inverted repeat regions (Jansen, et al. 2008), or Selaginella tamariscina in which 

the repeats are in the same orientation instead of inverted (Xu, et al. 2018). 

Furthermore, long-reads may help avoid errors associated with including reads from 

nuclear or mitochondrial copies of chloroplast genes into chloroplast assemblies. Parts 

of the chloroplast genome are frequently transferred into the mitochondrial or nuclear 

genomes (Chen, et al. 2015; Huang, et al. 2005; Ma, et al. 2015; Spooner, et al. 2017), 
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such that it can be difficult to tell from whether a short-read which matches a typical 

chloroplast sequences is of nuclear, mitochondrial, or chloroplast origin. Such 

contamination may be reduced but perhaps not totally eliminated even when 

sequencing only purified chloroplast DNA (Hoang, et al. 2015). Introducing long-reads 

can overcome this problem, because long-reads that are not of chloroplast origin will 

typically contain nuclear or mitochondrial flanking regions. Despite the potential 

advantages of long-reads for chloroplast genome assembly, we lack a comparison of 

the performance of long-read-only, short-read-only, and hybrid assembly approaches 

for the chloroplast genome. Furthermore, neither the minimum required length of 

long-reads, nor the optimum combination and coverage of long- and short-reads to 

obtain accurate chloroplast genome assemblies is known.  

 

In this study, we set out to determine the best approach to chloroplast genome 

assembly using the chloroplast genome of Eucalyptus pauciflora (E. pauciflora) as a 

test case. Eucalypts are widely distributed in Australia, accounting for roughly 75% of 

the forest areas (Department of Agriculture and Water Resources 2016). E. pauciflora, 

the snow gum, is an evergreen tree found in eastern Australia from close to sea level 

up to the tree line of the Australian Alps, displaying the broadest altitudinal range in 

the Eucalypts (Boland, et al. 2002; Gauli, et al. 2015; Williams 1991). E. pauciflora is of 

particular interest due to its wide distribution and drought and cold tolerance (Buckley, 

et al. 2011; Cochrane and Slatyer 1988; Evans and Vogelmann 2006; Martorell, et al. 

2014; Warren 2009; Way, et al. 2015). However, no chloroplast genome for E. 

pauciflora is available. To evaluate the most efficient and accurate way to de novo 

assemble the chloroplast genome of E. pauciflora, we compared long-read-only 

assemblies, short-read-only assemblies and hybrid assemblies, with large ranges of 

different coverage and long-read lengths. We used Unicycler (Wick, et al. 2017) to do 

the short-read-only and hybrid assemblies, because it is designed specifically for the 

assembly of small circular genomes. For long-read-only assemblies, we compared two 

assemblers: Hinge (Kamath, et al. 2017), an assembler designed for solving the long 
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repeats problem in long-read assemblies of circular genomes; and Canu (Koren, et al. 

2017), one of the most popular long-read assemblers currently available. We also 

assessed the performance of a variety of read-correction methods, assembly software 

and polishing algorithms, and evaluated how the length of long-reads affects 

chloroplast genome assembly. 

 

 

 

Materials and methods  

The raw data have been submitted to NCBI under accession numbers SRR7153095 

(long-read data), and SRR7153063 and SRR7153071 (short-read data). The final 

genome assembly of the E. pauciflora chloroplast genome, and the scripts necessary 

to reproduce the analyses in this study are available on Github at 

https://github.com/asdcid/Chloroplast-genome-assembly. Subfolders in that 

repository are referenced throughout the methods where appropriate. 

 

Sample collection 

Leaves were collected in March 2016 (for Illumina sequencing) and June 2017 (for 

MinION sequencing) from the same branch of a single E. pauciflora individual in 

Thredbo, Kosciuszko National Park, New South Wales, Australia (Latitude -36.49433, 

Longitude 148.282983). Leaves were stored at 4°C until they were returned to the 

laboratory.  

 

DNA extraction and quality control for Illumina sequencing 

Leaves were freeze-dried, and total DNA was extracted using a CTAB protocol (Suarez 

and Rutherford 2018), then purified with a Zymo kit (Zymo Research Corp). TruSeq 

Nano libraries were constructed according to the manufacturer’s instructions and 

whole genome shotgun sequencing was carried out at the ACRF Biomolecular 
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Resource Facility (the Australian National University, Canberra, Australia) on the 

Illumina HiSeq-2500 platform using 150 bp paired-end sequencing with a roughly 400 

bp insert size. We used BBDuk v37.31  for quality and adapter trimming of Illumina 

data, removing bases with a quality score <30 on the left or right side of a read. After 

trimming, reads shorter than 50 bp were removed, and only paired reads were kept. 

We used FastQC  to perform quality checks of libraries before and after trimming. 

Scripts for this analysis are available in the 

1_pre_assembly/1_quality_control/short_read folder of the Github repository. 

 

DNA extraction and quality control for MinION sequencing 

High molecular weight DNA was extracted from leaves using a protocol (Schalamun 

and Schwessinger 2017) based on Mayjonade’s method (Mayjonade, et al. 2016). 

Libraries were prepared according to the ONT 1D ligation library protocol (SQK-LSK108). 

Long-read sequencing was carried out on a MinION sequencer using MinKNOW v1.7.3, 

and then basecalled using Albacore v2.0.2. We removed adapters from long-reads 

using Porechop v0.2.1 , and trimmed bases with quality <9 on both sides of reads using 

Nanofilt v1.2.0 . We discarded reads shorter than 5 kb. Scripts for this analysis are 

available in the 1_pre_assembly/1_quality_control/long_read folder of the Github 

repository. 

 

Chloroplast read extraction 

In both the long- and short-read data, the majority of reads come from non-chloroplast 

sources, such as the nuclear genome, the mitochondrial genome and other 

contaminants, because we performed whole genome sequencing on DNA extracted 

from whole leaf tissues. To facilitate chloroplast genome assembly, we first extracted 

the chloroplast reads by attempting to align all reads to a dataset of 31 known 

Eucalyptus chloroplast genomes, which we refer to as the reference set (Table S1.1). 

The chloroplast genome is circular, but alignment algorithms rely on linear genomes. 

Simple linearization of the reference set would risk failing to capture reads that span 
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the point at which the genomes were circularized. To avoid this, we duplicated and 

concatenated the sequence of each genome in the reference set. In this way, single 

reads that span the point at which the genome was circularized, or long-reads that 

span the entire chloroplast genome, would successfully map to the reference set. 

Short-reads were aligned to the reference set using Bowtie2 v2.2.6 (Langmead and 

Salzberg 2012) and long-reads were aligned to the reference set using Blasr v5.1 

(Chaisson and Tesler 2012). Scripts for this analysis are available in the 

1_pre_assembly/2_cpDNAExtraction folder of the Github repository.  

 

Validation dataset preparation 

As this is the first time that the E. pauciflora chloroplast genome has been sequenced, 

and because we want to assess and compare a range of different approaches to 

genome assembly, we used a subset of our short-read data to validate our genome 

assemblies. To do this, we randomly selected 100x coverage of paired-end Illumina 

reads (59,656 pairs of reads in total) from all of the chloroplast paired-end Illumina 

reads identified above. We excluded these reads from all genome assemblies, and 

instead used them exclusively to assess and compare the genome assemblies we 

produced. In general, we should expect that reads in the validation set will map more 

successfully to chloroplast genomes that are closer to the true genome from which the 

reads were sequenced. Because of this, we can use the mapping rate and the error 

rate of mapped validation reads to different genome assemblies to compare different 

genome assemblies. The mapping rate may not reach 100% even with a perfect 

genome assembly, because we cannot guarantee that all of reads in the validation set 

come from the chloroplast genome (e.g. some may come from nuclear copies of 

chloroplast genes, or from contaminants) and some reads will also contain sequencing 

errors. Nevertheless, as long as the vast majority of the validation reads come from 

the chloroplast genome of E. pauciflora, it should be the case that the mapping rate of 

the validation reads will increase monotonically as the accuracy of the chloroplast 

genome assembly increases. We also expect the error rate of mapped validation reads 
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to decrease monotonically as the accuracy of the genome assembly increases. Short 

Illumina reads typically have a low error rate of ~0.0010 errors per base (Glenn 2011), 

therefore for a perfect genome assembly we might expect the mapped validation 

reads to have an error rate of at most ~0.0010 errors per base (the true number is 

likely to be lower than this, because we filtered out reads and bases with low quality 

scores before constructing the validation set). Assembly errors will increase the error 

rate in the mapped validation reads. Thus, if the error rate of the mapped reads is 

greater than ~0.0010 errors per base, this suggests that there are errors that cannot 

be attributed to sequencing error, and are likely to represent assembly errors. If the 

error rate is less than 0.0010 errors per base, this suggests there are few if any errors 

in the assembly, although it does not guarantee that the assembly is error free. Scripts 

for random read selection are available in the 2_assembly/randomSelection folder of 

the Github repository. 

 

Long-read-only assembly 

We performed 24 long-read-only assemblies, using all combinations of two assemblers, 

Hinge and Canu, and 12 different coverages (calculated assuming a 160 kb genome 

size): 5x, 8x, 10x, 20x, 40x, 60x, 80x, 100x, 200x, 300x, 400x, 500x. Reads for each 

coverage were selected randomly from the full set of filtered and trimmed long-reads. 

The assemblers were run with the default settings, except: (i) in Hinge, the read filter 

cut-off was set to 10, as it failed to assemble reads with default setting; and (ii) in Canu, 

the correctErrorRate was increased to 0.154 when the coverage was less than 40x 

according to the recommendation in the Canu manual. Hinge failed to assemble the 

chloroplast genome with 5x, 8x and 10x long-read coverage. Scripts for this analysis 

are available in the 2_assembly/longReadOnly folder of the Github repository.    

 

Short-read-only assembly 

We performed 48 short-read-only assemblies using default settings in Unicycler v0.3.1. 

These 48 assemblies comprised 12 different coverages (5x, 8x, 10x, 20x, 40x, 60x, 80x, 
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100x, 200x, 300x, 400x, 500x), each combined with four types of short-read error 

correction: (i) no correction; (ii) SPAdes correction (Bankevich, et al. 2012); (iii) Karect 

correction (Allam, et al. 2015); and (iv) Karect+SPAdes correction. A recent study 

(Heydari, et al. 2017) suggested that Karect performs better than other error 

correction methods, while SPAdes is the correction method built into the Unicycler 

pipeline. Corrected and uncorrected paired-end reads for the different coverages were 

randomly selected from the total set of filtered and trimmed short-reads prior to 

assembly. Scripts for this analysis are available in the 2_assembly/shortReadOnly 

folder of the Github repository. 

 

To test the performance of organelle genome specific assembler, we employed 

NOVOPlasty (Dierckxsens, et al. 2017) to assemble the E. pauciflora chloroplast 

genome with different short-read coverages (5x, 8x, 10x, 20x, 40x, 60x, 80x, 100x, 200x, 

300x, 400x, 500x). Following the suggested best practice in the NOVOPlasty 

documentation, we only removed the adaptors from the short-reads. We used two 

settings for the“Genome Range”parameter: 120 kb – 200 kb to reflect a case in which 

the range includes the likely correct genome size (~160KB), and 120 kb – 140 kb to 

reflect a case where the correct genome size is slightly underestimated. We used the 

closely related E. regnans chloroplast genome as a reference sequence. We found that 

the final assembly was highly sensitive to the maximum specified genome size, and 

that NOVOPlasty assemblies showed unpredictable behavior as coverage increased 

(see Supplementary results). Because of this, we do not discuss the NOVOPlasty 

assemblies further, but instead use the results from Unicycler to represent the short-

read-only assemblies. 

 

Hybrid assembly 

We performed 576 hybrid assemblies combining long- and short-reads. All assemblies 

were performed using default settings in Unicycler v0.3.1, except for those assemblies 

which used only Karect to correct the reads, for which we turned off the SPAdes 
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correction in Unicycler). The 576 assemblies comprise all 144 possible combinations 

of 12 different coverages of both long- and short-read used above (5x, 8x, 10x, 20x, 

40x, 60x, 80x, 100x, 200x, 300x, 400x, 500x), repeated for four types of short-read 

error correction: (i) no correction; (ii) SPAdes correction; (iii) Karect correction; and (iv) 

Karect+SPAdes correction. We did not perform long-read error correction prior to 

assembly, because Unicycler is designed to work with raw long-read data, and we 

polish all genome assemblies using the best available short-read polishing tools. 

Scripts for this analysis are available in the 2_assembly/hybrid folder of the Github 

repository. 

 

Hybrid assembly with different lengths of long-reads 

To investigate how the length of long-reads affects the accuracy of chloroplast genome 

assemblies, we performed 576 genome assemblies that combined short-reads with 

long-reads of different lengths. All assemblies were performed using Unicycler v0.3.1. 

The 576 assemblies comprise all 96 possible combinations of short- (5x, 8x, 10x, 20x, 

40x, 60x, 80x, 100x, 200x, 300x, 400x, 500x) and long-read coverage (5x, 8x, 10x, 20x, 

40x, 60x, 80x, 100x), repeated for six different length categories for the long-reads: 5-

10 kb, 10-20 kb, 20-30 kb, 30-40 kb, 40-50 kb, ≥50 kb. As above, sets of reads were 

picked randomly from each length specific sub-dataset. Short-reads were corrected by 

Karect, and long-reads were uncorrected, as above. We did not investigate higher 

coverage of long-reads because 100x was the maximum coverage category available 

for the longest subset of long-reads (≥50 kb). Assembly scripts for this analysis are the 

same as for the hybrid assemblies, except for the input files. 

 

Genome polishing 

To facilitate certain comparisons among genome assemblies, we manually assembled 

the multiple contigs into a single contig from some genome assemblies. For example, 

the long-read-only assemblies, short-read-only assemblies, and hybrid assemblies 

with <20x long-read coverage all tended to produce multiple contigs, occasionally with 
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some regions of the chloroplast genome represented more than once. This is, of 

course, useful information for comparing assembly performance. However, in order to 

calculate comparable estimates of the per-base error rate from our validation set, we 

manually removed duplicated regions from these assemblies and then manually 

combined all remaining contigs together to create a single contig spanning as much of 

the chloroplast genome as possible. To do this, for assemblies with multiple contigs, 

we used E. regnans (NCBI accession NC_022386.1) as a reference, which is a close 

phylogenetic relative of E. pauciflora, and created pairwise genome alignments 

between this reference and the contigs from each assembly using Mummer v3.23 

(Kurtz, et al. 2004), after removing contigs shorter than 5 kb. We then used a python 

script to remove duplicate regions according to the pairwise genome alignments. 

Scripts for this analysis are available in the 3_post_assembly/1_same_structure folder 

of the Github repository. 

 

All genome assemblies were polished at the individual base level using the best 

available tools. Hybrid and short-read-only assemblies were polished using Pilon v1.22 

(Walker, et al. 2014), and long-read-only assemblies were polished using Racon (Vaser, 

et al. 2017), Nanopolish v0.8.1 (Loman, et al. 2015), and Racon+Nanopolish v0.8.1. 

Pilon uses information in short-reads to polish out errors from assemblies, whereas 

Racon and Nanopolish use information in long-reads. Nanopolish is designed for ONT 

data, but Racon is designed for ONT and PacBio data. We ran Nanopolish and Pilon for 

multiple iterations until the polished genome remained unchanged. We ran Racon for 

ten iterations, because the polished genome continued changing by tiny amounts after 

10 iterations during testing. Scripts for this analysis are available in the 

3_post_assembly/2_polish folder of the Github repository. 

 

Evaluation of different assembly performance 

A perfect genome assembly would cover the entire genome in a single contig, with the 

maximum possible percentage of validation reads mapping successfully with the 
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lowest possible error rate, given the limitations of the accuracy of the sequencing 

platform and the mapping software. Therefore, to assess and compare our genome 

assemblies, we considered five key statistics: (i) the number of contigs output by the 

raw assembly; (ii) the average per-base coverage of the reference genome by the 

contigs (calculated by the sum of any part of any contig that aligns successfully to the 

E. regnans chloroplast genome divided by the length of the E. regnans chloroplast 

genome), which should equal ~1.0 for a perfect assembly but may be much higher 

than one for assemblies that contain duplicated regions; (iii) the sum of the length of 

all contigs output by the assembler; (iv) the percentage of the validation reads 

successfully mapped to the polished genome; (v) the error rate of the validation reads 

that successfully mapped to the polished genome. As mentioned above, the error rate 

here is the sum of mismatches and indels (insertions or deletions) between the 

validation reads and the assemblies, because it is not possible to know in advance 

whether a mismatch or indel between a read and an assembly derives from an error 

in the read or the assembly (although this may be determined post-hoc by analysis of 

the aligned reads to the assembly, see below). We mapped the validation reads to each 

genome with default settings in Bowtie v2.2.6, and extracted the mapping rate and 

general error rate from the result using Qualimap v2.2.1 (Okonechnikov, et al. 2016). 

Scripts for this analysis are available in the 

3_post_assembly/3_assembly_quality_control folder of the Github repository. 

 

Final genome assessment 

To further assess the assembly with lowest error rate, highest mapping rate, and 

coverage closest to 1.0, we attempted to estimate the number of possible errors and 

heteroplasmic sites in that assembly using all of the long- and short-read data available 

to us. To do this, we mapped all of the short-reads with Bowtie v2.2.6, and long-reads 

using Ngmlr (Sedlazeck, et al. 2017) (because Blasr failed to produce BAM file for ONT 

data) to the assembly after duplicating and concatenating it as above, and compared 

the mapped reads at each site by visualising the alignments in IGV (Thorvaldsdottir, et 
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al. 2013), and by using samtools v1.5 (Li, et al. 2009) and varScan v2.4.0 (Koboldt, et 

al. 2012) to look for mismatches and indels between the short-reads and the assembly, 

and Nanopolish v0.8.1 to look for mismatches and indels between the long-reads and 

the assembly. We considered that a true assembly error would be likely to produce 

consistent mismatches or indels between the assembly and both the long- and short-

reads. Both technologies have their limitations which may produce well-supported 

mismatches or indels between the assembly and one read type. For example, short-

reads that derive from regions of the nuclear or mitochondrial genome that are similar 

to the chloroplast genome may map with high probability to the chloroplast genome, 

but this mapping is far less likely to occur with long-reads, which in our dataset are a 

minimum of 5 kb. Similarly, ONT reads are known to contain biases with respect to the 

length of homopolymer regions, but this bias should not occur in short-reads. Thus, if 

the frequency of the non-reference base of a mismatch or indel is similar between the 

short- and long-read mappings, then this is most likely to indicate either an assembly 

error or a heteroplasmic site. Scripts for this analysis are available in the 

3_post_assembly/4_SNP_call folder of the Github repository 

 

Gene annotation 

We used GeSeq (Tillich, et al. 2017) to annotate the best assembly, followed by 

ARAGORN v1.2.38 (Laslett and Canback 2004) to annotate the tRNAs. Since GeSeq 

failed to detect the very short exons, genes containing such exons, such as petB and 

petD, were manually annotated based on the annotations in the reference set of 

chloroplast genomes.  

 

Phylogenetic analysis 

We added the E. pauciflora chloroplast genome estimated here to the reference set 

of chloroplast genomes used above, giving a dataset of 32 complete and well-

annotated chloroplast genomes. We split each genome into 312 fragments based on 

their annotations, where each fragment represents a single exonic or non-exonic 
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region. We then produced 312 individual alignments of the 32 sequences (one 

alignment for each fragment) using Clustal Omega v1.2.4 (Sievers, et al. 2011). We 

then manually examined the 312 alignments, deleted regions of each alignment that 

could not be confidently aligned, and manually adjusted the remaining regions. 

Subsequently, we concatenated the 312 alignments to create a single alignment with 

32 sequences and 156,245 bases. We estimated a phylogeny from this alignment 

using IQ-TREE v1.5.5 (Trifinopoulos, et al. 2016), and ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy, 

et al. 2017) with default settings, and 1000 ultrafast bootstrap replicates (Hoang, et 

al. 2018). Scripts for this analysis are available in the phylogenetic_analysis folder of 

the Github repository. 
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Results 

Sequencing 

We generated 6.0 Gb of raw long-read data, comprising 705,554 reads with a mean 

length of 8,504 bp. We generated 6.4 Gb of short-read data, comprising 21,114,786 

150 bp paired-end reads. After trimming adapters and low-quality bases, and mapping 

the reads to the reference set (Table S1.1), we recovered 0.57 Gb of long-read data 

comprising 28,7 77 reads with a mean length of 19,807 bp (minimum 5,002 bp and 

maximum 150,181 bp), and 0.38 Gb of short-read data comprising 2,840,345 paired-

end reads. Assuming that the E. pauciflora chloroplast genome size is ~160 kb, this 

represents a total coverage of ~3,600x for long-reads and ~2,400x for short-reads. 

 

Genome assembly comparison 

Of the 648 genome assemblies we performed, the best genome assemblies were the 

hybrid assemblies with at least 20x coverage of both long- and short-reads (Figure 1.1). 

Hybrid assemblies with lower coverage of either data type, and assemblies that relied 

on only one data type, were of lower quality. In the following, we discussed each of 

the assembly categories in more detail. 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Comparison of chloroplast genome assemblies. The coverage of the long- 

and short-reads is shown along the top and left-hand-side of each panel, respectively. 

The left-hand-side also shows which assembler was used for each row of assemblies 

in that panel. Hinge and Canu are long-read-only assemblers, whereas Unicycler is 
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short-read-only and hybrid assembler. The Hinge and Canu results in B, C, D were 

polished by Racon+Nanopolish, and the Unicycler results used Karect-corrected short-

reads. A. The total coverage of the chloroplast genome across all contigs output by the 

assembler. Panels marked with a red ‘x’ contained a single contig covering the whole 

chloroplast genome. The heatmap indicates the chloroplast genome coverage. B. The 

assembly length of different assemblies after manual curation (e.g. removing duplicate 

regions). Panels marked with an ‘x’ denote assemblies with the expected length, in the 

range 155,938 bp–155,945 bp. C. The mapping rate of validation reads to the 

assemblies after manual curation. Assemblies with highest mapping rate (99.43%) are 

marked with a red ‘x’. D. The average per-base error rate of validation reads mapped 

to each manually-curated genome assembly. Assemblies with the lowest error rate 

(0.0007) are marked with a red ‘x’. 

 

Long-read-only assembly 

For long-read-only assemblies, the best assembly was produced by Hinge with 500x 

long-read coverage and polishing using Racon+Nanopolish (Figure S1.1). Neither Hinge 

nor Canu were able to assemble the entire chloroplast genome into a single contig 

(Figure S1.1A), so all long-read-only assemblies had to be manually curated (see 

Methods). In general, Canu assembled one or two contigs which failed to cover some 

regions of the genome or covered some regions twice, whereas Hinge assembled at 

least two contigs containing many duplicated regions. Canu produced assemblies from 

all 12 different long-read coverages (5-500x; the second row of Figure 1.1A), but only 

the assemblies generated from 80x and 200x coverage had a total length that was close 

to the expected 160 kb after manual curation (Figure 1.1B and Figure S1.1B). 

Surprisingly, the total length of the Canu assemblies varied widely with relatively minor 

changes in coverage (E.g. ~145 kb at 60x, ~160 kb at 80x, and ~140 kb at 100x coverage; 

Figure 1.1B and Figure S1.1B). Hinge failed to produce any contigs when the coverage 

was lower than 20x (top row of Figure 1.1A), but produced contigs that could be 

manually curated into near complete chloroplast genomes (with lengths very close to 
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160 kb) when the coverage was ≥20x (Figure 1.1B and Figure S1.1B). 

 

Validation of the long-read-only assemblies after manual curation showed that the 

assemblies produced by Hinge were more accurate than those produced by Canu 

(Figure 1.1C). This is because Hinge was able to assemble contigs covering the entire 

chloroplast genome. The error rate of mapped validation reads decreased predictably 

as the long-read coverage increased for both Canu and Hinge assemblies (Figure 1.1D 

and Figure S1.1D). For the Hinge assemblies, the mapping rate of the validation reads 

increased predictably with the increased coverage of input reads, up to a maximum of 

99.41% with 300x or 500x input read coverage (Figure 1.1C and Figure S1.1C). For the 

Canu assemblies, the mapping rate of the validation reads was the highest (~99.40%) 

at 80x and 200x input read coverage (Figure 1.1C and Figure S1.1C), but varied 

substantially at lower coverage, reflecting the fact that many of the Canu assemblies 

were missing large portions of the chloroplast genome. These data suggest that there 

is a complex relationship between assembly accuracy and input read coverage when 

assembling chloroplast genomes with ONT data using Canu.  

 

Polishing the long-read-only genome assemblies with both Racon and Nanopolish 

resulted in more accurate assemblies than polishing them with either Racon or 

Nanopolish alone (Figures S1.1C and S1.1D). For Canu assemblies, when polishing with 

Racon alone, assembly accuracy improved from an error rate (mismatches and indels) 

of ~0.0300 per base of the validation reads to ~0.0060 per base as coverage increased 

up to ~100x, but did not improve further at higher coverage. When polishing with 

Nanopolish or Racon+Nanopolish, assembly accuracy continued to improve up the 

maximum coverage we examined (500x; Figures S1.1C and S1.1D), at which the error 

rate was 0.0022 per base of the validation reads in the best assemblies. The situation 

was the same in Hinge assemblies. Since the expected error rate of the validation reads 

likely to be at most 0.0010 (see above), this suggests that at least 0.0012 mismatches 

or indels per base in the validation reads mapped to the long-read-only assemblies 

comes from errors in the assemblies themselves.  
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Short-read correction 

For short-read-only and hybrid assemblies, we compared the effect of four different 

approaches to short-read correction: no correction, Karect, SPAdes, and 

Karect+SPAdes. When the short-read coverage was ≥20x, we found no meaningful 

differences between these four conditions (Figures S1.2-S1.5). When the short-read 

coverage was lower than 20x, we found that correction with Karect gave slightly higher 

genome assembly accuracy than the other three conditions (i.e. slightly higher 

mapping rates and lower per-base error rates with the validation reads; Figures S1.2-

S1.5). Therefore, we focus on comparing short-read-only and hybrid assemblies in 

which short-reads were corrected using Karect. 

 

Short-read-only assemblies 

Short-read-only assemblies with coverage ≥20x produced three complete contigs 

corresponding to the three major structural regions of the chloroplast genome: the 

long single copy, the short single copy and the inverted repeat (Figure 1.1). After 

manual curation (see Materials and methods), in which we assembled the resulting 

three contigs by hand and polishing, (not duplicate the inverted repeat), the short-

read-only assemblies had high mapping rates of the validation reads (99.36%) and low 

rates of mismatches and indels between the validation reads and the assemblies 

(0.0007). This error rate is lower than the expected error rate of the validation reads, 

suggesting that the short-read-only assemblies may contain few or no errors. One 

small source of error in the short-read-only assemblies, which is not reflected in these 

statistics, is that in these assemblies ~10 bp from the beginning or end of long single 

copy or short single copy region are sometimes incorrectly assigned to the inverted 

repeat region, vice versa. This may cause minor errors in assemblies when whole 

chloroplast genomes are manually assembled from the three contigs (duplicate the 

inverted repeat) that result from short-read-only assemblies. 
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Hybrid assemblies 

Hybrid assembly with Unicycler performed better than all other assemblies as long as 

both long- and short-read coverage was at least 20x (Figure 1.1 and Figure S1.2). In 

these cases, the entire chloroplast genome was assembled into a single contig without 

manual curation, and the validation reads showed a mapping rate of 99.43% and an 

error rate of 0.0007 after polishing. As above, this suggests that these hybrid 

assemblies likely contained few or no errors. When the long-read coverage was less 

than 20x, the long-reads made no meaningful difference to the hybrid assemblies 

when compared to short-read-only assemblies. When coverage of long-reads was ≥ 

20x, all assemblies with the same short-read coverage were exactly the same. These 

results suggest that the long-read information is useful for confirming the correct 

conjunctions between the two single copy regions and the inverted repeats in 

Unicycler. Assemblies using only 5x short-read coverage were missing ~40 kb of the 

chloroplast genome, regardless of the long-read coverage (Figure S1.2B). The length of 

hybrid assemblies with ≥ 20x coverage of both long- and short-reads were all very 

similar, differing by at most four bases from a length of 159,942 bp. 

 

Hybrid assembly with different lengths of long-reads 

Hybrid assembly performance was highly dependent on the length of the long-reads. 

Hybrid assembly produced a single contig spanning the entire complete chloroplast 

genome with as little as 5x long-read coverage and 8x short-read coverage, provided 

that all the long-reads were longer than 30 kb (Table 1.1 and 8-13: Figures S1.6-

S1.11), which is long enough to cover the entire inverted repeat region (~26 kb). 

When long-reads were shorter than 20 kb, the hybrid assembly failed to assemble 

the entire chloroplast genome into a single contig (Table 1.1, Figures S1.6 and S1.7), 

likely because these reads are shorter than the inverted repeat region. When long-

reads were 20-30 kb, hybrid assembly produced a complete assembly with a single 

contig with at least 20x long-read coverage and at least 8x short-read coverage.  
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Table 1.1. The minimum coverage of long-/short-reads required to assemble one 

contig spanning the entire chloroplast genome.  

Length range 5-10 

kb 

10-20 

kb 

20-30 

kb 

30-40 

kb 

40-50 

kb 

≥ 50 kb 

Long-read N/A N/A 20x 5x 5x 5x 

Short-read N/A N/A 8x 8x 8x 8x 

N/A: No one contig spanning the entire chloroplast genome can be assembled under 

this long-read length range. 

 

Final genome assessment 

To choose one assembly as the E. pauciflora chloroplast reference genome, we 

compared all hybrid assemblies with ≥ 20x long- and short-read coverage. The 81 

assemblies fall into six groups of identical assemblies (Figure 1.2), all of which have 

identical mapping and error rates (Figures 1.1C and 1.1D). All assemblies with the 

same short-read coverage were identical, regardless of their long-read coverage. 

Assemblies with 40x, 200x or 500x short-read coverage were identical, as were 

assemblies with 300x and 400x short-read coverage, while assemblies with 20x, 60x, 

80x and 100x short-read coverage were all unique. The differences between these six 

groups of assemblies fall into just three regions of the chloroplast genome (Figure 

1.2): (i) an adenine homopolymer site, 9048-9061, containing six variants; (ii) an 

adenine homopolymer site, 32043-32059, in which the 80x short-read coverage 

assemblies have a small deletion; (iii) a thymine homopolymer site, 51964-51975, in 

which the 20x short-read coverage assemblies have a short deletion. 

 

To distinguish which variant in each of these regions was most likely to be correct, we 

mapped all of the long- and short-reads to all six assemblies. This revealed that the 

identical assemblies from the 40x, 200x, and 500x short-read coverage datasets are 
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most likely to be correct. In the first adenine homopolymer site, both short- and 

long-reads rejected the thymine substitution (which is present in the 20x, 60x, and 

80x short-read coverage assemblies, Figure 1.2), but neither the short- nor the long-

reads provided clear preference for the length of the homopolymer. The long-reads 

provided little useful information due to their high rate of systematic error around 

homopolymers. Roughly the same number of reads map successfully to this region 

regardless of whether the assembly has 14, 15, or 16 adenines in this homopolymer, 

and in all cases no roughly 10% of short-reads disagree with the length of the 

homopolymer in the assembly. This may be the result of sequencing error, or 

mapping error, or heteroplasmies affecting this site. For the other two homopolymer 

sites, the short-reads clearly showed that the deletions in the 20x and 80x coverage 

assemblies in these regions where likely to be assembly errors (>50% of short-reads 

show insertions in both regions). Based on these observations, we selected the 

genome assembly derived from 500x coverage of both short- and long-read data as 

the final genome assembly. Despite the uncertainty in the homopolymer at position 

9048-9061, we preferred this assembly because it is derived from the most data.  

 

The mapping results suggest that the per-base accuracy of the final genome 

assembly is very high, and is unlikely to contain any errors. We identified all sites that 

show a non-reference base or small indel at a frequency of ≥10%, revealing 1016 

sites for the mapped long-reads and one for the mapped short-reads. Of these, there 

are no sites that contained a non-reference allele at ≥50% frequency in either the 

long- or the short-read mapping. This suggests that the final genome assembly is 

unlikely to contain any errors. The high number of sites with a non-reference allele at 

≥10% for the mapped long-reads is expected given their much higher error rate, and 

biases associated with the estimation of the length of homopolymer runs. The one 

site identified with a non-reference base ≥10% in the short-reads was site 51961 in 

which 47.71% of bases support a T insertion. This insertion is located in a 

homopolymer T region (Figure S1.12), and so the ONT long-reads can provide little 

information on whether the insertion is likely to be an assembly error, a true variant 
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(e.g. due to heteroplasmy), sequencing error in the short-reads, or a mapping error 

(e.g. due to a proportion of short-reads being derived from DNA transferred from the 

chloroplast to the mitochondrial or nuclear genomes (Hoang, et al. 2015)). 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Comparison of hybrid assembly sequences with ≥ 20x long- and short-

read coverage. Short_20x indicates 20x coverage of short-reads were used in these 

assemblies (with ≥20x long-read coverage). For hybrid assemblies with ≥ 20x short-

reads, if the long-read coverage was ≥20x, all assemblies with the same short-read 

coverage was identical. The number at the top is the position. 

 

E. pauciflora chloroplast genome annotation, and phylogenetic analysis 

Our best assembly of the E. pauciflora chloroplast genome is a hybrid assembly, 

which has the best overall quality statistics, and does not suffer from the minor 

errors at the junctions of the single copy and inverted repeat regions associated with 

short-read only assemblies (see above). This E. pauciflora chloroplast genome is 

159,942 bp in size, comprised of two inverted repeat regions of 26,367 bp, a long 

single copy region of 88,787 bp, and a short single copy region of 18,421 bp. We 

identified and annotated 131 genes of known function including 37 transfer RNA 

genes and 8 ribosomal RNA genes (Figure 1.3A). All ribosomal RNA genes are located 

in the inverted repeat regions. Five genes, psbL, infA, ycf1 and two copies of ycf15, 

were annotated as pseudogenes.  

 

The phylogenetic analysis places E. pauciflora as a sister to a clade comprised of E. 

regnans, E. elata, and E. sieberi with high bootstrap support (Figure 1.3B). As 

expected, interrelationships among the other 31 Eucalyptus chloroplast genomes are 

the same as reported previously (Bayly, et al. 2013). The placement of E. pauciflora is 

consistent with previous Eucalyptus analyses using Diversity Array Technology 
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markers (Steane, et al. 2011). 

 

Figure 1.3. A. Annotated E. pauciflora chloroplast genome. Genes shown on the 

inside of the circle are transcribed clockwise, whereas genes shown on the outside of 

the circle transcribed counterclockwise. The grey region in the inside circle shows the 

GC content across the chloroplast genome. This figure was produced by OGDraw v1.2 

(Lohse, et al. 2007). B. A phylogenetic tree of 32 Eucalyptus taxa based on analysis of 

full chloroplast genomes. 

 

 

Discussion 

By comparing a large range of different approaches to chloroplast genome assembly, 

we show that hybrid assembly with at least 20x coverage of long-reads (containing at 

least 5x coverage of reads large than the inverted repeat region) and 20x coverage of 

short-reads is sufficient to assemble the entire chloroplast genome into a single 

contig with few or no errors. We also show that very similar accuracy can be 

obtained from short-read-only assemblies, although in this case the genome is 

assembled into three contigs representing the three main regions of the chloroplast 

genome. Long-read-only assemblies using ONT data produced multiple contigs and 
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contained many errors, even after polishing with long-read polishing algorithms. We 

demonstrate how multiple genome assemblies from the same data can be rigorously 

compared by retaining a subset of reads as a validation set. Finally, by re-mapping 

both our long- and short-reads to our final assembly, we show that it is likely that our 

final assembly has few or no errors, and identify one sites in which the lengths of 

homopolymers were difficult to determine, even with very high coverage of long- 

and short-reads.  

 

Short-read-only assemblies of the chloroplast genome were highly accurate, but 

were divided into the three regions of the chloroplast genome – the long single copy, 

short single copy, and inverted repeat. Such assemblies have two limitations. First, 

they must be manually combined into a full-length chloroplast genome, and this 

relies on comparison to a reference genome. Second, if using Unicycler as the 

assembler, although it can assemble the three regions of chloroplast genome (can be 

merged into one contig if we duplicate the inverted region and link them together 

according to the graphical fragment assembly graph produced by Unicycler), it 

occasionally placed ~10 bp from the end of one region onto the start of another, such 

that the accuracy of manually-curated short-read-only assemblies may be rather low 

at the junctions between single copy and inverted repeat regions. The lack of 

structural resolution will not matter if genome structure is not the focus of a study, 

or if the genome structure is known in advance. Similarly, the very slightly higher 

error rate of short-read-only assemblies compared to hybrid assemblies may not 

matter for some approaches (e.g. phylogenetics, in which such errors could be safely 

ignored), but may be important for other applications (e.g. population or functional 

genetics in which variants in these regions may be the focus of a study). 

 

Our study suggests that there are two key advantages to hybrid assemblies compared 

to short-read-only assemblies. First, the addition of as little as 5x coverage of long-

reads of sufficient length that span the inverted repeat (roughly 10-30 kb in most 

species) results in assembling the entire chloroplast genome into a single contig. This 
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will be beneficial for those who wish to obtain a reference-free estimate of the 

overall structure of the chloroplast genome (e.g. for researchers interested in 

structural variation (Chen, et al. 2016; Huang, et al. 2014; Ni, et al. 2017; Wang, et al. 

2015)), and for those who wish to accurately infer the sequence of the junctions 

between the major regions of the genome without additional Sanger sequencing. 

Second, long-reads provide useful information for assessing assembly errors or 

heteroplasmies in chloroplast genome assembly. The limited length of short-reads 

(150 bp in this study) will increase the rate at which these reads map incorrectly, 

particularly given the existing copies of sections of the chloroplast genome in the 

mitochondrial or nuclear genome (Chen, et al. 2015; Huang, et al. 2005; Ma, et al. 

2015; Spooner, et al. 2017). For example, 28 chloroplast DNA fragments were found 

inserted into the rice chromosome 10, covering almost the entire rice chloroplast 

genome (Rice Chromosome 10 Sequencing 2003). If the nuclear insertions have 

accumulated mutations, this could cause some problems with short-read-only 

chloroplast genome assemblies, and particularly analyses of heteroplasmy. These 

problems should be much reduced for long-reads, because the extent the and 

frequency of chloroplast DNA transfer can be inferred from the long reads 

themselves. Furthermore, analysis of reads that contain chloroplast DNA with 

nuclear flanking regions should enable nuclear copies of the chloroplast genome to 

be excluded from analyses, which may help clarify some ongoing debates about the 

prevalence of heteroplasmy in chloroplast genomes (Diekmann, et al. 2008; Hoang, 

et al. 2015; Scarcelli, et al. 2016).  

 

Our results differ from those reported in a recent study of long-read-only and short-

read-only chloroplast genome assemblies, which suggested that there were 

substantial benefits of long-read-only assembly for chloroplast genomes assembly 

(Ferrarini, et al. 2013). That study used PacBio data (we used ONT data here), and 

compared the resulting assemblies to those generated from Illumina data (as we 

used here). That study suggested that long-reads were beneficial based on the 

observation that short-read-only assemblies recovered just ~90% of the chloroplast 
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genome assembled into seven contigs, with a relatively high proportion (0.12%) of 

uncertain sites. We were able to successfully assemble 100% of the chloroplast 

genome into three contigs (corresponding directly to the three major structural 

regions of the chloroplast genome) with very high accuracy, given just 20x coverage 

of short-read data. The difference between these two studies is likely due to recent 

improvements in genome-assembly algorithms, and in particular the development of 

Unicycler, which is designed specifically for the assembly of circular genomes from 

short-read and combined short- and long-read data. These improved genome 

assembly algorithms mitigate many of the previous limitations of short-read-only 

assemblies of the chloroplast genome, making the differences between approaches 

less severe than they were previously.  

 

Assembling highly accurate chloroplast genomes from purely long-reads generated 

on the ONT platform remains challenging. The long-read-only assemblers we 

assessed were unable to assemble the genome into a single contig, although they 

were able to assemble multiple contigs which could subsequently be manually 

curated to produce full-length chloroplast genomes (Figure 1.1 and Figure S1.1). 

However, the single-base accuracy of these genome assemblies (after polishing) 

remained much higher than those of short-read-only or hybrid assemblies (after 

polishing). Long-read-only assemblies are likely to be more accurate at the single 

base level when using PacBio sequencing, because the error profile of PacBio 

sequencing is less systematically biased than that of ONT sequencing. However, in 

agreement with our findings, a recent study showed using PacBio sequencing data it 

was not yet possible to assemble the entire chloroplast genome into a single contig 

without post-assembly processing (Ferrarini, et al. 2013; Redwan, et al. 2015; Wu, et 

al. 2014; Xiang, et al. 2016). 
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Supplementary data 

Data are also available on 

https://bmcgenomics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12864-018-5348-8. 

 

 

Figure S1.1. The summary of long-read-only assemblies. Long_5x indicates the 5x 

coverage of long-read was used in the assembly. Hinge failed to assemble genome 

with <20x coverage. None, Racon, Nanopolish and Racon+Nanopolish mean the 

different genome polishing pipeline. A. The total coverage of the chloroplast genome 

across all contigs output by the assembler. The number is the number of contigs of 

each assembly, whereas the heatmap is the genome coverage (it could be over 100% 

if some duplications exist). B. The assembly length of different assemblies after 

manual curation (e.g. removing duplicate regions). C. The mapping rate of validation 

reads to the assemblies after manual curation. D. The average per-base error rate of 

validation reads mapped to each manually-curated genome assembly.  
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Figure S1.2. The summary of short-read-only and hybrid assemblies with Karect short-

read correction. Long and Short indicate the coverage of this assembly. A. The total 

coverage of the chloroplast genome across all contigs output by the assembler. The 

number is the number of contigs of each assembly, whereas the heatmap is the 

genome coverage (it could be over 100% if some duplications exist). Numbers marked 

with red contained a single contig covering the whole chloroplast genome. The 

heatmap color is reversed compared to the Figure 1.1 to make the color in all figure 

panel A show consistence. B. The assembly length of different assemblies after manual 

curation (e.g. removing duplicate regions). Numbers marked with red denote 

assemblies with the expected length, in the range 155,938 bp–155,945 bp. C. The 

mapping rate of validation reads to the assemblies after manual curation. Assemblies 

with highest mapping rate (99.43%) are marked with red. D. The average per-base 

error rate of validation reads mapped to each manually-curated genome assembly. 

Assemblies with the lowest error rate (0.0007) are marked with red.  

 

 

Figure S1.3. The summary of short-read-only and hybrid assemblies with SPAdes short-

read correction. Long and Short indicate the coverage of this assembly. A. The total 

coverage of the chloroplast genome across all contigs output by the assembler. The 

number is the number of contigs of each assembly, whereas the heatmap is the 

genome coverage (it could be over 100% if some duplications exist). Numbers marked 

with red contained a single contig covering the whole chloroplast genome. The 

heatmap color is reversed compared to the Figure 1.1 to make the color in all figure 

panel A show consistence. B. The assembly length of different assemblies after manual 
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curation (e.g. removing duplicate regions). Numbers marked with red denote 

assemblies with the expected length, in the range 155,938 bp–155,945 bp. C. The 

mapping rate of validation reads to the assemblies after manual curation. Assemblies 

with highest mapping rate (99.43%) are marked with red. D. The average per-base 

error rate of validation reads mapped to each manually-curated genome assembly. 

Assemblies with the lowest error rate (0.0007) are marked with red.  

 

 

Figure S1.4. The summary of short-read-only and hybrid assemblies with 

Karect+SPAdes short-read correction. Long and Short indicate the coverage of this 

assembly. A. The total coverage of the chloroplast genome across all contigs output by 

the assembler. The number is the number of contigs of each assembly, whereas the 

heatmap is the genome coverage (it could be over 100% if some duplications exist). 

Numbers marked with red contained a single contig covering the whole chloroplast 

genome. The heatmap color is reversed compared to the Figure 1.1 to make the color 

in all figure panel A show consistence. B. The assembly length of different assemblies 

after manual curation (e.g. removing duplicate regions). Numbers marked with red 

denote assemblies with the expected length, in the range 155,938 bp–155,945 bp. C. 

The mapping rate of validation reads to the assemblies after manual curation. 

Assemblies with highest mapping rate (99.43%) are marked with red. D. The average 

per-base error rate of validation reads mapped to each manually-curated genome 

assembly. Assemblies with the lowest error rate (0.0007) are marked with red. 
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Figure S1.5. The summary of short-read-only and hybrid assemblies without any short-

read correction. Long and Short indicate the coverage of this assembly. A. The total 

coverage of the chloroplast genome across all contigs output by the assembler. The 

number is the number of contigs of each assembly, whereas the heatmap is the 

genome coverage (it could be over 100% if some duplications exist). Numbers marked 

with red contained a single contig covering the whole chloroplast genome. The 

heatmap color is reversed compared to the Figure 1.1 to make the color in all figure 

panel A show consistence. B. The assembly length of different assemblies after manual 

curation (e.g. removing duplicate regions). Numbers marked with red denote 

assemblies with the expected length, in the range 155,938 bp–155,945 bp. C. The 

mapping rate of validation reads to the assemblies after manual curation. Assemblies 

with highest mapping rate (99.43%) are marked with red. D. The average per-base 

error rate of validation reads mapped to each manually-curated genome assembly. 

Assemblies with the lowest error rate (0.0007) are marked with red.  

 

 

Figure S1.6. The summary of assemblies with Karect-corrected short-reads and ≤10 kb 
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long-reads. Long and Short indicate the coverage of this assembly. A. The total 

coverage of the chloroplast genome across all contigs output by the assembler. The 

number is the number of contigs of each assembly, whereas the heatmap is the 

genome coverage (it could be over 100% if some duplications exist). The heatmap color 

is reversed compared to the Figure 1.1 to make the color in all figure panel A show 

consistence. B. The assembly length of different assemblies after manual curation (e.g. 

removing duplicate regions). C. The mapping rate of validation reads to the assemblies 

after manual curation. Assemblies with highest mapping rate (99.43%) are marked 

with red. D. The average per-base error rate of validation reads mapped to each 

manually-curated genome assembly. Assemblies with the lowest error rate (0.0007) 

are marked with red. 

 

 

Figure S1.7. The summary of assemblies with Karect corrected short-reads and 10-20 

kb long-reads. Long and Short indicate the coverage of this assembly. A. The total 

coverage of the chloroplast genome across all contigs output by the assembler. The 

number is the number of contigs of each assembly, whereas the heatmap is the 

genome coverage (it could be over 100% if some duplications exist). The heatmap color 

is reversed compared to the Figure 1.1 to make the color in all figure panel A show 

consistence. B. The assembly length of different assemblies after manual curation (e.g. 

removing duplicate regions). C. The mapping rate of validation reads to the assemblies 

after manual curation. Assemblies with highest mapping rate (99.43%) are marked 

with red. D. The average per-base error rate of validation reads mapped to each 

manually-curated genome assembly. Assemblies with the lowest error rate (0.0007) 
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are marked with red.  

 

 

Figure S1.8. The summary of assemblies with Karect corrected short-reads and 20-30 

kb long-reads. Long and Short indicate the coverage of this assembly. A. The total 

coverage of the chloroplast genome across all contigs output by the assembler. The 

number is the number of contigs of each assembly, whereas the heatmap is the 

genome coverage (it could be over 100% if some duplications exist). Numbers marked 

with red contained a single contig covering the whole chloroplast genome. The 

heatmap color is reversed compared to the Figure 1.1 to make the color in all figure 

panel A show consistence. B. The assembly length of different assemblies after manual 

curation (e.g. removing duplicate regions). Numbers marked with red denote 

assemblies with the expected length, in the range 155,938 bp–155,945 bp. C. The 

mapping rate of validation reads to the assemblies after manual curation. Assemblies 

with highest mapping rate (99.43%) are marked with red. D. The average per-base 

error rate of validation reads mapped to each manually-curated genome assembly. 

Assemblies with the lowest error rate (0.0007) are marked with red.  
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Figure S1.9. The summary of assemblies with Karect corrected short-reads and 30-40 

kb long-reads. Long and Short indicate the coverage of this assembly. A. The total 

coverage of the chloroplast genome across all contigs output by the assembler. The 

number is the number of contigs of each assembly, whereas the heatmap is the 

genome coverage (it could be over 100% if some duplications exist). Numbers marked 

with red contained a single contig covering the whole chloroplast genome. The 

heatmap color is reversed compared to the Figure 1.1 to make the color in all figure 

panel A show consistence. B. The assembly length of different assemblies after manual 

curation (e.g. removing duplicate regions). Numbers marked with red denote 

assemblies with the expected length, in the range 155,938 bp–155,945 bp. C. The 

mapping rate of validation reads to the assemblies after manual curation. Assemblies 

with highest mapping rate (99.43%) are marked with red. D. The average per-base 

error rate of validation reads mapped to each manually-curated genome assembly. 

Assemblies with the lowest error rate (0.0007) are marked with red.  

 

 

Figure S1.10. The summary of assemblies with Karect corrected short-reads and 40-50 
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kb long-reads. Long and Short indicate the coverage of this assembly. A. The total 

coverage of the chloroplast genome across all contigs output by the assembler. The 

number is the number of contigs of each assembly, whereas the heatmap is the 

genome coverage (it could be over 100% if some duplications exist). Numbers marked 

with red contained a single contig covering the whole chloroplast genome. The 

heatmap color is reversed compared to the Figure 1.1 to make the color in all figure 

panel A show consistence. B. The assembly length of different assemblies after manual 

curation (e.g. removing duplicate regions). Numbers marked with red denote 

assemblies with the expected length, in the range 155,938 bp–155,945 bp. C. The 

mapping rate of validation reads to the assemblies after manual curation. Assemblies 

with highest mapping rate (99.43%) are marked with red. D. The average per-base 

error rate of validation reads mapped to each manually-curated genome assembly. 

Assemblies with the lowest error rate (0.0007) are marked with red.  

 

 

Figure S1.11. The summary of assemblies with Karect corrected short-reads and ≥50 

kb long-reads. Long and Short indicate the coverage of this assembly. A. The total 

coverage of the chloroplast genome across all contigs output by the assembler. The 

number is the number of contigs of each assembly, whereas the heatmap is the 

genome coverage (it could be over 100% if some duplications exist). Numbers marked 

with red contained a single contig covering the whole chloroplast genome. The 

heatmap color is reversed compared to the Figure 1.1 to make the color in all figure 

panel A show consistence. B. The assembly length of different assemblies after manual 

curation (e.g. removing duplicate regions). Numbers marked with red denote 
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assemblies with the expected length, in the range 155,938 bp–155,945 bp. C. The 

mapping rate of validation reads to the assemblies after manual curation. Assemblies 

with highest mapping rate (99.43%) are marked with red. D. The average per-base 

error rate of validation reads mapped to each manually-curated genome assembly. 

Assemblies with the lowest error rate (0.0007) are marked with red. 

 

 

Figure S1.12. The long-/short-read mapping coverage in the possible heteroplastic site 

51961 (IGV view). The purple “I” in short-reads indicated the T insertion, whereas the 

black lines in long-reads indicate the deletion during that region. 

 

 

Table S1.1. Other known Eucalyptus chloroplast genomes 

NCBI accession  Species 

NC_022396.1 Eucalyptus aromaphloia 

NC_008115.1 Eucalyptus globulus 

NC_014570.1 Eucalyptus grandis 

NC_022378.1 Eucalyptus obliqua 

NC_022379.1 Eucalyptus radiata 

NC_022380.1 Eucalyptus delegatensis 

NC_022381.1 Eucalyptus verrucata 

NC_022382.1 Eucalyptus baxteri 

NC_022383.1 Eucalyptus diversifolia 
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NC_022384.1 Eucalyptus sieberi 

NC_022385.1 Eucalyptus elata 

NC_022386.1 Eucalyptus regnans 

NC_022387.1 Eucalyptus umbra 

NC_022388.1 Eucalyptus cloeziana 

NC_022389.1 Eucalyptus patens 

NC_022390.1 Eucalyptus marginata 

NC_022391.1 Eucalyptus curtisii 

NC_022392.1 Eucalyptus melliodora 

NC_022393.1 Eucalyptus polybractea 

NC_022394.1 Eucalyptus cladocalyx 

NC_022395.1 Eucalyptus nitens 

NC_022397.1 Eucalyptus saligna 

NC_022398.1 Eucalyptus camaldulensis 

NC_022399.1 Eucalyptus deglupta 

NC_022400.1 Eucalyptus spathulate 

NC_022401.1 Eucalyptus torquata 

NC_022402.1 Eucalyptus diversicolor 

NC_022403.1 Eucalyptus salmonophloia 

NC_022404.1 Eucalyptus microcorys 

NC_022405.1 Eucalyptus guilfoylei  

NC_022406.1 Eucalyptus erythrocorys 

 

 

Table S1.2. The result of NOVOPlast assembly 

Coverage 

Contig 

number Length 

Mapping 

rate 

Error 

rate 

5x 1 278 0.10% 0.0167 

8x 0 0 - - 

10x 2 18328 24.61% 0.0006 

20x 1 35418 41.65% 0.0006 

40x 2 35680 41.65% 0.0006 

60x 1 159920 99.31% 0.0007 

80x 2 35683 41.65% 0.0006 

100x 5 160042 99.42% 0.0007 

200x 1 159984 99.42% 0.0007 

300x 1 160021 99.42% 0.0007 

400x 1 159992 99.42% 0.0007 

500x 1 160008 99.42% 0.0007 
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Supplementary results 

Since Unicycler is not focussed on organelle genome assembly, we tested the 

performance of one organelle genome specific assembler, NOVOPlasty. We assembled 

the E. pauciflora chloroplast genome with different coverages (Table S1.2).  

 

At coverages below 200x, the results of NOVOPlasty were highly variable. For example, 

at 20x coverage (at which coverage Unicycler reliably produced 3 contigs that can be 

manually combined into a full genome assembly, following the information in the 

graphical assembly output from Unicycler itself), NOVOPlasty produced a single contig 

of just 35 kb. At 60x coverage, it produced a full length assembly in a single contig. But 

at 80x coverage it produced a 2-contig assembly of just 36 kb, and at 100x coverage it 

produced a 5-contig assembly of 160 kb. At 200x coverage and above, the assemblies 

varied in length by ~40 bp.  

 

The results from NOVOPlasty were also limited by the input length parameter. When 

this length was set to a maximum of 140 kb, the maximum length of the assembly was 

140 kb. For example, even with 500x coverage, if the maximum length parameter is 

set to 140 kb, then the resulting assembly is 140 kb. This suggests that NOVOPlasty 

may be of somewhat limited use in cases where the likely size of the genome is not 

known, for example in cases where genomes have a non-cannonical structure. This 

limitation is not shared by Unicycler, which does not make prior assumptions about 

the length of an assembly. 

 

For these reasons, we do not discuss the results from NOVOPlasty further, but instead 

use the results from Unicycler to represent the short-read-only assemblies, as these 

results are more stable and will generalize to a larger range of de novo chloroplast 

genome assembly projects. 
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Long-reads reveal that the chloroplast genome exists in two 

distinct versions in most plants 

 

 

 

Published as: 

Weiwen Wang, Robert Lanfear, Long-Reads Reveal That the Chloroplast Genome Exists 

in Two Distinct Versions in Most Plants. Genome Biology and 

Evolution.2019;11(12):3372–3381. 

(https://academic.oup.com/gbe/article/11/12/3372/5637229) 

 

 

 

As Chapter I stated, short-read-only assembly is hard to assemble one contig spanning 

the entire chloroplast genome. One reason is the large inverted repeat pair. The other 

reason could be the phenomenon that there are two structural haplotypes differing in 

the orientation of single copy regions coexist in the same individual. In chapter II, I 

develop a new method to detect this phenomenon, and use this method to conduct a 

systematic analysis and quantification of chloroplast structural haplotypes in 61 land 

plant species across 19 orders of Angiosperms, Gymnosperms, and Pteridophytes.  
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Introduction 

Chloroplasts are organelles which are vital for photosynthesis. Most land plant 

chloroplast genomes are 120 – 160 kb in size (Wicke, et al. 2011; Zheng, et al. 2017), 

and have a quadripartite structure consisting of a pair of identical rRNA-containing 

inverted repeats (hereafter referred to as IR) of ~10-30kb divided by a large single copy 

(LSC) region of ~80 -90 kb and a small single copy (SSC) region of ~10-20 kb.  

 

Surprisingly, chloroplast genomes can exist two structural haplotypes differing in the 

orientation of single copy regions (Palmer 1983). The presence of this structural 

heteroplasmy has been confirmed in some land plants (Brears, et al. 1986; Martin, et 

al. 2013; Palmer 1983; Stein, et al. 1986) and algae (Aldrich, et al. 1985; Bohnert and 

Löffelhardt 1982), but its cause remains unknown. One hypothesis to explain the 

presence of structural heteroplasmy is known as flip-flop recombination (Stein, et al. 

1986). This hypothesis suggests that the large IRs could mediate frequent 

intramolecular recombination, resulting in the maintenance of roughly equal amounts 

of the two haplotypes differing only in the orientation of their single copy regions.  

 

A better understanding of chloroplast genome structural heteroplasmy is important 

for a number of reasons. First, some recent papers have suggested that the orientation 

of the single copy regions differ between species (Ibrahim, et al. 2006; Liu, et al. 2013; 

Wang, et al. 2015; Yang, et al. 2010; Zhang, et al. 2014), but Walker et al (2015) pointed 

out that these studies seem to have overlooked the possibility that both orientations 

may coexist in a single individual. Second, the relationship between the structure of 

the chloroplast genome and the existence or otherwise of structural heteroplasmy 

remains poorly understood. For example, if flip-flop recombination causes chloroplast 

structural heteroplasmy, then it seems likely that the presence of two long IRs may be 

a pre-requisite for the existence of heteroplasmy. Consistent with this, no 

heteroplasmy was observed in a chloroplast genome with highly reduced IRs (Wu, et 

al. 2011a), but the generality of this observation remains to be tested. Third, if 
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heteroplasmy is the norm rather than the exception, then this may represent a 

challenge for the assembly of chloroplast genomes, which may be easily overcome by 

simply allowing for the existence of two structural haplotypes during the assembly 

process. A large-scale analysis across many different species has the potential to 

provide a more complete picture of chloroplast heteroplasmy, further elucidating this 

fascinating phenomenon and potentially improving genome assembly and inference. 

In this study, we perform this large-scale analysis using a new method which we 

developed to quickly and conveniently quantify structural heteroplasmy in chloroplast 

genomes from long-read sequencing data. 

 

Currently there are two methods to detect different structural heteroplasmy in 

chloroplast genomes: Bacterial Artificial Chromosomes (BAC)-End-Sequence (BES) 

(Martin, et al. 2013), and restriction digests (Stein, et al. 1986). For the BES method, 

BAC libraries are constructed in which large pieces of whole genome DNA are inserted 

into bacterial chromosomes. These libraries are then used to sequence short 

fragments of both ends of the inserted sequence, which are mapped to the chloroplast 

genome to extract chloroplast reads. Many such pieces of chloroplast BAC inserts were 

used to ascertain which chloroplast structures exist in a given sample. BES reads can 

only provide information on chloroplast genome structure when a single read covers 

an entire IR region, with one end in LSC region and another end in the SSC region. 

Although a very useful method, BES reads may be limited for detecting highly atypical 

chloroplast genome structures, because only a short fragment from each end of a read 

is actually sequenced. For the restriction digestion method, one uses restriction 

enzymes to digest the chloroplast genome, and then decodes the chloroplast genome 

structure by studying the distribution of the resulting fragment lengths using agarose 

gel electrophoresis. Using this approach, Stein et al (1986) found that the IR region 

was present in four different fragments which could be separated into two groups for 

which the sum of lengths was equal. They therefore concluded that chloroplast 

genome contained two equimolar isomers, which differed in their single copy 

orientation. The restriction digest method has provided much of the existing 
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information on chloroplast genome heteroplasmy, but it is limited by the availability 

of suitable restriction sites (which may be unknown in some species), and requires a 

labour-intensive hybridisation step to infer chloroplast genome heteroplasmy. Other 

methods have also been proposed, such as the use of PCR to attempt to amplify 

diagnostic regions of the chloroplast genome. However, it is not easy to generate PCR 

fragments which are longer than the IR region (usually 10-30 kb), so while PCR-based 

methods could only work well with short IRs (e.g. of a few hundred bp) (Wu, et al. 

2011a), their general application is likely to remain limited. Furthermore, PCR-

mediated recombination could result in false positives when using PCR-based methods 

(Cronn, et al. 2002; Lahr and Katz 2009). In short, current methods for detecting 

structural heteroplasmy in chloroplast genomes are labour- and time-intensive, which 

makes them difficult to employ for broad-scale studies. Current methods have been 

applied in a relatively small number of land plant species (Beta vulgaris (Brears, et al. 

1986), Musa acuminata (Martin, et al. 2013), Phaseolus vulgaris (Palmer 1983), 

Osmunda cIaytoniana, Osmunda cinnamomea and Osmunda regalis (Stein, et al. 1986), 

and some species in the Pinaceae (Wu, et al. 2011a)), and as a result our understanding 

of the patterns and causes of structural heteroplasmy in chloroplast genomes remains 

somewhat limited. 

 

In this study, we develop and apply a fast, simple, and cheap method to detect and 

quantify structural heteroplasmy in chloroplast genomes using long-read sequencing. 

Previous studies have used long-reads to detect recombination in organellar genomes 

(Dong, et al. 2018; Ruhlman, et al. 2017; Shearman, et al. 2016; Wang, et al. 2018a) . 

This study builds on those approaches to develop a targeted approach to detect and 

quantify chloroplast structural heteroplasmy using long-reads. This method requires 

just a single DNA extraction and sequencing run, followed by a simple bioinformatic 

analysis for which we provide free and open-source code 

(https://github.com/asdcid/Cp-hap). Our approach, which we call Cp-hap, relies on 

sequencing individual DNA molecules longer than the length of the IR region (roughly 

10-30 kb in most species). Sequencing reads of this length are commonly obtained in 

https://github.com/asdcid/Cp-hap)
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great abundance when sequencing whole-plant DNA extractions on the Oxford 

Nanopore MinION device (Belser, et al. 2018; Deschamps, et al. 2018). Our method 

sifts through these long sequencing reads to find those that uniquely match one of the 

32 uniquely-identifiable structural haplotypes (Figure S2.1), and then uses the 

abundance of these reads to estimate the relative abundance of each haplotype 

(details see Materials and Methods). Since many new plant samples are being 

sequenced with long-read sequencing technology, this method has the potential to 

provide many insights in the coming years, simply as a by-product of existing 

sequencing efforts. 

 

We use Cp-hap to quantify the abundance of chloroplast genome structural 

haplotypes in 61 plant species. Our results suggest that most land plants contain the 

two commonly-found chloroplast genome haplotypes in equal abundance whenever 

the chloroplast genomes contain a pair of large IRs. However, when the IR is small (e.g. 

only a few hundred bp in size) or repeat regions are not inverted but positioned, we 

find only a single haplotype. Finally, we show that multiple samples taken from a single 

individual all contain the same two haplotypes in equal abundance, suggesting that 

the process which maintains equimolar concentrations of the two haplotypes operates 

relatively rapidly, and consistent with the suggestion that flip-flop recombination is the 

underlying cause. 

 

 

 

Materials and Methods  

Cp-hap, a new method for quantifying chloroplast structural haplotypes 

using long-read sequencing data 

New long-read sequencing methods such as those developed by Oxford Nanopore can 

routinely sequence single DNA molecules of 10s of kb in length. These molecules can 

be used to provide direct evidence for the existence and relative abundance of a large 
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range of chloroplast genome haplotypes. Furthermore, long-reads from the 

chloroplast genome are often highly abundant in plant genome sequencing projects, 

because the chloroplast genome is typically present in copy numbers at least two 

orders of magnitude higher than the nuclear genome (Daniell, et al. 2016; Morley and 

Nielsen 2016). Thus, most whole genome sequencing projects of plant provide 

abundant information for quantifying chloroplast structural haplotypes. Here, we 

describe a simple approach that uses this long-read sequencing data to estimate and 

quantify chloroplast structural haplotypes. We call this approach the Cp-hap pipeline, 

and provide open source code and detailed instructions for running this pipeline on 

GitHub at https://github.com/asdcid/Cp-hap.  

 

The Cp-hap pipeline consists of three steps: (i) create a fasta file that contains all 

haplotypes of interest; (ii) map the long-reads to the potential structures in step (i); (iii) 

use the results of step (ii) to quantify the relative abundance of all possible haplotypes. 

Below, we describe each of these steps in more detail. 

 

Step (i) requires us to create a fasta file containing all of the structural haplotypes of 

interest. We create this file based on a user-provided input file that contains the 

sequences of each of the LSC, SSC, and IR regions. To create a list of all possible 

haplotypes from the LSC, SSC, and IR regions, we first consider that each of these 

regions can have four different orientations: original, reversed, complement, and 

reverse-complement (Figure S2.2A). This results in 256 possible structural haplotypes 

(256 = 4x4x4x4) in which the regions retain the ordering conserved across plant 

chloroplast genomes of LSC-IRA-SSC-IRB. These 256 haplotypes can be grouped into 

128 identifiable structures, since it is not possible to distinguish between one structure 

and its direct complement given the two-stranded nature of the DNA molecule.  

 

To uniquely identify one of these 128 structures, a single sequencing read would need 

to cover at least some parts of all four regions (LSC, SSC and the two IR regions), for 
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which the read would need to be at least 30-50 kb. This is because to cover all four 

regions, at a minimum a read must entirely cover the SSC (~20 kb) region and one IR 

region (10-30 kb) and at least partially cover the LSC region and the other IR region. 

But the abundance of reads of this length tends to be relatively low in most datasets, 

meaning that in most cases it is almost impossible to uniquely identify one of the 128 

possible structures by simply mapping a read to each structure. 

 

To reduce the length of long-reads required to uniquely identify chloroplast structural 

haplotypes, the Cp-hap pipeline assumes by default that the two large repeat regions 

are always inverted. When assuming that the IR regions are always inverted, there are 

only 32 uniquely identifiable chloroplast genome structural haplotypes (Figure S2.1). 

In this situation, a read only needs to entirely cover one IR region and partially cover 

the two adjacent LSC and SSC regions to provide evidence to uniquely identify one of 

the 32 structures (Figure S2.2B). Because of this, this approach can provide direct 

evidence for one of the 32 possible structures using reads that are just 10-30 kb in size 

(i.e. at least as long as the length of a single IR region). Reads of this length are often 

highly abundant in long-read datasets, meaning that the default Cp-hap method is 

readily applicable to many long-read datasets being produced today.  

 

In Step (i), the default Cp-hap pipeline creates a fasta file of the 32 possible structural 

haplotypes when assuming that the IRs are inverted by simply combining the LSC, SSC 

and IR region sequences with different orientations. After creating each structural 

haplotype, we then duplicate and concatenate it, such that single reads which span 

the point at which the genome was linearised will still align successfully to the relevant 

haplotype in the fasta file. This creates a fasta file with 32 sequences, each of which 

represents one of the 32 uniquely identifiable chloroplast structural haplotypes, and 

each of which contains a sequence that is twice as long as the chloroplast genome of 

interest. 

 

In step (ii) of the pipeline, we align our long-reads to our reference set of 32 possible 
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structural haplotypes with Minimap2 (Li 2016), using “–secondary=no” setting to 

ensure that only the best alignment for each read is retained. After aligning all long-

reads to the set of 32 possible structural haplotypes, we examine each mapped read, 

and retain only those that completely cover a whole IR region and at least 1 kb of the 

adjacent LSC and SSC regions. We then consider that these reads, which we term valid 

reads, uniquely identify one of the 32 possible structural haplotypes. Because our 

approach relies on correctly identifying reads from the chloroplast genome, it may be 

misled if the input data contain sequencing reads from other plastid genomes (such as 

chromoplast or leucoplast) that have nearly identical sequences (e.g >90%) to those 

of the chloroplast genome. 

 

In step (iii) of the Cp-hap pipeline, we calculate the relative proportion of each of the 

32 possible haplotypes. To do this, we simply divide the number of valid reads that 

aligned to each of the haplotypes by total number of the valid reads. These 

proportions provide direct estimates of the relative abundance of all 32 uniquely 

identifiable chloroplast genome structural haplotypes. 

 

However, we acknowledge that the IR regions are not always the case. For example, 

the large repeat regions are positioned in-line instead of inverted in Selaginella 

tamariscina chloroplast genome (Xu, et al. 2018). In cases such as this, Cp-hap pipeline 

is also able to figure out the structure. Here, we provide an example that how Cp-hap 

pipeline confirms a chloroplast genome with atypical structure, such as a paired of in-

line repeats (Figure S2.2C). Since Cp-hap duplicates and concatenates all default 32 

structures (with IRs), reads from chloroplast genome with in-line repeats are able to 

map to Block A and/or C region of LSC_IR_SSC_IRrc structure (one of the 32 default 

structure in Cp-hap pipeline), or Block B region of LSC_IRrc_SSC_IR structure (the other 

default structure in Cp-hap pipeline). Those reads are impossible to map to Block B 

region of LSC_IR_SSC_IRrc, or Block A or C region of LSC_IRrc_SSC_IR. Therefore, if 

some reads only map to Block A and/or C region of LSC_IR_SSC_IRrc and Block B region 

of LSC_IRrc_SSC_IR, it suggests that the chloroplast genome acquires in-line repeats.  
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In sum, Cp-hap pipeline can provide direct evidence to identify one of the 32 

chloroplast structural haplotypes with a pair of IRs, and provide indirect evidence to 

identify other 96 chloroplast genome structural haplotypes with a pair of non-inverted 

repeats.  

 

Assessing chloroplast structural heteroplasmy across the plant tree of 

life 

We used the Cp-hap pipeline to assess chloroplast genome structural heteroplasmy 

across the plant tree of life. To do this we searched for publicly available long-read data 

from land plants in the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 

Sequence Read Archive (SRA) database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). We only 

selected datasets in which the average read length was >9 kb and for which the total 

amount of sequence data was >5Gb. 90 of the 164 potential species with datasets met 

this requirement in April, 2019.  

 

For the 90 species, 19 of them do not have available chloroplast reference genomes. 

Due to the relative conservation of land plant chloroplast genomes, we used the 

chloroplast genome in the same genus as the reference genome for 17 species (Table 

S2.1). For the final two species, Herrania umbratica and Siraitia grosvenorii, we 

assembled and annotated chloroplast genomes de novo using long and short-reads 

(Table S2.1) following the pipeline described in (Wang, et al. 2018b). The chloroplast 

genome of Herrania umbratica and Siraitia grosvenorii have been deposited in NCBI 

(MN163033 and MK279915). 

 

Full details of the reads, accession numbers, and chloroplast genomes used for each 

of the 90 species in our dataset are given in Table S2.1.  

 

Chloroplast structural haplotype quantification 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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For the 90 species for which we have long-read data, we ran the Cp-hap pipeline using 

default settings to generate the 32 possible haplotypes from the LSC, SSC, and IR 

regions. We then ran the rest of the Cp-hap pipeline with default settings for all species, 

resulting in measurements for each species of the number of valid reads that mapped 

to each haplotype, and the relative abundance of each haplotype. We calculated the 

relative abundance of each haplotype only if the species had more than five valid reads 

in total. This filter led to us excluding 29 datasets that did not have more than five valid 

chloroplast reads, resulting in a final dataset of 61 species for which we have sufficient 

long-read data to estimate relative haplotype abundance. 

 

For the Eucalyptus pauciflora dataset, we quantified the chloroplast structural 

haplotypes not only for a single individual, but also for eight separate samples taken 

from different branches of the same individual. This was possible because this data 

was sequenced from leaves collected from eight different branch tips from a single 

individual plant, and each sample contained sufficient long chloroplast reads to 

provide reliable haplotype quantification. This provides a unique opportunity to 

understand whether the relative abundance of chloroplast structural haplotypes 

varies or remains constant within an individual, potentially providing insights into the 

mechanisms which lead to the existence of multiple haplotypes. 

 

Statistical analyses 

Although our method can detect a large number of structural haplotypes, across all of 

the species we examined with inverted repeats, we observed three haplotypes, 

haplotypes A, B, and C (Figure 2.1).  

 

Because no species contained more than two haplotypes, we used a binomial test to 

ask whether the abundances of haplotype A and B differ from a 1:1 ratio in each 

species, or in each individual sample in the case of Eucalyptus pauciflora. A significant 

result from a binomial test suggests that the observed haplotype abundances are 
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unlikely to be explained by an underlying 1:1 ratio of chloroplast structural haplotypes. 

 

In addition, since we have data for eight different branch tips of a single Eucalyptus 

pauciflora individual, we used two additional approaches to test for differences 

between samples. First, we used a chi-square test to ask whether the abundances of 

the two haplotypes differ among samples. Second, we tested for phylogenetic signal 

among the relative abundance of haplotypes observed in the eight branch tips. To do 

this, we used the structure of the physical tree (with branch lengths in units of 

centimetres) and the phylosignal package (Keck, et al. 2016) in R (R Core Team 2013). 

This package implements five commonly-used tests of phylogenetic signal: (i) 

Abouheif's Cmean (Abouheif 1999); (ii & iii) Blomberg's K and K* (Blomberg, et al. 

2003); (iv) Moran's I (Moran 1950); (v) Pagel's Lambda (Pagel 1999). These tests use 

different approaches to ask whether the physical structure of the individual tree helps 

to explain the observed variation in the relative haplotype abundance of the eight 

samples. For example, if the process that generates different haplotypes operates 

relatively slowly with respect to the age of this individual, which is roughly 40 years, 

then we might expect haplotype frequencies to vary due to genetic drift, and thus for 

the haplotype frequencies in neighbouring parts of the tree to be more similar than 

would be expected by chance. This similarity would be revealed by the detection of 

significant phylogenetic signal in the relative abundance data. However, if the process 

that generates the different haplotypes operates very quickly with respect to the age 

of this individual, then we would expect all haplotype frequencies to be roughly equal, 

and thus we would expect to observe no phylogenetic signal in the haplotype 

abundance data. 
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Figure 2.1. The three different structural haplotypes of chloroplast genomes detected 

in this study. The green region is the Long Single Copy (LSC) region and blue region is 

the Short Single Copy (SSC) region. The two black regions are the Inverted Repeat (IR) 

regions. The arrow denotes 5’-3’ orientation. psbA is in the minus strand of LSC region, 

whereas rrn23 is in the plus strand of IR regions. ndhF is in the minus strand of SSC 

region, while ccsA is in the plus strand of SSC region. For ease of communication, we 

use the relative order of three genes (psbA in LSC, and ndhF and ccsA in the SSC) to 

label these two haplotypes ‘A’ and ‘B’. In haplotype A, these genes are ordered psbA-

ndhF-ccsA. In haplotype B these genes are ordered psbA-ccsA-ndhF. For haplotype C, 

these three genes are ordered the same as haplotype A, but the repeat regions are in-

line rather than inverted. 

 

 

 

Results 

Data collection 

We searched the NCBI SRA database, and selected 90 land plants species which met 

our length and data amount requirement (see Materials and Methods) to analysis 

(Table S2.1). Two of these species (Herrania umbratica and Siraitia grosvenorii) lacked 

suitable chloroplast reference genomes, so we therefore assembled these two 

chloroplast genomes de-novo (see Materials and Methods). The chloroplast genomes 

of Herrania umbratica and Siraitia grosvenorii were 158,475 bp and 158,757 bp in size, 
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consisting of a LSC (88,369 bp and 87,625 bp), a SSC (19,040 bp and 18,556 bp), and 

two IRs (25,533 bp and 26,288 bp), and encoding 134 and 133 genes respectively 

(Figure S2.3).  

 

Chloroplast structural haplotypes across the plant tree of life 

For these 90 species, we obtained adequate long-read sequencing data to assess 

chloroplast genome structural heteroplasmy for 61 land plants species. Across all 61 

species, we find just three structural haplotypes (Figure 2.1, Table 2.1). All 58 of the 

Angiosperms in our dataset are heteroplasmic, and contain roughly equal frequencies 

of haplotypes A and B (binomial test for departure from equal frequency, p value >0.05 

in all cases). The remaining three species are not heteroplasmic (binomial test for 

departure from equal frequency 𝑝 = 2.2 × 10−16  in all cases). The two 

Gymnosperms in our dataset both contain only haplotype B, and one of the 

Pteridophytes in our dataset (Selaginella tamariscina) contains only haplotype C. 

Figure 2.2 shows clearly that, as expected, there is a trend for datasets with larger 

sample sizes to show relative haplotype abundances closer to exactly 50/50.  

 

Across 8 different samples taken from a single large Eucaltyptus pauciflora plant (Table 

2.1), we detected roughly equal frequencies of haplotypes A and B in all 8 samples 

(binomial p-values > 0.05 in all cases), no evidence for differences in relative 

frequencies among samples (chi-square p-value > 0.05), and no evidence for 

phylogenetic signal in the any of the relative abundances (p-value > 0.05 in all tests), 

where the underlying topology and branch lengths are taken to be the physical 

structure of the tree itself (see Materials and Methods). 
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Figure 2.2. The relationship between haplotype counts and haplotype frequencies. 

Each point is one species. The frequency of 0.5 is indicated by a red line. A blue dot 

means binomial p-value > 0.05, whereas the orange dot means binomial p-value ≤ 0.05. 

Two species, Pinus taeda, Picea sitchensis only showed evidence of haplotype B, 

therefore the frequencies of them were 0. For the remaining 58 species, they show 

higher level of equal frequency between haplotype A and B with the increase of 

sample size. One species (Selaginella tamariscina) is omitted from this figure because 

it contained only a third haplotype (haplotype C, Figure 2.1). 

 

 

 

Discussion 

In this study, we develop a new method to detect and quantify structural 

heteroplasmies in the chloroplast genome. By applying this method to a broad range 

of plant species including representatives from Angiosperms, Gymnosperms and 

Pteridophytes, we show that of the large number of possible structural haplotypes, 

only a very small number are observed in nature. For example, species with IRs almost 

universally contain the same two structural haplotypes in ratios that do not depart 

significantly from 50/50. The only exceptions to this are species in which the repeats 

are not inverted (e.g. one of the Pteridophytes in our dataset), or in which the repeats 

are inverted but much reduced in length (e.g. both of the Gymnosperms in our 

dataset). In these species, we detect just one haplotype. Our results demonstrate not 
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only that the relative abundance of the two most common haplotypes stable across 

the Angiosperm tree of life (i.e. all 58 Angiosperms in our dataset had a frequency that 

was not different from 50/50), but that it also stable within an individual plant (i.e. 

within a single large plant, all sampled leaves contained both haplotypes at a ratio that 

was not different from 50/50). This suggests that the process which maintains the 

equal frequencies of the two commonly-observed haplotypes operates relatively 

rapidly. 

 

The most parsimonious interpretation of our results suggests that structural 

heteroplamsy should be extremely common across all angiosperms. In light of this, it 

may be necessary to re-examine many previous suggestions of structural differences 

in the chloroplast genomes of angiosperms between species (Ibrahim, et al. 2006; Liu, 

et al. 2013; Wang, et al. 2015; Yang, et al. 2010; Zhang, et al. 2014), as Walker et al 

(2015) suggested. For example, Ibrahim et al (Ibrahim, et al. 2006) implied that the SSC 

of Gossypium barbadense was inverted when compared to Gossypium hirsutum. 

However, our study shows that both Gossypium barbadense and Gossypium hirsutum 

contain two structural haplotypes (haplotypes A and B (Table 2.1)), thus showing that 

there are no structural differences between these two species. Future studies may 

benefit from assuming at the outset that it is highly likely that the chloroplast genome 

of any angiosperm species, particularly if it contains two long inverted repeats, is most 

likely to exist in two roughly equimolar haplotypes, haplotypes A and B shown in figure 

2.1. Although the Gymnosperms and Pteridophytes in this study lacked long inverted 

repeats and had just one structural haplotype, it is plausible that if Gymnosperms and 

Pteridophytes species are found with chloroplast genomes that contain two long 

inverted repeats, they may also contain two structural haplotypes. 

 

Of the 61 species for which we had sufficient data, we find just three species in which 

there is no evidence for structural heteroplasmy in the chloroplast genome: Selaginella 

tamariscina, Pinus taeda and Picea sitchensis. Selaginella tamariscina is a pteridophyte 

in which the repeats in the chloroplast genome are positioned in-line rather than 
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inverted (Xu, et al. 2018). The existence of a single structural haplotype in this species 

is therefore consistent with the hypothesis that the process which generates 

chloroplast structural heteroplasmy is mediated by long IRs. In the gymnosperms Pinus 

taeda and Picea sitchensis, the repeats are inverted but their lengths are highly 

reduced from the typical 10-30 kb in most species to just 399 bp and 440 bp, 

respectively. The existence of a single structural haplotype in these species is also 

consistent with the flip-flop recombination theory, because it is feasible that the highly 

reduced IRs preclude the formation of the dumbbell-like structure (Stein, et al. 1986) 

which is necessary to activate flip-flop recombination. Whether or not flip-flop 

recombination is the underlying cause, our results confirm that chloroplast structural 

heteroplasmy appears to require the existence of two long IRs in the chloroplast 

genome, and therefore that groups which lack this trait would be expected to lack 

chloroplast structural heteroplasmy. For example, chloroplast genomes in the 

Pinaceae and Cupressophytes (two major groups of gymnosperms) usually lack one IR 

or have IRs that are highly reduced in size (Guo, et al. 2014; Qu, et al. 2017; Raubeson 

and Jansen 1992; Wu and Chaw 2016; Wu, et al. 2011a; Wu, et al. 2011b; Yi, et al. 

2013), and we therefore expect that these species would lack chloroplast structural 

heteroplasmy. 

 

In this study, we focussed on examining heteroplasmies in the quadripartite structure 

of the chloroplast genome. However, other smaller structural heteroplasmies have 

been observed in some chloroplast genomes, and their existence challenges the 

conclusion that long inverted repeats are a pre-requisite for the existence of structural 

heteroplasmy in the more general sense. Although flip-flop recombination may be 

absent when the IR regions are small (see above), some studies have suggested that 

homologous recombination could induce structural heterplasmy from other much 

smaller inverted repeats in chloroplast genomes (Guo, et al. 2014; Qu, et al. 2017). For 

instance, the trnQ-UUG gene (~150 bp) is duplicated in the LSC region in some 

Juniperus species, and this duplication is associated with a 36 kb inversion resulting in 

the coexistence of two isomeric chloroplast genome structures, although their 
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abundance is unequal (0.8% - 5.0%) (Guo, et al. 2014). Qu et al (2017) reported a 

similar finding in other Cupressoideae species, and suggest that even a pair of very 

small inverted repeats (11 bp) could induce a 34 kb inversion and resulting structural 

heteroplasmy in Calocedrus macrolepis. In light of these results, it remains unclear why 

the highly reduced IRs of Pinus taeda and Picea sitchensis studied here fail to induce 

structural heteroplasmy, while much shorter inverted repeats in regions of the 

chloroplast genome outside the IR region apparently do induce structural 

heteroplasmy. One possibility is that different processes mediate the formation of 

structural heteroplasmies in these cases (Guo, et al. 2014; Qu, et al. 2017). Another 

possibility is that the frequency of the alternative haplotype is too low for us to detect 

in Pinus taeda and Picea sitchensis. However, if this were the case the frequency of 

haplotype A in these species would have to be extremely low: for example in Picea 

sitchensis we detected 2845 long reads supporting haplotype B and no reads 

supporting haplotype A. 

 

We note that there is evidence that not all chloroplast genomes are circular. For 

example, Bendich and Smith (1990) found the four different forms of chloroplast 

genome in watermelon, and Oldenburg and Bendich (2004) further stated that only 3-

4% of maize chloroplast genomes are circular and later (2016) sequenced the end of 

linear chloroplast genomes to precisely identify their four endpoints. The methods we 

present here would also detect structural heteroplasmies in monomer linear 

chloroplast genomes. Furthermore, it may be possible to extend the approaches we 

present here, particularly if combined with longer read lengths, to shed more light on 

the debate around the linearity or circularity of chloroplast genomes.  

 

The Cp-hap pipeline we present here provides a convenient method for quantifying 

structural heteroplasmy in chloroplast genomes. It adds to suite of existing methods 

such as restriction digests (Palmer 1983; Stein, et al. 1986) and BES (Martin, et al. 2013), 

but differs from these methods in that it uses long sequencing reads to provide direct 

evidence for uniquely-identifiable chloroplast structures. It is of note that the two 
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available long-read sequencing methods, PacBio and Oxford Nanopore sequencing, 

differ in their utility for detecting chloroplast structural heteroplasmy. For example, 

only ~63% (46 out of 73 species) of the PacBio datasets we used in this study contained 

enough long chloroplast reads to adequately measure chloroplast structural 

heteroplasmy. In contrast, ~88% (15 out of 17 species) of Oxford Nanopore datasets 

provided enough long-read to measure the chloroplast genome heteroplasmy. Given 

the increasingly popularity of Oxford Nanopore sequencing, and ongoing 

improvements in the read-lengths available from PacBio sequencers, we hope that the 

simplicity of the Cp-hap pipeline will accelerate further work on chloroplast structural 

heteroplasmy.  
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Table 2.1. The frequency of existing chloroplast genome haplotypes from 61 species.   

Division Order Species Size  

(bp) 

LSC 

(bp) 

SSC 

(bp) 

IR  

(bp) 

HA HB Frequency p-

value 

Angiospermae Poales Andropogon gerardii 139,712  81,548  12,592  22,786  31 31 0.50  1.00 
  

Brachypodiumb 

mexicanum   

~135,199 ~79,447 ~12,668 ~21,542 403 373 0.52  0.30 

  

Eleusine coracanab ~135,151 ~80,667 ~12,646 ~20,919 14 11 0.56  0.69 
  

Hordeum vulgare   136,462  81,671  12,701  21,045  347 329 0.51  0.51 
  

Oropetium 

thomaeumb  ~133,880 ~79,181 ~12,591 ~21,054 

27 28 0.49  1.00 

  

Oryza coarctata 134,750  80,816  12,334  20,800  40 38 0.51  0.91 
  

Oryza longistaminata  134,567  80,596  12,357  20,807  8 4 0.67  0.39 
  

Oryza meyeriana 136,133  81,832  12,499  20,901  5 5 0.50  1.00 
  

Panicum miliaceum 140,048  81,841  9,603  24,302  37 22 0.63  0.07 
  

Saccharum 

officinarum  141,176  83,046  12,540  22,795  

51 56 0.48  0.70 
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Saccharum 

spontaneum 141,168  83,046  12,544  22,789  

25 28 0.47  0.78 

  

Sorghum bicolor 140,754  83,733  12,503  22,259  94 71 0.57  0.09 
  

Zea mays 140,384  82,352  12,536  22,748  564 555 0.50  0.30 
  

Zoysia japonica 135,854  81,348  12,582  20,962  35 54 0.39  0.06 
 

Zingiberales Musa schizocarpab ~169,503 ~87,828 ~11,487 ~35,094 192 210 0.48  0.40 
 

Asparagales Yucca aloifoliab   ~157,785 ~86135 ~18,292 ~26,679 87 105 0.45  0.22 
  

Yucca filamentosa   157,785  86,135  18,292  26,679  200 202 0.50  0.96 
 

Ranunculales Papaver somniferum 152,931  83,029  17,920  25,991  12 13 0.48  1.00 
 

Ericales Actinidia eriantha 156,964  88,759  20,541  23,832  122 94 0.56  0.11 
 

Lamiales Osmanthus fragrans   155,326  86,564  17,370  25,696  65 63 0.51  0.93 
  

Salvia splendensb  ~153,995 ~84,573 ~17,590 ~25,916 15 11 0.58  0.56 
 

Solanales Cuscuta campestris 86,749  50,978  7,063  14,354  5 8 0.38  0.58 
  

Nicotiana attenuata 155,886  86,602  18,518  25,383  3 6 0.33  0.51 
 

Asterales Lactuca sativa 152,765  84,103  18,596  25,033  39 31 0.56  0.40 
 

Cucurbitales Siraitia grosvenorii 158,757  87,625  18,556  26,288  5 4 0.56  1.00 
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Fabales Ammopiptanthus 

nanus 154,084  84,070  18,014  26,000  

31 43 0.42  0.24 

  

Arachis hypogaea 156,391  85,946  18,797  25,824  17 17 0.50  1.00 
  

Vigna unguiculata 152,415  81,822  17,425  26,584  4 3 0.43  1.00 
 

Malpighiales Populus trichocarpa 157,033  85,129  16,600  27,652  58 78 0.39  0.40 
  

Salix purpurea 155,590  84,454  16,220  27,458  41 47 0.47  0.59 
 

Rosales Fragaria vesca 155,691  85,606  18,173  25,956  31 25 0.55  0.51 

  Fragaria ananassa  155,549  85,532  18,145  25,936  4 2 0.67  0.69 
  

Prunus aviumb  ~157,859 ~85,977 ~19,120 ~26,381 114 128 0.47  0.40 
  

Rosa chinensis 156,546  85,727  18,754  26,030  5 4 0.56  1.00 
  

Rubus occidentalisb ~155,760 ~85,430 ~18,768 ~25,781 9 7 0.56  0.80 
 

Fagales Betula pendula 161,147  89,428  19,607  26,056  22 16 0.58  0.42 
 

Brassicales Arabidopsis thaliana 154,478  84,170  17,780  26,264  135 150 0.47  0.41 
  

Brassica napus  152,860  83,030  17,760  26,035  51 38 0.57  0.20 
  

Brassica oleracea 153,364  83,136  17,834  26,197  1,714 1,773 0.49  0.33 
  

Brassica rapa 153,483  83,282  17,775  26,213  1,097 1,077 0.51  0.68 
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Malvales Bombax ceiba 158,997  89,022  21,111  24,432  71 96 0.43  0.06 
  

Gossypium arboreum 160,230  88,722  20,274  25,617  38 47 0.45  0.39 
  

Gossypium 

barbadense   160,317  88,841  20,294  25,591  

11 14 0.44  0.69 

  

Gossypium bickii 159,422  88,073  20,183  25,583  333 330 0.50  0.94 
  

Gossypium darwinii 160,378  88,906  20,266  25,603  93 95 0.49  0.94 
  

Gossypium hirsutum 160,301  88,817  20,280  25,602  623 586 0.52  0.30 
  

Gossypium longicalyx 160,241  88,667  20,278  25,648  205 213 0.49  0.73 
  

Gossypium 

mustelinum   160,313  88,824  20,271  25,609  

50 52 0.49  0.92 

  

Gossypium raimondii 160,161  88,654  20,205  25,651  48 38 0.56  0.33 
  

Gossypium 

tomentosum   

160,433  88,932  20,273  25,614  42 61 0.41  0.08 

  

Theobroma cacao 160,619  89,333  20,194  25,546  86 77 0.52  0.53 
 

Myrtales Eucalyptus albensb  ~160,076 ~88,828 ~18,476 ~26,386 20 25 0.44  0.55 
  

Eucalyptus marginata  160,076  88,828  18,476  26,386  13 16 0.45  0.71 
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Eucalyptus melliodora 160,386  89,073  18,557  26,378  371 373 0.50  0.97 
  

Eucalyptus pauciflora 159,942  88,787  18,421  26,367  1,431 1,459 0.50 0.62 
  

Branch tip A 
    

101 110 0.48  0.63 
  

Branch tip B 
    

186 184 0.50  0.96 
  

Branch tip C 
    

203 191 0.51  0.58 
  

Branch tip D 
    

132 114 0.54  0.28 
  

Branch tip E 
    

186 189 0.50  0.92 
  

Branch tip F 
    

234 255 0.48  0.37 
  

Branch tip G 
    

141 150 0.48  0.64 
  

Branch tip H 
    

248 266 0.48  0.45 
 

Sapindales Acer yangbienseb  ~156,262 ~86,018 ~18,072 ~26,086 104 94 0.53  0.52 
  

Citrus maxima 160,133  87,739  18,395  26,999  2 6 0.25  0.29 
  

Xanthoceras 

sorbifolium 

161,231  85,299  18,692  28,620  110 119 0.48  0.60 

Gymnosperm Pinales Pinus taeda 

121,530  66,444  54,288  399  

0 898 0.00  2.2e-

16 a 
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    Picea sitchensis 

124,049  67,411  55,758  440  

0 2,845 0.00  2.2e-

16 a 

Pteridophytes Selaginellales Selaginella 

tamariscina c 126,399  53,176  47,573  12,825  

0 0 -  - 

a: p-value ≤ 0.05 

b: The long-reads were mapped to the chloroplast genome from the same genius species due to the lack of chloroplast genome of this species, 

so the lengths of LSC, SSC and IR are around (~).  

c: Selaginella tamariscina only present one haplotype, haplotype C, with 174 counts, and p-value is 2.2e-16. 

Size: the chloroplast genome size 

HA/B: Haplotype A/B, the number of supported reads of LSC and SSC having identical/opposite orientation. 

Frequency: the proportion of the count of haplotype A in the count of haplotype A+B  
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Figure S2.1. The 32 chloroplast structural haplotypes in Cp-hap pipeline.  
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Figure S2.2. The Cp-hap pipeline. (A) Each of the four regions can exist in four possible 

orientations: original, reversed, complement, reversed-complement. (B) An example 

that how to use long-reads to confirm chloroplast genome structure with a pair of IRs. 

Read A entirely covers an IR region and partially covers the LSC and SSC region, and 

can therefore only map to one haplotype. Read B entirely covers the SSC region and 

partially covers two IR regions, but it can map to both haplotypes. (C) An example of 

how to use long-reads to confirm chloroplast genome structure with a pair of non-

inverted repeats. In this case the chloroplast genome is with in-line repeats. Reads 

located in the first repeat region, such as Read C, are only able to map to Block A and/or 
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C region in LSC_IR_SSC_IRrc structure, but no read cannot map to Block B region in 

LSC_IR_SSC_IRrc structure. Reads positioned in the second repeat region, such as Read 

D, can only map to Block B region in LSC_IRrc_SSC_IR structure, but no read map to 

Block A or C region in LSC_IRrc_SSC_IR structure. 

 

 

.

 

Figure S2.3. The chloroplast genome annotation and structure of Herrania umbratica 

and Siraitia grosvenorii. Genes shown on the inside of the circle are transcribed 

clockwise, whereas genes shown on the outside of the circle are transcribed counter 

clockwise. The grey region in the inside circle shows the GC content across the 

chloroplast genome. 

 

Table S2.1. Available on 

https://academic.oup.com/gbe/article/11/12/3372/5637229#186790944 
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The mystery of chloroplast genome structure 

 

 

 

Although the chloroplast genome is always assembled as a singular circle, many 

research argue that there are multiple forms of chloroplast genome, such as linear or 

dimer circle, and single circle is not the dominated form. A comprehensive 

understanding of the structure of chloroplast genome is useful for better assembling 

its genome. In Chapter III, I develop a method to detect the presence of linear 

chloroplast genome with defined ends based on long-reads. This is a preliminary 

analysis. My method worked on simulated data, but it showed strong sequencing 

technique bias on real long-read data. SMRT sequencing data supported the existence 

of linear chloroplast genome with defined ends, but none of ONT sequencing data 

support this.  
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Introduction 

The chloroplast genome is standardly described as a circular monomer and around 120 

kb – 160 kb in length (Wicke, et al. 2011; Xiao-Ming, et al. 2017). It usually consists of 

one long-single copy (LSC) region and one short-single copy (SSC) region, which are 

separated by two identical inverted repeats (IRA and IRB) (Figure 0.3). In 1972, 

Kolodner and Tewari (1972) found that around 37% of chloroplast DNA molecules 

were circular in the pea, and the remaining chloroplast DNA was in linear structures. 

They (Kolodner and Tewari 1972) believed that the linear chloroplast genomes were 

fragments of circular molecules because all of the linear chloroplast genomes were 

smaller than the genome size. Later, Deng et al (1989) showed with pulsed-field gel 

electrophoresis (PFGE) that spinach leaves contained monomer, dimer, trimer, and 

tetramer forms of chloroplast genomes. However, Deng et al (1989) failed to 

determine whether those chloroplast genomes were in circular or linear forms. 

Bendich and Smith (1990) also found the same four forms of chloroplast DNA 

molecules in watermelon cells using PFGE. They suggested that those chloroplast DNA 

molecules were linear by comparing the migration distances and observations in the 

microscope between chloroplast genomes and linear yeast chromosomes. Taking 

advantage of DNA fiber-based fluorescence in situ hybridization, Lilly et al (2001) 

detected monomers, dimers, trimers, tetramers, and even hexamer circular DNA 

molecules in tobacco chloroplasts. Lilly et al (2001) implied that the circular chloroplast 

DNA molecules were predominant, among which roughly half were monomers. 

Interestingly, Oldenburg and Bendich (2004) stated that only 3-4% of chloroplast DNA 

molecules are circular in maize, and that the vast majority of chloroplast DNA 

molecules were in linear and complex branched forms. Recently, Oldenburg and 

Bendich (2016) sequenced the end of linear chloroplast genomes and precisely 

identified four endpoints of linear isoforms: position 94,973 in IRA, 93,859 in IRA, 

127,764 in IRB and 128,877 in IRB.  
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Nowadays, third-generation or long-read sequencing provides a chance to shed new 

light on this issue. Pacific Biosciences’ single-molecule real-time (SMRT) sequencing 

and Oxford Nanopore Technologies’ nanopore (ONT) sequencing are two dominant 

long-read sequencing platforms. Both of them can generate reads longer than 10 kb 

(Pollard, et al. 2018), and read lengths in excess of 800 kb have been reported with 

ONT (Jain, et al. 2018). 

 

If most linear chloroplast DNA molecules are linear, and have well-defined endpoints 

as has been suggested (Oldenburg and Bendich 2004, 2016), this pattern should be 

revealed by long-read sequencing. Specifically, well-defined endpoints of linear 

chloroplast DNA molecules would result in an abundance of reads that start or end at 

those well-defined termini. It should be possible to reveal such patterns by mapping 

long chloroplast reads to assembled chloroplast genomes. If the endpoints of reads 

are roughly uniformly distributed across the chloroplast genome it would suggest that 

chloroplast DNA molecules are either predominantly made of circular forms and/or 

linear forms with random endpoints. This idea can be visualized by plotting the 

endpoint rate (the number of reads starting or ending at a position divided by total 

reads passing that position) of each position in the chloroplast genome. If chloroplast 

genomes are linear with well-defined endpoints, we should observe distinct peaks at 

the endpoint positions. If chloroplast genomes are circular or linear with random 

endpoints, we should observe a roughly uniform distribution across the entire 

chloroplast genome. Of course, chloroplast DNA molecules could consist of any 

mixture of structures (such as any combination of linear molecules with well-defined 

endpoints and circular molecules).  

 

In this study, we first use simulated data to get a better understanding of the potential 

power of long-reads to determine the make-up of chloroplast DNA molecules 

contained within a single sequenced tissue. To do this, we simulated long-reads from 
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circular chloroplast genomes, linear chloroplast genomes with defined ends (monomer, 

dimer, trimer, tetramer), and linear chloroplast genomes with random ends, as well as 

a wide range of mixtures of these structures. We then used the reasoning above to 

assess the power of long-reads to distinguish between various possible mixtures of 

structures.  

 

We then apply our method to a wide range of empirical sequencing data from both 

commonly used long-read platforms across 28 species. Surprisingly, we see a very 

strong sequencing technique bias: almost all SMRT sequencing datasets showed well-

defined endpoint signals, but no ONT datasets showed these signals. We discuss the 

potential reasons for these differences, and conclude that while it has the potential to 

do so, endpoint analysis is not yet capable of reliably distinguishing the mixtures of 

chloroplast DNA molecules found in plant tissues. 

 

 

 

Materials and methods 

Data collection 

The 28 chloroplast genomes and their long-reads used in this study were downloaded 

from the National Center for Biotechnology Information and the European Nucleotide 

Archive. Of the 28 species long-read datasets, 21 were sequenced only with SMRT 

technology, three were sequenced only with ONT sequencing, and four were 

sequenced with both techniques (Table 3.1).  

 

Read simulation 

We used Badread v0.1.3 (Wick 2019) to simulate 8 different coverage depths (100x, 

200x, 400x, 600x, 800x, 1000x, 1500x and 2000x) of ONT reads of circular chloroplast 

genomes, linear chloroplast genomes with well-defined ends and linear chloroplast 

genomes with random ends, respectively. Badread simulates the empirical long-read 
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sequencing process, from library preparation to sequencing. Since most chloroplasts 

contain two equal frequency haplotypes (haplotype A and B), which differ in the 

orientation of the single copy region (Oldenburg and Bendich 2004; Wang and Lanfear 

2019), we used both haplotype A and B as the input reference for simulated reads. To 

simulate circular chloroplast genome reads, we employed the parameter: 

“circular=true”. To simulate the reads of linear chloroplast genomes with defined ends, 

we created monomer/dimer/trimer/tetramer linear chloroplast genome as the 

reference. For the monomer linear chloroplast genome, it starts at the beginning of 

LSC, and ends at the end of IRB which connects to the beginning of LSC. The 

dimer/trimer/tetramer linear chloroplast genomes are concatenating 2/3/4 monomer 

linear chloroplast genomes. To simulate the reads of linear chloroplast genomes with 

random ends, we first randomly selected 100 chloroplast genome fragments (all are 

longer than 10,000 bp), and then used them as the reference for Badread.  

 

Next, we created three groups of data which include all possible combinations of pairs 

of the three structures (circular chloroplast genome and linear chloroplast genome 

with well-defined ends, circular chloroplast genome and linear chloroplast genome 

with random ends, linear chloroplast genome with well-defined ends and linear 

chloroplast genome with random ends). For each group of data, we simulated 64 

datasets that combined the two structures in that group in all possible combinations 

of 8 coverage depths listed above.  

 

In addition, we also simulated the SMRT data with Badread v0.1.3, and compared their 

endpoint rate results with the endpoint results of ONT data.  

 

Mapping 

We mapped the simulated reads generated above and the empirical long-reads of 28 

species to their chloroplast genomes with minimap2 v2.17 (Li 2016) (parameter: “--
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secondary=no -L -c”). We used the 10x linear haplotype A and B chloroplast genomes 

(concatenating 10 monomer linear chloroplast genomes) as the reference. This setting 

ensures that every read can correctly map, such as reads longer than monomer 

chloroplast genome or reads across the linearized cut point (because we presented 

the circular genome in the linear form for mapping).  

 

After mapping, we split the genome into a series of non-overlapping 100 bp windows. 

We then calculated the number of reads that start or end in each window, and the 

number of reads that cross the window. We calculated the endpoint rate as the ratio 

of the total number of reads starting or ending in the window to the total number of 

reads in the window. To ensure the accuracy of the start or end position of each read, 

we required that the first and last mapped nucleotide must be in the first and last 100 

nucleotides of the read. We use 100 nucleotides as the cut-off because the base 

quality of the start or end of a long-read is usually low. We also required that the 

mapping identity must be higher or equal to 0.9, and the length of read should be 

longer than 10,000 bp. To avoid stochastic error, we only included datasets for which 

at least 10,000 mapped reads met the standards above. 

 

To investigate whether the chloroplast dataset has evidence for a well-defined 

endpoint, we arbitrarily define a well-defined endpoint as a window in the genome for 

which the endpoint rate is at least 10 times higher than the median endpoint rate for 

that sample. We also manually checked the distributions of endpoint rates for all 

samples.  

  

 

 

Results 

Simulated sequencing data analysis 

To investigate the endpoint signal of different chloroplast genome structures, we first 
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simulated different coverage ONT reads (100x, 200x, 400x, 600x, 800x, 1000x, 1500x, 

2000x) of circular chloroplast genomes, linear chloroplast genomes with well-defined 

ends and linear chloroplast genomes with random ends, and mapped them the 

chloroplast genome, respectively. For simulated circular chloroplast genome reads, we 

observe that the endpoint rate is roughly even, with some random peaks which may 

generated by stochastic errors (Figure 3.1A). For example, the endpoint rate signal 

could by amplified in some low coverage regions. With the increase of coverage, this 

bias could be eliminated. The endpoint rates of those peaks are close to the average 

endpoint rate. The endpoint rate distribution of reads from the simulated linear 

chloroplast genome with well-defined ends is different from the simulated circular 

chloroplast genome reads (Figure 3.1B). Three distinct peaks are observed, and the 

average endpoint rate is very low. The distinct peaks at the start of LSC and at the end 

of IRB accord with the reference linear genome, which starts and ends at these two 

points. The third peak, which is at the start of IRA, is the consequence of the IR 

structure in chloroplast genome. The two IRs are usually 10-30 kb in length and 

identical (Wicke, et al. 2011). Every read in one of the IR regions, which is shorter than 

the IR length, can map to another IR region. Therefore, reads map to the end of IRB 

can also align to the start of IRA. Since the mapping score is the same in these two 

regions, Minimap2 randomly chooses one as the primary mapping, which causes the 

third peak. We also tested the endpoint rate of reads from 

monomer/dimer/trimer/tetramer linear chloroplast genomes, respectively. Their 

endpoint rate distributions are similar to the mix of them (Figures 3.2 and 3.1B). The 

biggest difference between the endpoint rate in monomer/dimer/trimer/tetramer 

linear chloroplast genomes is the value of the endpoint rate. In monomer linear 

chloroplast genome, the endpoint rate at 0 position, which is the start of the genome, 

is 1, and it decreases to 0.08 in tetramer linear chloroplast genome, because this point 

is present four times in a tetramer genome but only once in monomer genome. As 

expected, the endpoint rate distribution of simulated reads from random end 
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chloroplast genome is similar to the simulated reads from circular chloroplast genome, 

but the average endpoint rate is lower than simulated reads from circular chloroplast 

genome (Figure 3.1C). Across all simulations, higher read coverage makes the features 

of each structure more distinct in the endpoint rate plots.  

 

Since the real chloroplast genome could be a mixture of different structures (Lilly, et 

al. 2001; Oldenburg and Bendich 2004), we next analysed the endpoint rate of 

combination reads from circular and well-defined end chloroplast genomes, well-

defined end and random end chloroplast genomes, circular and random end 

chloroplast genomes, with different coverage (Figure 3.3).  

 

For the endpoint rate of reads from circular and well-defined end chloroplast genomes, 

we can observe a distinct peak at the start of chloroplast genome, even in the 

combination reads of only 5% of reads from well-defined end chloroplast genomes 

(the combination of 2000x coverage of reads from the circular chloroplast genome and 

100x coverage of reads from the defined end chloroplast genome) (Figure 3.3A). If the 

amount of reads from the well-defined end chloroplast genome increases to 10% or 

higher, the peak at the end of chloroplast genome is observable. This may be caused 

by the fact that reads from the IR region can map to both IRs (see explanation above). 

Nevertheless, this suggests that with sufficient read coverage, the method we propose 

here is able to detect mixtures of chloroplast DNA molecule structures where as little 

as 5% of the molecules have a linear form with well-defined ends. 

 

For the endpoint rate of reads from the well-defined end and random end chloroplast 

genomes, the results are similar to reads from circular and well-defined end 

chloroplast genomes. We observe a distinct peak at the start of the chloroplast 

genome in all combinations, and the peak at the end of the chloroplast genome is clear 

until the reads from the well-defined end chloroplast genome account for 10% of total 
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reads (Figure 3.3B). However, lots of peaks can be observed when the reads from the 

random end chloroplast genome consist of 80-90% of the total reads. This is different 

from the combination of reads from circular and well-defined end chloroplast 

genomes (Figure 3A), which no other clear peaks are observed.  

 

For the endpoint rate of reads from circular and random end chloroplast genomes, no 

clear signal is found between different coverage combinations (Figure 3.3C), which 

implies that it is almost impossible to distinguish the circular and random end 

chloroplast genome with the endpoint rate method. This is expected, both of these 

structures will tend to produce reads with random start- and end-points on the 

genome.  

 

Since the above analysis is based on simulated ONT data, we also simulated SMRT data 

to compare. The endpoint rate results of simulated SMRT data are very similar to 

simulated ONT data, and are not shown for brevity. 

 

Taken together, these results suggested that the linear chloroplast genome with well-

defined ends shows strong and detectable endpoint rate signals even if they consist of 

as low as 5% of chloroplast genomes. Therefore, if the well-defined end chloroplast 

DNA molecules represent a fraction of at least 5% of chloroplast DNA molecules, our 

endpoint rate method can in principle successfully detect them. It is important to note 

though that this method is unable to differentiate between circular DNA molecules 

and linear DNA molecules with random ends.  
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Figure 3.1. The distribution of endpoint rates of simulated ONT reads. X-axis is the 

position of the chloroplast genome (kb), whereas y-axis is the endpoint rate. The red 

line indicates the conjunction of LSC-IRA (left red line), IRA-SSC (middle red line), and 

SSC-IRB (right red line). In the title, circle means the simulated reads are from circular 

chloroplast genome, random means the simulated reads are from linear chloroplast 

genome with random ends, linear means the simulated reads are from linear 

chloroplast genome with defined ends. The “x” in title is the coverage. A. The 

distribution of endpoint rates of simulated reads from the circular chloroplast genome. 

B. The distribution of endpoint rates of simulated reads from the linear chloroplast 

genome with well-defined ends. C. The distribution of endpoint rates of simulated 

reads from the linear chloroplast genome with random ends. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2. The distribution of endpoint rates of simulated ONT reads from chloroplast 
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genome with defined ends. X-axis is the position of the chloroplast genome (kb), 

whereas y-axis is the endpoint rate. The red line indicates the conjunction of LSC-IRA 

(left red line), IRA-SSC (middle red line), and SSC-IRB (right red line). 

Monomer/Dimer/Trimer/Tetramer means the reads were simulated from the 

monomer/dimer/trimer/tetramer linear chloroplast genome. 
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Figure 3.3. The distribution of endpoint rates of simulated ONT reads with different 

coverage combinations. X-axis is the position of the chloroplast genome (kb), whereas 

y-axis is the endpoint rate. The red line indicates the conjunction of LSC-IRA (left red 

line), IRA-SSC (middle red line), and SSC-IRB (right red line). In the title, circle means 

the simulated reads are from circular chloroplast genome, random means the 

simulated reads are from linear chloroplast genome with random ends, linear means 

the simulated reads are from linear chloroplast genome with defined ends. The “x” in 

title is the coverage. A. The distribution of endpoint rates of the combination of 

different coverage simulated reads from circular chloroplast genome and linear 

chloroplast genome with well-defined ends. B. The distribution of endpoint rates of 

the combination of different coverage simulated reads from the linear chloroplast 

genome with defined ends and with random ends. C. The distribution of endpoint rates 

of the combination of different coverage simulated reads from circular chloroplast 

genome and linear chloroplast genome with random ends.  
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Empirical sequencing data analysis 

To investigate the structure of the chloroplast genome, we tested the endpoint rate of 

28 species. For the species with SMRT sequencing data only, 18 out of 21 species show 

distinct peaks, which suggested that they contain the linear chloroplast genome with 

well-defined ends (Figure 3.4A and Table 3.1). However, all three species with ONT 

sequencing data only show no evidence of well-defined ends (Figure 3.4B and Table 

3.1). This raised a concern that the defined end signal is false positive caused by SMRT 

sequencing. 

 

Next, we assessed the four species (Arabidopsis thaliana, Brassica napus, Brassica 

oleracea and Zea mays) with SMRT and ONT sequencing data. Surprisingly, we 

observed strong sequencing technique bias between SMRT sequencing data and ONT 

sequencing data (Figure 3.4C). In these four species, all SMRT sequencing data suggest 

the presence of defined ends, whereas all ONT sequencing data do not support it.   

 

In sum, although the simulated data analysis proved the feasibility of our endpoint rate 

method, the empirical data analysis revealed a strong sequencing technique bias. The 

SMRT sequencing data prone to show the well-defined endpoint signals but not for 

ONT sequencing data. The appearance of defined end signals seems to be related to 

the sequencing technique rather than the biology in the empirical data analysis. At this 

stage, it is not easy to provide solid evidence to validate which sequencing technique 

represents the empirical biological results. Further experiments can help to solve this 

mystery.   
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Figure 3.4. The distribution of endpoint rates of long-reads from 28 species chloroplast 

genomes. X-axis is the position of the chloroplast genome (kb), whereas y-axis is the 

endpoint rate. The red line indicates the conjunction of LSC-IRA (left red line), IRA-SSC 

(middle red line), and SSC-IRB (right red line). A. The distribution of endpoint rates of 

21 species with SMRT sequencing data. B. The distribution of endpoint rates of three 

species with ONT sequencing data. C. The distribution of endpoint rates of four species 

with both SMRT and ONT sequencing data. The upper four figures are from the SMRT 

sequencing data, while the bottom four figures are from the ONT data. 
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Table 3.1. The details of chloroplast genome endpoint rate analysis in 28 species. 

Clade Order Family Species Length 

(bp) 

Length of 

LSC (bp) 

Length of 

SSC (bp) 

Length of 

IR (bp) 

Defined end signal Sequencing 

technique 

Angiospermae Poales Poaceae Hordeum vulgare   136,462  81,671  12,701  21,045  Yes SMRT    
Oryza longistaminata  134,567  80,596  12,357  20,807  No SMRT    
Panicum miliaceum 140,048  81,841  9,603  24,302  Yes SMRT    
Saccharum 

spnanoporeaneum 

141,168  83,046  12,544  22,789  Yes SMRT 

   
Zea mays 140,384  82,352  12,536  22,748  Uncertainty Both    
  

      

 
Asparagales Asparagaceae Yucca filamentosa   157,785  86,135  18,292  26,679  Yes SMRT    

  
      

 
Ranunculales Papaveraceae Papaver somniferum 152,931  83,029  17,920  25,991  Yes SMRT    

  
      

 
Ericales Actinidiaceae Actinidia eriantha 156,964  88,759  20,541  23,832  Yes SMRT    

  
      

 
Lamiales Oleaceae Osmanthus fragrans   155,326  86,564  17,370  25,696  Yes SMRT    

  
      

 
Cucurbitales Cucurbitaceae Siraitia grosvenorii 158,757  87,625  18,556  26,288  Yes SMRT    

  
      

 
Fabales Fabaceae Ammopiptanthus nanus 154,084  84,070  18,014  26,000  Yes SMRT    

  
      

 
Brassicales Brassicaceae Arabidopsis thaliana 154,478  84,170  17,780  26,264  Uncertainty Both    

Brassica napus  152,860  83,030  17,760  26,035  Uncertainty Both    
Brassica oleracea 153,364  83,136  17,834  26,197  Uncertainty Both 
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Malvales Malvaceae Bombax ceiba 158,997  89,022  21,111  24,432  Yes SMRT    

Gossypium barbadense   160,317  88,841  20,294  25,591  Yes SMRT    
Gossypium bickii 159,422  88,073  20,183  25,583  Yes SMRT    
Gossypium darwinii 160,378  88,906  20,266  25,603  Yes SMRT    
Gossypium hirsutum 160,301  88,817  20,280  25,602  Yes SMRT    
Gossypium longicalyx 160,241  88,667  20,278  25,648  Yes SMRT    
Gossypium mustelinum   160,313  88,824  20,271  25,609  Yes SMRT    
Gossypium raimondii 160,161  88,654  20,205  25,651  Yes SMRT    
Gossypium tomentosum   160,433  88,932  20,273  25,614  Yes SMRT    
Theobroma cacao 160,619  89,333  20,194  25,546  No ONT    
  

      

 
Myrtales Myrtaceae Eucalyptus melliodora 160,386  89,073  18,557  26,378  No ONT    

Eucalyptus pauciflora 159,942  88,787  18,421  26,367  No ONT    
  

      

 
Sapindales Rutaceae Citrus maxima 160,133  87,739  18,395  26,999  No SMRT    

  
      

Pteridophytes Selaginellales Selaginellaceae Selaginella tamariscina 126,399  53,176  47,573  12,825  No SMRT 

          

Note: The “Defined end signal” is based on the endpoint rate result of each species. The “Both” in Sequencing technique suggests that this species 

have both SMRT and ONT reads. The “Uncertainty” in Defined end signal shows the SMRT data suggest the existence of defined end, but ONT 

data do not support it.
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Discussion 

In this study, we detailed our long-read endpoint rate method to detect the presence 

of linear chloroplast genome with defined ends. One drawback of this method is that 

it is hard to identify the exact length of each possible linear genome in this stage. For 

instance, this method detects four endpoints in a chloroplast genome, but it is difficult 

to describe that a linear genome which starts at endpoint A terminates at B or C or D. 

We acknowledge that our method cannot differentiate the exact proportion of circular 

genome and linear genome in the chloroplast genome. Also, it is hard to distinguish 

the circular genome and linear genome with random ends in this stage, but this could 

be overcome with the development of sequencing technology, for example, generating 

reads in excess of the length of entire chloroplast genome. Although there are still 

some shortcomings in this long-read based endpoint rate method, the potential 

advantages of this method are very large. Only the long-read sequencing data is 

required, which could be obtained from whole genome sequencing data that is simple 

to produce for almost any plant species, with no need for the labour-intensive lab work 

that has been characteristic of previous methods (Oldenburg and Bendich 2016). 

 

In the empirical data analysis, 18 out of 21 species with SMRT sequencing data showed 

defined endpoint signals, while well-defined endpoint signals were not found in 

species sequenced using ONT. In the four species with both SMRT and ONT sequencing 

datasets, defined endpoint signals were only detected in the SMRT sequencing 

datasets. Thus, there is a clear difference in technologies, such than SMRT sequencing 

routinely produces well-defined endpoint signals while ONT does not. One conjecture 

is that the defined end signals in SMRT sequencing datasets are caused by aspects of 

the SMRT sequencing technology itself, rather than reflecting the underlying structure 

of the sequenced genome. The library preparations for SMRT and ONT sequencing are 

very similar. In general, the DNA molecules are first randomly fragmentated, then DNA 

damage is repaired and blunt ends are created for adapter ligation. In ONT sequencing, 

a motor protein leads the DNA fragment to nanopore to sequence. In the SMRT 
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sequencing, each DNA fragment will be loaded into Zero-mode waveguides (ZMW) to 

sequence. However, small fragments load better than large fragments in ZMW. This 

loading bias may amplify the number of small fragments causing some endpoint 

signals. To avoid this situation, we randomly chose one subread per unique subreads 

to rerun our pipeline in Brassica oleracea and Gossypium barbadense. The endpoint 

rates are similar to the result using the entire subreads (Figure S3.1). At this stage, it 

remains unclear whether ZMW could cause false positives in our endpoint analysis 

approach. A comparative analysis, such as using different SMRT library construction 

methods with different insert sizes, could reveal a clearer picture on this issue.  

 

The clearest test of whether SMRT sequencing produces false endpoint signals using 

our method will be to conduct positive and negative control experiments. For this 

purpose, we plan to sequence E. coli genomes with both SMRT and ONT approaches. 

Since E. coli contains a single circular DNA molecule, both SMRT and ONT reads should 

show no well-defined end signal. As the positive control, we also plan to use restriction 

enzyme to digest the E. coli genome first, then sequence it with SMRT and ONT. We 

should observe the well-defined endpoint signal at the restriction enzyme cut points 

in the positive control. We will try different SMRT/ONT library preparation protocols 

to compare the effect of library preparation on our method. 
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Figure S3.1. The endpoint rate distribution comparison between one subread per 

ZMW and the entire subread dataset. A. Brassica oleracea; B. Gossypium barbadense. 

The distribution between one subread per ZMW and the entire subread dataset is 

similar.  
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Repeated independent evolution of complex mitochondrial 

genome structures in Eucalyptus 

 

 

 

In Chapter IV, I focus on another genome assembly, the mitochondrial genome 

assembly. Mitochondrial genome assembly is challenge since the chromosome 

number could range from one to less than 100. And the chromosome number could 

be different between different individual in the same species. In this chapter, I 

assemble the mitochondrial genome of E. pauciflora and E. grandis. The comparative 

mitochondrial genome analysis between E. pauciflora and E. grandis show an 

independent pattern of evolution, although E. pauciflora and E. grandis are in the 

same genus. 
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Introduction 

Land plant mitochondrial genomes can vary enormously in size and structure, and 

evolve rapidly. The size of mitochondrial genome is around 200–700 kb (Gualberto 

and Newton 2017), but can be up to 11.3 Mb in Silene conica (Sloan, et al. 2012a). 

Despite this, their gene content is relatively conserved, with most genomes containing 

the same 20-40 protein-coding genes (Adams and Palmer 2003; Adams, et al. 2002; 

Gualberto and Newton 2017; Hall, et al. 2020). In general, the mitochondrial genome 

is reported as a master circle, which is a single circular genome containing all of the 

mitochondrial genomic DNA (Deng, et al. 2018; Hall, et al. 2020; Mower, et al. 2012; 

Tang, et al. 2015; Wang, et al. 2016). However, the canonical master circle structure 

has been challenged by more and more studies (Gualberto and Newton 2017; Kozik, 

et al. 2019; Lloyd Evans, et al. 2019; Shearman, et al. 2014; Sloan 2013; Varre, et al. 

2019; Woloszynska 2010). In particular, it has been shown that many land plant 

mitochondrial genomes are made up of multiple chromosomes. Many of these 

genomes contain an abundance of large repeat sequences, which have been 

suggested to facilitate the evolution of subgenomic circles from an ancestral master 

circle via repeat-mediated recombination (Gualberto and Newton 2017; Kozik, et al. 

2019; Lloyd Evans, et al. 2019; Sloan 2013). However, some mitochondrial genomes 

contain multiple subgenomic circles but appear to lack any homologous sequences 

that could induce recombination (Sloan 2013). Linear genomes and other complex 

structures have also been documented (Gualberto and Newton 2017; Kozik, et al. 

2019; Lloyd Evans, et al. 2019; Sloan 2013). The multipartite structure of the land plant 

mitochondrial genome makes accurate genome assembly particularly challenging. 

This has resulted in a surprisingly slow accumulation of published land-plant 

mitochondrial genomes, and a concomitant lack of comparative studies that may help 

to elucidate the forces that drive their rapid structural evolution. 

 

Previous studies have taken a variety of innovative approaches to plant mitochondrial 
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genome assembly. One sensible approach involves leveraging genome databases to 

identify possible mitochondrial sequencing reads or assembled contigs (Bi, et al. 2016; 

Kersten, et al. 2016; Ye, et al. 2017). This approach can be challenging because there 

are currently just 319 plant mitochondrial genomes available on National Centre for 

Biotechnology Information database (NCBI, accessed on 20 April, 2020). Given that 

plant mitochondrial genomes can evolve rapidly (Rice, et al. 2013), relying solely on 

published databases may lead researchers to miss sequencing reads or assembled 

contigs of plant mitochondrial genomes that are not represented in the published 

databases. Another strategy to assembling plant mitochondrial genomes is using a 

conserved mitochondrial gene or contig as the seed from which to extend the 

assembly to the whole mitochondrial genome (Cho, et al. 2017; Iorizzo, et al. 2012). 

This seed-and-extend approach typically struggles to assemble large repeats or other 

low complexity regions, and can also fail to assemble parts of the mitochondrial 

genome that are not contained on the same subgenomic structure as the seed 

sequence. Recently, Kozik et al (2019) first assembled the initial mitochondrial 

genome with short-reads and employed published mitochondrial genomes as the 

reference. Next, they used the initial mitochondrial genome as the seed to trap the 

possible mitochondrial long-reads, and then assembled the trapped long-reads and 

confirmed the structure with Hi-C data. another approach to assemble the plant 

mitochondrial genome could be leveraging the different copy numbers of the 

mitochondrial, chloroplast, and nuclear genomes in plants (Al-Nakeeb, et al. 2017; 

Wang, et al. 2018). Specifically, mitochondrial genome contigs can in principle be 

identified from nuclear and chloroplast contigs in a full genome assembly because 

they tend to have a read depth that is distinctly higher than that of nuclear contigs, 

but distinctly lower than that of chloroplast contigs.  

 

In this study, we report the assembly analysis of Eucalyptus pauciflora (E. pauciflora) 

and E. grandis mitochondrial genomes. Only one mitochondrial genome in Eucalyptus 
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genus, E. grandis (NC_040010.1), has been documented to date (Pinard, et al. 2019). 

The mitochondrial genome published in Pinard et al (2019) was assembled as a single 

contig that was not circularized. Thus, remarkably little is known about the structure 

and evolution of mitochondrial genomes in the ecologically and economically 

important genus Eucalyptus. We combined information from long- and short-read 

sequencing platforms to attempt to overcome some of the challenges of assembling 

land plant mitochondrial genomes. Importantly, long-reads could provide useful 

information for resolving complex or repeat regions during assembly, and short-reads 

help to ensure a high single-base accuracy. In both species, E. pauciflora and E. grandis, 

we find that the mitochondrial genome consists of three components. We find 

evidence for six possible structures which have different combinations of these three 

components. Although two structures have a circular map, we could not confirm they 

are circular or linear at this stage, since the circular map may be caused by linear 

molecules that are joined in dimers or trimers, other head-to-tail linear concatemers, 

or linear molecules with overlapping ends (Sloan 2013). Most surprisingly, while the 

total gene content of E. pauciflora and E. grandis mitochondrial genomes is very similar, 

we identify several large rearrangements between species, suggesting that their three-

component genomes have evolved independently from a single ancestral 

mitochondrial genome more than once in the Euclayptus genus. We discuss the 

implications of this finding for understanding the evolution of mitochondrial genome 

structures in land plants. 

 

Materials and methods 

Sample collection and data sequencing 

For E. pauciflora, sample collection, sequencing, and quality control are described in 

(Wang, et al. 2020). In brief, we collected leaves from the tips of eight different 

branches (A-H, Figure 4.1) from a single E. pauciflora tree near Thredbo, Kosciuszko 

National Park, New South Wales, Australia (36 29.6597 N, 148 16.9788 E). For short-
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read sequencing, we sequenced paired-end 150 bp reads using an Illumina Hiseq2500 

platform (Illumina Inc., San Diego, California, United States) with an insert size of 

400 bp. For long-read sequencing, we sequenced the reads with R9.5 flowcells on a 

Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) MinION sequencer using MinKNOW v1.7.3.  

 

E. grandis tissue was sourced from the Australian National Botanic Gardens, Canberra, 

Australia (accession number ANBG69807.140). Leaves were washed with water and 

stored at -80°C until DNA extraction. High-molecular weight DNA was extracted by 

purifying nuclei followed by a magnetic bead extraction protocol, which is available on 

Protocols.io (Jones and Borevitz 2019). DNA was size selected for fragments ≥ 40 kb 

using a PippinHT (Sage Science). Native DNA sequencing was performed with ONT 

MinION Mk1B, according to the manufacturer's protocol 1D genomic DNA by ligation 

(SQK-LSK109). Multiplexed, short-read DNA sequencing libraries were generated using 

a cost-optimised, transposase-based protocol (Jones, et al. 2018). Short-read libraries 

were then size selected with a PippinHT (Sage Science) for fragments with insert sizes 

between 200 and 500 bp. Multiplexed sequencing with other projects was performed 

on a NovaSeq 6000 (Illumina), using an S4 flow cell with 300 cycle (150 bp paired-end),  

at the Biomolecular Resource Facility, ANU. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. The E. pauciflora tree used in this study. A-H label the different branches 
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from which we collected samples. 

 

Mitochondrial genome assembly and annotation 

We used the read coverage to identify mitochondrial contigs in the E. pauciflora and 

E. grandis full genome assembly. To do this, we first mapped all E. pauciflora and E. 

grandis long-reads and short-reads to the raw Canu assembly of E. pauciflora and E. 

grandis (the Canu assembly of E. pauciflora see Wang et al. 2020, the Canu assembly 

of E. grandis is provided by Scott Ferguson which is unpublished) using Bowtie v2.3.4.1 

(Langmead and Salzberg 2012) and Minimap2 v2.17 (Li 2018) respectively, both with 

default settings. We then calculated the read depth of each contig with BBmap 

(Zimorski, et al. 2014). Each cell will contain 2 copies of the nuclear genome (since E. 

pauciflora and E. grandis are diploid), but is likely to contain dozens to a hundred of 

copies of the mitochondrial genome, and up to hundreds of copies of the chloroplast 

genome (Al-Nakeeb, et al. 2017; Wang, et al. 2018). We used this information to 

create a pool of candidate organellar genome contigs by selecting those contigs that 

had, on average, more than twice the read depth of the average nuclear genome 

contigs. The average read depth of nuclear genome contigs was calculated as the 

average read depth of 20 longest contigs. This gave us an initial pool of 26 candidate 

organellar genome contigs for E. pauciflora, and 49 candidate organellar genome 

contigs for E. grandis. We filtered out the chloroplast genome contigs from this pool 

by aligning the chloroplast genome of E. pauciflora (NC_039597.1) and E. grandis 

(NC_014570.1) to all candidate contigs using the BLAST v2.7.1 (Camacho, et al. 2009) 

and excluded those with mapping that with >85% identity and e-value <10e-5, 

respectively. Next, we mapped the long-reads and the short-reads to the putative 

mitochondrial genome contigs to identify possible mitochondrial reads using Bowtie 

v2.3.4.1 and Minimap2 v2.17, respectively. This step ensures that all reads which 

contain the possible mitochondrial DNA are identified. This gave us a pool of 732.58 

Mb short-reads and 1,316.85 Mb long-reads for E. pauciflora, and 995.78 Mb short-

reads and 580.86 Mb long-reads for E. grandis. We hypothesised those reads derived 
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predominantly from the mitochondrial genome, but potentially also containing a 

range of contaminant reads that either map incorrectly to true mitochondrial contigs, 

or that map correctly to contigs which were erroneously included in the putative 

mitochondrial contig pool. We assembled the putative long- and short- mitochondrial 

reads using Unicycler v0.3.1 (Wick, et al. 2017) with default settings. This resulted in a 

pool of 38 contigs larger than 10 kb for E. pauciflora and 46 contigs larger than 10 kb 

for E. grandis, which we further filtered using genome annotation as follows. We 

annotated each contig using GeSeq (Tillich, et al. 2017) using the mitochondrial 

genome annotations of Arabidopsis thaliana (NC_037304), Sorghum bicolor 

(NC_008360) and E. grandis (NC_040010) as the references. Only two of the 38 

putative mitochondrial contigs contained complete mitochondrial genes for E. 

pauciflora, and two of 46 putative mitochondrial contigs contained complete 

mitochondrial genes for E. grandis. We, therefore selected these two contigs as 

defining the mitochondrial genome of E. pauciflora and E. grandis, respectively. 

 

Structure analysis 

Due to the multipartite structure of the mitochondrial genome, we further detected 

other possible structure of E. pauciflora and E. grandis mitochondrial genome. A 

shared region was identified between the two mitochondrial contigs in E. pauciflora 

and E. grandis. We separated contig 1 (the larger contig) and 2 (the smaller contig) 

into three components (Figure 4.2A). We treated the shared region between contig 1 

and 2 as the component 3, whereas the rest of contig 1 is component 1 and the rest 

of contig 2 is component 2. 
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Figure 4.2. A. The three components of mitochondrial genome. The yellow region 

indicates the shared region between contig 1 and 2. B. The identified two-component 

combinations in E. pauciflora and E. grandis mitochondrial genome. C. The different 

combinations of three-components according to our analysis. The orange line 

represents the long-reads that we required to confirm each of the three-component 

structures. The long-read needs to span the middle component and also aligned 

confidently to the two adjacent components. 

 

A. 

B. 

C. 
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First, we detected all different combinations of any two of three components, such as 

component 1 + component 2 or component 2 + component 1, which is six different 

combinations in total. We considered all four different orientations: original, reversed, 

complement, and reverse-complement (see Figure S2.2A in Chapter II) of each 

component, we therefore tested for 48 different combinations of any two 

components in total (96 different combinations in total, but half of them are exactly 

the same as the other half, details see the method part of Chapter II). We mapped the 

long-reads to each structure with Minimap2 v2.17, and checked whether long-reads 

cross the connection point of two components. Using this method, we identified just 

four combinations of two components in both E. pauciflora and E. grandis: component 

1 + component 3, component 3 + component 1, component 2 + component 3 and 

component 3 + component 2 (Figure 4.2B). 

 

Next, we tested for different combination of three-components, following from the 

two-component combination analysis. There are six possible three-component 

combinations that are compatible with the set of detected two-component 

combinations (Figure 4.2C). We mapped the long-reads to each structure, and 

confirmed the structure by checking whether long-reads map across the entire middle 

component and also align confidently to the two adjacent components by at least 1 

kb.  

 

We did not detect any structure with four or more components in combination. It 

could be that we lack ultra-long long-reads to confirm these four- or more component 

structures, or these structures do not exist.  

 

Comparative analysis of mitochondrial genome structure 

We performed synteny analysis between (1) previously published E. grandis 

(NC_040010.1) and reassembled E. grandis mitochondrial genomes, (2) E. pauciflora 
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and reassembled E. grandis mitochondrial genomes using the NUCmer module of 

MUMmer v4.0.0 (Kurtz, et al. 2004) with default settings. The alignment results were 

visualized by Circos v0.69.6 (Krzywinski, et al. 2009). 

 

 

 

Results 

Features of E. pauciflora mitochondrial genome 

The E. pauciflora mitochondrial genome is made up of to three components (Figure 

4.2A and Table 4.1). Component 1 is 387,093 bp in length, encoding 31 protein-coding 

genes, 15 tRNAs and four rRNAs. Component 2 is 60,687 bp, with 9 protein-coding 

genes, two tRNAs and one rRNA (Figure 4.3). Component 3 is 9,560 bp in length, 

containing one protein-coding gene and one tRNA.  
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Figure 4.3. The annotation of three components of E. pauciflora mitochondrial 

genome.   

 

To identify the possible structures of mitochondrial genome, we used long sequencing 

reads to test for the presence of a wide range of possible structures (Figure 4.2C). For 

the six three-component combinations, we failed to confirm combination 2 due to the 

limited read lengths of our data (Table 4.2). This component requires reads across 

component 1, plus 1kb on each flanking region (see Materials and Methods for details), 

which is 389,093 kb. We lacked such ultra-long reads in our dataset.  

 

A circular map can be deduced from combinations 3 and 4 (Figure 4.4). However, this 
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apparent circular map could be derived from a circular structure (structure Y) or a 

dimer or higher concatemer head-to-tail linear structure (structure B), or even circular 

permutated linear structure, or a mix of them (Sloan 2013). Further experiments need 

be performed to determine which of these possibilities, of which combination of them, 

exists in each species. Although we lacked reads to confirm combination 2 (Table 4.2), 

we deduced that the structure X or A could also exist, which is similar to structure Y 

and B (Figure 4.4).  

 

For structure C (combination 5, which is component 1 + 3 + 2) and D (combination 6, 

which is component 2 + 3 + 1), the circular map is undetectable since we have not 

found any component 1 + 2 or 2 + 1 two-component combination, which is the head-

to-tail connection of structure C or D.  

 

Other structures, such as the single component structures, may also present, but we 

have no evidence to support them. In the case of the two shorter components (2 and 

3), this strongly suggest that such single-component structures do not exist in large 

concentrations, because their existence at an appreciable concentration would be 

expected to lead to a large number of individual reads corresponding to these 

structures in our data. In addition, we failed to identify any four- or more component 

structure, it could be either the issue of our read length or the that these structures 

do not exist. 

 

 

Table 4.1. The length of components of E. pauciflora and E. grandis mitochondrial 

genome. 

 E. pauciflora E. grandis 

Component 1 387,093 bp 333,827 bp 

Component 2 60,687 bp 112,039 bp 

Component 3 9,560 bp 8,963 bp 

Total length 457,340 bp 454,829 bp 
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Table 4.2. The evidence of each three-component combination of E. pauciflora and E. 

grandis. 

 E. pauciflora E. grandis 

 Available reads Supported reads Available reads Supported reads 

Combination 1 27,743 113 23,813 5 

Combination 2 0 None 0 None 

Combination 3 27,743 142 23,813 3 

Combination 4 6,334 2 73 0 

Combination 5 27,743 136 23,813 5 

Combination 6 27,743 142 23,813 2 

Note: The available reads are the number of reads longer than the minimum 

confirmed length (see Figure 4.2C in Materials and Methods section). For the 

combination 1/3/5/6, the minimum confirmed length is the length of component 3 + 

2 kb. The minimum confirmed length of combination 2 is the length of component 1 + 

2 kb. The minimum confirmed length of combination 4 is the length of component 2 + 

2 kb. Since we lacked reads longer than the component 1, the available reads of 

combination 2 is 0. 

 

 
Figure 4.4. The possible structure of E. pauciflora and E. grandis mitochondrial 

genome. The combination 1/3 and 2/4 could create a circular map. The circular map 

could be from the circular (structure X/Y) or head-to-tail dimer or higher concatemer 

linear structure (structure A/B) or a mix of them. 
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Features of reassembled E. grandis mitochondrial genome 

The reassembled E. grandis mitochondrial genome has the same structure as the E. 

pauciflora mitochondrial genome (Table 4.1): three components and six possible 

three-component structures (Figure 4.4). Component 1 of the E. grandis mitochondrial 

genome is 333,827 bp in length, encoding 27 protein-coding genes, 15 tRNAs and two 

rRNAs. Component 2 is 112,039 bp, including 13 protein-coding genes, three tRNAs 

and two rRNAs (Figure 4.5). Component 3 is 8,963 bp in length, with three tRNAs. 
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Figure 4.5. The annotation of three components of E. grandis mitochondrial genome. 

 

As for E. pauciflora, we lacked adequate long-reads to support combination 2 due to 

its length (Table 4.2). For the E. grandis combination 4, although 73 long-reads meet 

the length requirement of combination 4 confirmation, none of them span the middle 

component and also align to the two adjacent components. This does not negate the 

possible existence of combination 4, less than 1% of available reads in E. pauciflora 

were able to provide evidence for three-component combination, and the percentage 

in E. grandis is much lower (Table 4.2), likely related to the read quality in E. grandis. 

Although there are less than 10 reads to support each combination (Table 4.2), we still 

suggest that structures A/B/C/D/X/Y are likely to be present in the E. grandis 

mitochondrial genome. As for E. pauciflora, we have no evidence for any other 

structures. 

 

For the comparative analysis between our reassembled E. grandis mitochondrial 

genome and the previously published E. grandis mitochondrial genome 

(NC_040010.1), the NUCmer alignment shows that the structure D is similar to the 

published mitochondrial genome, with 98.59% identity (Figure 4.6).  
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Figure 4.6. Visualization of mitochondrial genome alignment between reassembled 

structure D and published E. grandis. Each line crossing the circle is a unique alignment. 

Each unit on the periphery represents 100 kb. E. grandis structure D: the reassembled 

E. grandis mitochondrial genome structure D (orange). NC_040010.1: the published E. 

grandis mitochondrial genome (green).  

 

 

Comparative analysis of mitochondrial genome between E. pauciflora and 

reassembled E. grandis 

The gross structure of the E. pauciflora and E. grandis mitochondrial genome is similar. 

Both consist of three components and have the same six three-component structures. 

Synteny analysis shows that 96.50% of E. grandis mitochondrial component bases can 

align to E. pauciflora mitochondrial components. Component 1 is 387,093 bp in E. 

pauciflora, but is around 50 kb smaller in E. grandis component 1 at 333,827 bp. 
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Component 2 is 60,687 bp in E. pauciflora, but is around 50 kb larger in E. grandis 

component 2 at 112,039 bp (Table 4.2). An alignment of these two genomes reveals 

that a roughly 50 kb region of E. pauciflora component 1 (1 nt – 50,535 nt) is very 

similar to a 50 kb region of E. grandis component 2 (1,480 nt – 53,160 nt) (Figure 4.7). 

This rearrangement can explain the length difference between the E. pauciflora and 

reassembled E. grandis mitochondrial components.  

 

The size of component 3 is similar in E. grandis and E. pauciflora, which is around 9 kb 

(9,560 bp in E. pauciflora and 8,963 bp in E. grandis). The E. pauciflora mitochondrial 

component 3 is present in component 1 of the E. grandis mitochondrial genome (light 

blue lines in Figure 4.7), whereas the E. grandis component 3 region can be aligned to 

the E. pauciflora mitochondrial component 1. This suggests that the E. pauciflora and 

E. grandis mitochondrial genome may have evolved independently. 
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Figure 4.7. Visualization of mitochondrial genome alignment between E. pauciflora 

and reassembled E. grandis. Each line crossing the circle is a unique alignment. Purple 

lines indicate the homologous region between the E. pauciflora mitochondrial 

component 1 and the E. grandis mitochondrial genome. Blue lines point out the 

homologous region between the E. pauciflora mitochondrial component 2 and E. 

grandis mitochondrial genome. Light blue lines show the homologous region between 

the E. grandis mitochondrial component 3 and E. grandis mitochondrial genome. Each 

unit on the periphery represents 100 kb. Epau com 1: the E. pauciflora mitochondrial 

component 1 (purple); Epau com 2: the E. pauciflora mitochondrial component 2 

(blue); Epau com 3: the E. pauciflora mitochondrial component 3 (light blue); Egra com 

1: the E. grandis mitochondrial component 1 (red); Egra com 2: the E. grandis 

mitochondrial component 2 (orange); Egra com 3: the E. grandis mitochondrial 

component 3 (yellow).  

 

 

 

Discussion 

In this study, we assembled the mitochondrial genomes of E. pauciflora and E. grandis 

with long- and short-reads. Our assemblies reveal that both species’ mitochondrial 

genomes likely contain several three-component structures, but that this structure has 

evolved independently from the ancestral mitochondrial genome at some point in the 

evolutionary history of the two species. Notably, we show that the structure of a 

previously published mitochondrial genome assembly for E. grandis (NC_040010.1), in 

which the genome is reconstructed as a single DNA molecule with short-read-only 

assembly, has highly identity of one of our 3-component structure of E. grandis 

mitochondrial genome. 

 

How are these six three-component structures generated? One possible hypothesis 

for the generation of circular structures X and Y is related to the repeat mediated 

recombination based on the master circle model (Gualberto and Newton 2017; Sloan 

2013) (Figure 4.8). This model proposes that a pair of directly oriented repeats causes 

homologous recombination in a master circle, producing two subgenomic circles. In 
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the cucumber, although it has three circular mitochondrial chromosomes, the two 

smaller circular chromosomes share an identical 3.6 kb direct repeat (Alverson, et al. 

2011). The authors suggest that the two subgenomic circles could originate from a 

master circle. However, not all subgenomic circles are derived from a master circle. 

For instance, no large repeats are shared by the two circular mitochondrial 

chromosomes in sugarcane, implying that the two circular chromosomes evolved by 

another mechanism (Shearman, et al. 2016). A similar situation is reported in Oryza 

sativa mitochondrial genome (Kazama and Toriyama 2016). In our study, component 

3 may behave like the direct repeat in this master circle model, inducing 

recombination to produce structures X and Y from a master circle. However, 

component 3 is totally different in E. pauciflora and E. grandis. If it is due to the 

selection of different pairs of direct oriented repeats, we should be able to find the E. 

pauciflora repeat region twice in E. grandis mitochondrial genome, and vice versa, 

because a pair of directly oriented repeats is required to induce this recombination. 

However, we only observe the E. pauciflora repeat region once in E. grandis 

mitochondrial genomes, and vice versa (Figure 4.7). Also, the master circle model does 

not explain the possible linear structures C and D. Structures C and D differ by the 

position of component 1 and 2, which is component 1 + 3 + 2 and 2 + 3 + 1, respectively 

(Figure 4.4). Despite this, it is intriguing that all six structures we detect contain the 

small component 3. It is therefore possible that these structures are generated from 

another repeat mediated recombination model rather than the master circle model, 

in which component 3 represents a repeat that evolved independently in the two 

lineages. 

 

Our data allow us to make some limited predictions about the relatively frequency of 

each structure we detect. Intriguingly, our data show that structures C and D appear 

in very similar frequencies (according to the number of supported reads for 

combination 5 and 6 in E. pauciflora, Table 4.2; the number of supported reads in E. 
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grandis is too low (<10 for each structure) to estimate relative frequencies). This is 

consistent with structures C and D being generated from a process which maintains 

their frequencies at a relatively similar level. One possible candidate for this process is 

recombination, similar to the process which results in chloroplast genomes 

maintaining two structural haplotypes with equal frequencies. Structure A/B or X/Y, 

also have roughly equal frequencies (45% : 55%). A large-scale mitochondrial genome 

analysis, such as the analysis in Chapter II, could provide a clearer answer of the issue 

on the frequency of each structure in mitochondrial genome.  

 

Notably, we cannot rule out the existence of another two possible structures, which 

are component 1 + 3 + 1 and 2 + 3 + 2 (combinations 1 and 3, Figure 4.4). These two 

structures only need evidence of combination 1 and 3, different from structure A/B or 

X/Y, which require support from both combination 1/3 and 2/4. Further analysis with 

more ultra-long long-reads could help to identify the existence of pure combination 1 

and 3, and frequency of structure A/B or X/Y.  

 

Gualberto and Newton (2017) suggested that the repeat-mediated recombination 

mechanism is conserved between different species, but that the position may vary in 

different species due to the abundance of large repeats in the mitochondrial genome. 

This agrees very well with what we find here if we treat the component 3 as the repeat. 

Although E. pauciflora and E. grandis are from the same genus, their component 3’s 

are different. If mitochondrial genome structure varies between species, it may prove 

useful as a phylogenetic marker. However, it remains unknown how much variation 

there is in mitochondrial genome structure between species across the genus, or even 

within species. Since our study shows intriguing independent evolution of 

mitochondrial genome structure between E. pauciflora and E. grandis, we next plan to 

assemble and compare the mitochondrial genomes of other ~30 species of Eucalyptus, 

to further elucidate the evolution of mitochondrial genome structures in this genus. 
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A drawback of our method is that we cannot identify mitochondrial fragments which 

only encode novel genes. Some studies suggested that plant mitochondrial genomes 

may have an active DNA import system to fuse foreign DNA (Koulintchenko, et al. 2003; 

Richardson and Palmer 2007), which provides adaptation to environment change 
(Vidoni, et al. 2013). Also, some mitochondrial genomes do not have any identifiable 

genes (Wu, et al. 2015). Therefore, some mitochondrial chromosomes that only 

encode novel genes or no identifiable genes may be missing in our assembly since we 

cannot ensure our annotation is perfect. 

 

Is it possible to assemble all in vivo physical mitochondrial genome forms in a single 

species? The answer may be no. First, the structure of mitochondrial genome is 

complex and dynamic. Except for the canonical circular form, linear multimers and 

branched forms are also observed by pulse field gel electrophoresis and microscopy in 

different species (Backert, et al. 1997; Kozik, et al. 2019; Oldenburg and Bendich 1996, 

1998). However, assemblers tend to present the genome into simple linear or circular 

form rather than the complex branch forms (Kozik, et al. 2019). Also, the content of 

each form is dynamic and can change at different development stage (Backert and 

Borner 2000; Cheng, et al. 2017; Shen, et al. 2019), maybe because of the 

recombination-dependent DNA replication (Oldenburg and Bendich 1996), as well as 

the stress response (Cheng, et al. 2017). Second, the mitochondrial genome could vary 

even within species. The mitochondrial genome of Silene noctiflora consists of more 

than 50 chromosomes, but the chromosome number is different by 19 between two 

populations (Wu, et al. 2015). Third, the repeat-mediated recombination may create 

lots of subgenomic molecules (Gualberto and Newton 2017; Ramsey and Mandel 2019; 

Sloan 2013), as recombination occurs frequently in the mitochondrial genome 

(Ramsey and Mandel 2019). For instance, the Silene conica mitochondrial genome 

contains 128 chromosomes, and most of them share a repeat region with other 
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chromosomes (Sloan, et al. 2012b). Therefore, it is currently very difficult, and perhaps 

impossible, to be confident that one has ever assembled all possible structural forms 

of the mitochondrial genome present in a single species. Indeed, it remains difficult to 

be certain that all parts of the mitochondrial genome have been included in any 

assembly.  

 

The accurate structure of land plant mitochondrial genome is essential for analysing 

their function and evolution. The understanding of mitochondrial genome structure is 

facilitated by the technique development, especially the advent of long-read 

sequencing. The ONT nanopore sequencing enables generate reads exceeding 800 kb 

(Jain, et al. 2018). It could be possible to sequence the entire mitochondrial genome 

directly in the future. In this case, the issues faced now, such as the complexity of 

multichromosomal structures and recombination events, could potentially be 

addressed by very deep sequencing of very long-reads.  

 

 

 

 

 

   A master circle              Recombination      Two subgenomic circles 

 

Figure 4.8. Model of the repeat-mediated recombination, modified from (Gualberto 

and Newton 2017). The pair of direct repeats in the master circle mediate a 

recombination, and results in two subgenomic circles.  
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Limited evidence for heteroplasmy in Eucalyptus pauciflora 

organellar genomes 

 

Since I separated the mitochondrial genome project into two chapters (IV and V), this 

chapter is a small chapter about the presence of heteroplasmy in Eucalyptus pauciflora 

organellar genomes.  

 

 

 

The identification of heteroplasmy in organellar genome (chloroplast and 

mitochondrial genomes) could provide a more comprehensive understanding of 

organellar genomes. However, some studies suggest that the present of heteroplasmy 

in organellar genomes could be the false positives due to the DNA transfer between 

organellar genomes. In Chapter V, I detect the presence of heteroplasmy in Eucalyptus 

pauciflora organellar genomes with short-reads first, then confirm each heteroplasmy 

with long-reads. The long-reads that longer than any organellar DNA transfer region 

can provide accurate information to confirm each heteroplasmy.  
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Introduction 

In higher plants, each cell contains many copies of each of the organellar genomes (Li, 

et al. 2017). Heteroplasmy, which describes the existence of more than one distinct 

copy of a genome within a single cell or individual, has been reported for many 

organellar genomes (Frey, et al. 2005; Lei, et al. 2016; Sabir, et al. 2014; Welch, et al. 

2006). In plants, some heteroplasmies are related to diseases such as male sterility 

(Janska, et al. 1998; Levsen, et al. 2016) and chloroplast mutator strains (Sakamoto, et 

al. 1996). However, heteroplasmy is also present in healthy plants (Kmiec, et al. 2006; 

Sabir, et al. 2014; Welch, et al. 2006). It is known that both high oxidative damage 

(Raven 2015) and bi-parental inheritance (McCauley 2013; Oldenburg and Bendich 

2015) affect plant organellar genomes, and both processes can result in heteroplasmy. 

In this study, we define heteroplasmy as the existence of multiple different copies of 

the same organellar genome in single cell or individual, which can be distinguished for 

the single base differences.  

 

Recently, it has been suggested that many claims of observed heteroplasmy in plants 

are overblown, and that most are instead caused by contamination of sequencing 

experiments (Hoang, et al. 2015; Scarcelli, et al. 2016). Both the mitochondrial and 

nuclear genomes contain copies of all or part of the chloroplast genome in many plants, 

and transfers can occur between all three genomes in the cell (Bock 2017). For example, 

10.5% (53 kb) of the mitochondrial genome is chloroplast genome-derived in Boea 

hygrometrica (Zhang, et al. 2012). The claim is that many studies which have found 

evidence for heteroplasmy in plant organellar genomes have actually been 

confounded by the multiple and often slightly divergent copies of organellar genomes 

(or parts of them) that are created when sections of one of the three plant genomes 

are copied into another. Indeed, despite rigorous protocols it has been shown that it 

is very difficult to isolate one organellar genome (e.g. the chloroplast genome) to the 

exclusion of the both other genomes (e.g. the mitochondrial and nuclear genomes), 
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meaning that it is difficult if not impossible to rule out contamination when claims of 

heteroplasmy are made from short-read sequencing data (Diekmann, et al. 2008; 

Hoang, et al. 2015).  

 

In addition to causing false positives in heteroplasmy analysis, it is also possible that 

the frequent copying of sections of plant genomes into one another might hinder 

accurate genome assembly. For example, the copy number of mitochondrial and 

chloroplast genome differ by an order of magnitude (Al-Nakeeb, et al. 2017; Wang, et 

al. 2018). Since the mitochondrial and nuclear genomes of plants contain large 

sections that are copied from the chloroplast genome (Bock 2017), the overwhelming 

number of true chloroplast genome reads may lead to errors when assembling 

mitochondrial genomes. Despite the potential importance of addressing these issues 

there has been little research into this area. 

 

Long-reads may help to solve some of the problems that stem from the frequent 

exchange of DNA between the three plant genomes. Many long-reads are longer than 

the stretches of DNA that are transferred between the three plant genomes, meaning 

that unlike short-reads, these long-reads can be uniquely assigned to one of the three 

plant genomes. In this paper, we use long-reads from the Oxford Nanopore 

Technologies’ MinION device to first determine the frequency and size of DNA transfer 

events between plant genomes in Eucalyptus pauciflora. Having mapped the DNA 

transfer regions we then ask whether these DNA transfers could impact the detection 

of heteroplasmy and the de novo assembly of genomes.  
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Materials and methods 

Sample collection and data sequencing 

For details, see chapter IV: “Repeated independent evolution of complex 

mitochondrial genome structures in Eucalyptus”. In brief, we collected samples from 

eight different branches from a single E. pauciflora tree. For long-read sequencing, we 

performed MinION sequencing for the sample in each branch, which resulted in eight 

long-read datasets. For short-read sequencing, we used Illumina platform. Since we 

have three biological replicates in each branch for short-read sequencing, we obtained 

total 24 short-read datasets (8X3=24). Since each branch has three biological replicates, 

we can filter out the false positive causing by technique errors, such as sequencing 

errors, in the heteroplasmy detection. Also, we can take advantage of these data from 

eight different branches to investigate whether the organellar heteroplasmy could vary 

in different branches. In order to avoid contamination from DNA transfer region, we 

used the uncorrected short- and long-reads (after quality trimming) to do the 

heteroplasmy detection and confirmation. 

 

 

Identification of DNA transfer 

In order to identify the inter-organellar DNA transfer, we first compared the chloroplast 

and mitochondrial genomes with BLASTN v2.7.1+ (Camacho, et al. 2009), to identify 

highly similar regions. We defined a putative DNA transfer region as one with a BLASTN 

hit of e-value < 10e-5, identity > 80 and alignment length ≥100 bp, following the 

approach used in previous studies (Aljohi, et al. 2016; Pinard, et al. 2019; Zhang, et al. 

2012).  

 

Heteroplasmy analysis 

We performed the heteroplasmy analysis with GATK v4.1.2.0 (Van der Auwera, et al. 

2013) with 24 short-read datasets, following their “the best practice” guideline 
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(https://gatk.broadinstitute.org/hc/en-us/articles/360035894731-Somatic-short-

variant-discovery-SNVs-Indels-). In brief, we first mapped all 24 short-read datasets to 

organellar genomes (chloroplast genome and mitochondrial genome component 1, 2 

and 3) with Bowtie v2.3.4.1 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012). Then we marked the 

duplication of reads with MarkDuplicates in each mapping. Next, we merged the 24 

mapping results to perform a variant calling with haplotypeCaller. After that, we 

filtered the variants to retain only those with high confidence, using SNP hard-filter 

with “DP < 1000.0 || QD < 2.0 || MQ < 40.0 || FS > 60.0 || ExcessHet > 40.0 || SOR > 

3.0 || MQRankSum < -12.5 || ReadPosRankSum < -8.0” according to “the best practice” 

in GATK guideline. Finally, we imposed an additional quality filter by ensuring that any 

putative variant: 1) must exist in all three biological replicates in the same branch, 

ensuring that variants are unlikely to be false positives; and 2) must not be present in 

homopolymer regions (stretches of more than five identical bases), because 

sequencing errors, such as indels, are prone to occur in these areas (Heydari, et al. 

2019; Sarkozy, et al. 2018). 

 

In order to distinguish whether the heteroplasmies are real heteroplasmy or false 

positives due to the contamination of organellar DNA transfer, we first checked 

whether the heteroplasmies identified above were located in organellar transfer 

regions. Next, we mapped long-reads with >35 kb in length to chloroplast and 

mitochondrial genome using Minimap2 v2.17 (Li 2018) to confirm whether the 

heteroplasmies are caused by the contamination of incorrectly-mapped short reads 

from a transfer region. Since the largest organellar DNA transfer region is less than 8 

kb, we can ensure that long-reads with >35 kb in length are from the targeted genome 

rather than the contaminated genome. We created a reference file containing 

chloroplast and mitochondrial genome when mapping. This can avoid some 

mitochondrial reads mapped to chloroplast genome with soft clip, vice versa. Each 

heteroplasmy obtained above was manually checked with IGV v2.8.0 (Robinson, et al. 
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2017). 

 

Results 

Characterization of DNA transfer between E. pauciflora chloroplast and 

mitochondrial genomes 

To distinguish the effect of intracellular transfer between organelle on organellar 

heteroplasmy analysis, we first identified the intracellular transfer. We found that 3.52% 

(13,948 bp) of E. pauciflora mitochondrial component 1 is identified as chloroplast-like 

DNA sequences over 10 regions, which accounts for 14.65% (23,438 bp) of the 

chloroplast genome (Table 5.1). To confirm whether the transfer regions are originally 

from the chloroplast genome or the mitochondrial genome, we BLASTed all transfer 

regions to NCBI database. All regions have best hits in other species’ chloroplast 

genomes, rather than mitochondrial genomes. This suggests that the transfer regions 

could be originally from chloroplast genome (although we note that the databases 

tend to have more chloroplast than mitochondrial genomes, which may lead to a bias 

in these results). The transfer regions range in length from 235 bp to 7,427 bp. The 

reason that the number of homologous base-pairs differs between mitochondrial 

component 1 and the chloroplast genome is that some of the DNA transfer regions 

occur within the inverted repeat regions of chloroplast genome, increasing the 

number of homologous bases in that genome. Only one homology region is 

characterized between E. pauciflora mitochondrial component 2 and the chloroplast 

genome, which is 190 bp (Table 5.1).  

 

Next, we checked the transfer region between nuclear and chloroplast/mitochondrial 

genome. Almost the entire chloroplast genome (99.81%) has been transferred into 

nuclear genome, with the largest transfer region spanning 50,729 bp. For the 

mitochondrial genome, 63.12% of mitochondrial component 1, 50.80% of 

mitochondrial component 2 and 56.49% of mitochondrial component 3 are found in 
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the nuclear genome, with the largest transfer region spanning 9,488 bp (Table 5.2). 

Although there are a number of nuclear-organellar genome transfer regions, the 

possibility that nuclear genome contamination cause false positive in the 

heteroplasmy detection is very low due to an order of magnitude of copy number 

difference between nuclear genome and organellar genomes. 

 

Identification of heteroplasmy in E. pauciflora organelles 

To investigate possible contaminants from intracellular transfer between organelles, 

we first used short-reads with GATK pipeline to identify heteroplasmy, and later used 

long-reads to confirm or exclude these as real heteroplasmies. Using this approach, 

we identified no SNVs or indels in the E. pauciflora chloroplast genome. In contrast, 

we identified one SNV and two indels in E. pauciflora mitochondrial component 1, and 

one SNV in E. pauciflora mitochondrial component 2. No SNVs or indels were detected 

in E. pauciflora mitochondrial component 3. Notably, all four heteroplasmies in the E. 

pauciflora mitochondrial genome are located in the chloroplast-like regions (Table 5.1), 

suggesting that these putative heteroplasmies could be the false-positives identified 

due to the mis-mapping of short reads from the chloroplast genome to the 

mitochondrial genome.  

 

Next, we used long-reads longer than 35 kb to manually check each putative 

heteroplasmy. The largest DNA transfer region is 7,427 bp, thus long-reads >35 kb in 

size allows us to be very confident that each read is mapped to the correct genome, 

since at least 28 kb of the read must map to a non-transfer region. We found that 

neither of the indels in E. pauciflora mitochondrial component 1 nor the SNV in E. 

pauciflora mitochondrial component 2 was supported by the long-read mapping 

(Table 5.3). However, we did find support from the long-reads for the one putative 

heteroplasmy in E. pauciflora mitochondrial component 1 (position 127,352, Table 5.3), 

which is in the non-coding region. Specifically, 80.32% of long-reads (549 reads in total 
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in this position) support the genotype C, and 16.03% of the long-reads support the 

genotype A. The frequency of this heteroplasmy appears to be stable across the 8 

branches of the individual used in this study (Table 5.4). 

 

Interestingly, our long-read mapping results also revealed that the contaminated 

chloroplast genome reads not only disturbed the heteroplasmy analysis in 

mitochondrial genome, but also interfered with the mitochondrial genome assembly. 

For example, the heteroplasmy analysis clearly showed that C in position 51,183 in E. 

pauciflora mitochondrial component 2 should be the reference genotype (Table 5.3), 

rather than G (the genotype in chloroplast genome). We changed three loci in the E. 

pauciflora mitochondrial genome (position 127,352 and 251.470 in component 1, 

position 51,183 in component 2) according to these results. 

 

In sum, our heteroplasmy analysis showed that the intracellular transfer between 

organelle on organellar heteroplasmy analysis is able to cause contamination if we fail 

to distinguish whether reads used for heteroplasmy identification are from chloroplast 

or mitochondrial genome. This contamination could also affect the mitochondrial 

genome assembly. Due to the higher abundance of the chloroplast genome, the 

mitochondrial genome could be more chloroplast-like in the transfer region if we use 

whole genome sequencing data to assemble mitochondrial genome and without using 

long-reads to confirm the DNA transfer regions.
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Table 5.1. The DNA transfer regions between E. pauciflora mitochondrial genome and chloroplast genome. 

Query  Target Identity Length E-value Query Start Query End Target Start Target End 

Mitochondrial component 1 Chloroplast genome 99.825 7,427 0 208,242 215,668 140,961 133,541 

Mitochondrial component 1 Chloroplast genome 99.838 7,392 0 208,242 215,633 107,769 115,154 

Mitochondrial component 1 Chloroplast genome 94.905 2,591 0 14,384 16,942 32,214 29,658 

Mitochondrial component 1 Chloroplast genome 99.941 1,695 0 97,351 99,045 90,601 88,907 

Mitochondrial component 1 Chloroplast genome 99.941 1,695 0 97,351 99,045 158,129 159,823 

Mitochondrial component 1 Chloroplast genome 99.411 1,019 0 127,187 128,205 25,821 26,839 

Mitochondrial component 1 Chloroplast genome 94.212 501 0 115,999 116,496 87,754 87,254 

Mitochondrial component 1 Chloroplast genome 99.574 235 3.14 e-119 207,981 208,215 107,538 107,772 

Mitochondrial component 1 Chloroplast genome 99.16 238 3.14 e-119 207,981 208,218 141,192 140,955 

Mitochondrial component 1 Chloroplast genome 82.176 533 1.89 e-116 13,733 14,244 32,790 32,279 

      
     

  

Mitochondrial component 2 Chloroplast genome 96.316 190 2.10 e-84 51,033 51,221 36,401 36,590 

 

Table 5.2. The DNA transfer regions between nuclear genome and chloroplast/mitochondrial genome. 
 

Size (bp) Max alignment (bp) Total alignment region (bp)  

Chloroplast genome 159,942  50,729  159,637   99.81% 

Mitochondrial component 1 387,093  9,488  244,315  63.12% 

Mitochondrial component 2 60,687 4,010 30,826 50.80% 

Mitochondrial component 3 9,560  1,346 4,010  56.49% 

NOTE: The total alignment length is how many bp in organellar genome has been aligned to nuclear genome. The percentage is calculated by 

Total alignment length / organellar genome size. 
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Table 5.3. The position of heteroplasmy in the E. pauciflora mitochondrial genome 

  Position Corresponding 

position in 

chloroplast genome 

Short-read mapping (GATK) Long-read mapping Contamination 

    Type Ref   Alt   Ref   Alt   

Component 1 127,352  25,986  SNV A 84.36% C 15.61% A 16.03% C 80.32% No 

Component 1 16,199  30,414  Indel C 13.16% CATTAT 82.64% C  97.47% CATTAT 0.00% Yes 

Component 1 215,407  114,928/133,802  indel TCCTTCC 11.69% T 86.82% TCCTTCC  0.00% T 97.75%  Yes 

  
 

  
 

  
  

    
  

  
 

Component 2 51,183  36,551  SNV G 70.84% C 25.31% G 0.00% C 94.75% Yes 

NOTE: Component is the E. pauciflora mitochondrial component. Ref is the reference genotype, while Alt is the alternative genotype. The 

percentage if the percentage of the genotype in that site. Long-read mapping shows the mapping result of >35 kb reads. Contamination shows 

whether the chloroplast genome reads cause false positive in that mitochondrial genome site. Since the site 215,407 is in the DNA transfer region, 

and its corresponding is located in the inverted repeat regions of chloroplast genome, it therefore has two corresponding sites.  
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Table 5.4. The percentage of the true heteroplasmy in each branch of E. pauciflora mitochondrial component 1  

Branch Short-read mapping (GATK) Long-read mapping  
Ref (A) Alt (C) Ref (A) Alt (C) 

A 82.71% 17.29% 13.46% 80.77% 

B 87.32% 12.68% 15.49% 80.28% 

C 85.96% 14.04% 16.00% 78.67% 

D 86.89% 13.11% 14.29% 81.63% 

E 85.01% 14.99% 15.22% 78.26% 

F 82.42% 17.58% 13.25% 85.54% 

G 82.22% 17.78% 22.35% 77.65% 

H 81.37% 18.63% 13.46% 80.77% 
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Discussion 

Our data showed that DNA transfer between organelles could influence the accuracy 

of genome assembly and heteroplasmy analysis. We identified three loci in the E. 

pauciflora mitochondrial genome which were incorrectly called as chloroplast 

genotypes. For assembly using short-reads, it is hard for the assembler to determine 

whether a read in the organelle DNA transfer region is originally from chloroplast 

genome or mitochondrial genome. Due to the overwhelming chloroplast genome copy 

numbers, assemblers tend to select the genotype represented by the chloroplast reads, 

no matter whether the locus of interest is located in the chloroplast or the 

mitochondrial genome. This could cause some single base errors or false indels in the 

mitochondrial and nuclear genome assemblies of many plants, both of which contain 

duplicated sections of the chloroplast genome. Also, our results show that an incorrect 

genotype in the mitochondrial genome can result in false positive identification of 

heteroplasmies. We show that using long-reads that span the duplicated regions is an 

effective way of mitigating these incorrect genotype calls. 

 

Although most of the putative heteroplasmies we identified were shown to be false 

positives, we did find one likely true heteroplasmy in E. pauciflora mitochondrial 

component 1 (position 127, 352). This heteroplasmy is located in the mitochondrial-

chloroplast DNA transfer region, and its alternative genotype is the same as the 

reference genotype of chloroplast genome. The heteroplasmy is located in non-coding 

region, which is in line with the theory that mutations accumulate faster in non-coding 

regions (Ramsey and Mandel 2019).  

 

Our results clearly indicated that the chloroplast reads from mitochondrial-chloroplast 

DNA transfer regions lead to false positive in the mitochondrial genome heteroplasmy 

analysis, which is in line with the claims of previously studies (Hoang, et al. 2015; 

Scarcelli, et al. 2016). Unless chloroplast and mitochondrial reads can be separated 
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with confidence, this issue is hard to address. To eliminate this contamination, Sabir et 

al (2014) remove all heteroplasmies in the mitochondrial-chloroplast DNA transfer 

regions. However, this process may exclude the real heteroplasmy according to our 

study. Given the fact that short-reads are becoming a common method for detecting 

heteroplasmy (Ramsey and Mandel 2019), our results highlight the limitations of using 

short-reads for heteroplasmy analyses, and suggests that future analyses should 

include long-reads from Oxford Nanopore or PacBio to validate genotypes in 

heteroplasmy analyses. 

 

Notably, the less stringent hard filter in variant identification could annotate more 

variants (see Supplementary Results). However, there is a trade-off between true 

variants and false positives. To obtain a reliable result, every variant needs to be 

experimentally confirmed, even they have been confirmed by long-reads. As a further 

work, we will isolate the chloroplast genome and mitochondrial genome first, and then 

sequence the entire DNA library to estimate the contamination of nuclear and other 

organellar genomes. Finally, we will design PCR primers to perform Sanger sequencing 

to confirm each variant.  

 

In summary, the presence of organellar heteroplasmy may need to be carefully 

assayed due to the contamination from other organellar genome reads. This study only 

focuses on the heteroplasmy in an individual. We have not assessed the influence of 

the contamination on population analysis.   
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Supplementary Results 

To test the effect of hard filter in heteroplasmy detection, we performed a less stringent hard filter parameters (SNP: QD < 2.0 || MQ < 30.0 || 

FS > 60.0 || SOR > 4.0 || MQRankSum < -20.0 || ReadPosRankSum < -10.0; INDEL: QD < 2.0 || FS > 200.00 || SOR > 10.0 || ReadPosRankSum < 

-20.0). Except for the SNVs and indels we annotated before (Table 5.3). we additionally identified two SNVs in the E. pauciflora chloroplast genome 

(Table S5.1). For the mitochondrial genome, we additionally identified two SNVs in E. pauciflora mitochondrial component 1, while no SNVs or 

indels were further annotated in E. pauciflora mitochondrial component 2 and 3. All of these SNVs are located in the chloroplast-mitochondrial 

genome transfer region. The long-reads results suggested that both of SNVs in chloroplast genome and one SNV in mitochondrial genome could 

be caused the contamination of mitochondrial/chloroplast DNA. The other SNV in mitochondrial component 1 (14,892 nt) may be the real 

heteroplasmy, but need to be experimentally confirmed.   

 

Table S5.1. The position of heteroplasmy in the E. pauciflora organellar genome (with less stringent hard filter) 

  Position Corresponding position in 

another organellar 

genome 

Short-read mapping (GATK) Long-read mapping Contamination 

    Type Ref   Alt   Ref   Alt   

Component 1 14,892 31,706 (chloroplast) SNV A 67.87% G 32.12% A 18.31% G 76.63% No 

Component 1 16,025  30,240 (chloroplast) SNV G 77.16% T 22.81% G 6.25% T 83.44%  Yes 

  
 

  
 

  
  

    
  

  
 

Chloroplast 32,030 14,568 (Component 1) SNV A 82.66% C 14.78% A 97.27% C 0.94% Yes 

 32,032 14,566 (Component 1) SNV C 79.93% T 17.79% C 97.91% T 1.10% Yes 
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NOTE: Component is the E. pauciflora mitochondrial component. Ref is the reference genotype, while Alt is the alternative genotype. The 

percentage if the percentage of the genotype in that site. Long-read mapping shows the mapping result of >35 kb reads. Contamination shows 

whether the other organellar genome reads cause false positive in that target organellar genome site.  
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The draft nuclear genome assembly of Eucalyptus pauciflora: a 

pipeline for comparing de novo assemblies 
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of Eucalyptus pauciflora: a pipeline for comparing de novo assemblies. GigaScience. 
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In Chapter VI, I focus on the final genome of Eucalyptus pauciflora, the nuclear genome 

assembly. In this chapter, I sequentially assemble the genome of Eucalyptus pauciflora 

with different methods, and combine multiple existing and novel approaches to help 

to select the best genome assembly. 
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Introduction 

Eucalypts are widely distributed in Australia, including three genera Eucalyptus, 

Corymbia and Angophora, and have around 900 species (Department of Agriculture 

and Water Resources 2016). Eucalyptus pauciflora (E. pauciflora) (Figure 6.1), also 

known as snow gum, is a highly variable eucalyptus species that inhabits diverse 

landscapes in south-eastern Australia (Department of Agriculture and Water 

Resources 2016). E. pauciflora can survive from close to sea level to up to the tree line 

of the Australian Alps, displaying the broadest altitudinal range in the Eucalyptus 

genera (Boland, et al. 2002; Gauli, et al. 2015; Williams 1991). Due to its wide 

distribution and drought and cold tolerance, E. pauciflora is used for carbon offset 

plantings, ecological restoration, honeybee food source, and also has medicinal uses 

(Buckley, et al. 2011; Cochrane and Slatyer 1988; Department of Agriculture and Water 

Resources 2016; Evans and Vogelmann 2006; Martorell, et al. 2014; Prior, et al. 2015; 

Warren 2009; Way, et al. 2015). However, genomic resources for E. pauciflora are 

currently very limited: there exists a single chloroplast genome (Wang, et al. 2018), 

two sets of microsatellite markers (Gauli, et al. 2014a; Gauli, et al. 2014b), and two 

nuclear loci used for phylogenetics (Thornhill, et al. 2019). The assembly of E. 

pauciflora genome will assist in elucidating the genetic basis of drought and cold 

tolerance in Eucalyptus. 
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Figure 6.1. The E. pauciflora sequenced in this study. This E. pauciflora is located in 

Thredbo, Kosciuszko National Park, New South Wales, Australia (36° 29′ 39.58″ N, 148° 

16′ 58.73″ E). 

 

 

Across the ~900 extant eucalypt species, there are only two genomes published: those 

for E. camaldulensis and E. grandis (Hirakawa, et al. 2011; Myburg, et al. 2014). Both 

of these genomes were sequenced with a combination of Sanger sequencing and 

short-read sequencing, and as a result both assemblies are somewhat fragmented. 

There are 81,246 scaffolds in E. camaldulensis assembly (Hirakawa, et al. 2011). While 

the E. grandis genome is highly contigous, assembled to chromosome level, it still has 

4,941 unplaced scaffolds (Myburg, et al. 2014). New technologies, such as third-

generation long-read sequencing, have the potential to produce less fragmented 

assemblies at a fraction of the cost of previous methods. Nevertheless, many 

challenges still remain, not least of which is that different genome assembly software, 

and small changes to the parameters of a single piece of software, can produce 

substantially different assemblies. In light of this, methods for choosing the most 

accurate assembly from a set of possible assemblies have become increasingly 
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important. 

 

Two metrics are commonly used to assess and compare genome assemblies: contig 

N50 and Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCO (Simao, et al. 2015)) 

scores. The contig N50 is the size of the contig such that at least 50% of the assembled 

nucleotides can be found in contigs of that size or larger. The N50 is a measure of 

genome contiguity, where a higher N50 suggests a genome that has been assembled 

into fewer and larger contigs. All else being equal, we should prefer genome 

assemblies with a larger N50, up to the point where the N50 is equal to the N50 of the 

chromosomes themselves. Perhaps because of this, the N50 is one of the most widely 

reported metrics in genome assembly. However, it is important to remember that the 

N50 measures contiguity, not accuracy. For example, N50 scores may be artificially 

inflated by incorrectly linking contigs (Gurevich, et al. 2013; Rahman and Pachter 2013). 

The BUSCO score estimates the proportion of highly conserved orthologous genes that 

are present in assemblies. The underlying assumption is that there exists a certain set 

of highly conserved single-copy genes, the vast majority of which we should expect to 

observe in single copies in any given haploid genome assembly. BUSCO scores provide 

a very useful measure of genome assembly completeness (a component of accuracy), 

and in principle we should prefer genome assemblies with BUSCO scores closer to 

100%. One limitation of BUSCO scores is that they assess only a very small proportion 

of the genome, typically around 1000 highly conserved genes which represent less 

than 1% of the total genome. Furthermore, by their nature these protein-coding 

regions of the genome tend to be among the easiest to assemble because they are 

usually single-copy regions. Hence, assemblies can have very similar BUSCO scores 

even if they differ considerably in their assembly of the non-BUSCO genomic regions, 

which means that it is sometimes difficult to use BUSCO scores to distinguish among 

competing assemblies (Ou, et al. 2018). In this study, we complement these 

commonly-used measures with a range of other metrics to assess and compare 

genome assemblies, and we use these measures to choose the best draft assembly of 

E. pauciflora.  
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One measure we propose is the assembly ploidy: the proportion of the genome that 

is represented by haploid contigs. One important problem in genome assembly is that 

we commonly represent the genome of diploid (or polyploid) organisms as a haploid 

sequence. Traditionally, genome projects would alleviate this problem by sequencing 

highly inbred individuals (Slovin, et al. 2009; Yasui, et al. 2016), thus reducing the 

discrepancy between the diploid individual and the haploid representation. However, 

as genome assembly has become more commonplace, we often want to assemble the 

genomes of highly heterozygous individuals. For example, heterozygosity in Eucalyptus 

is around 1% (Arumugasundaram, et al. 2011), and varies substantially along the 

genome (Myburg, et al. 2014). The consequence of this is that regions of low 

heterozygosity tend to be assembled into a single collapsed haploid sequence, 

whereas regions of high heterozygosity tend to be assembled into two haplotypes of 

the same region, which are usually labelled the ‘primary contig’ (referring to the longer 

of the two contigs) and the ‘haplotig’ (referring to the shorter of the two contigs) (Chin, 

et al. 2016). Although there has been some progresses in estimating truly diploid 

assemblies (Chin, et al. 2016; Garg, et al. 2018), most assemblers still produce primary 

contigs and haplotigs without labelling them as such (Pryszcz, et al. 2014; Roach, et al. 

2018). Crucially, unidentified haplotigs may cause issues in the downstream analyses, 

because many analyses assume that we have a haploid representation of the genome. 

Because of this, we propose a novel and simple (but imperfect) metric to measure the 

assembly ploidy, which is simply the ratio of the assembly size to the estimated haploid 

genome size. If the aim is to produce a haploid representation of a genome, then an 

assembly ploidy of 1 is preferable (i.e. the assembly size should be equal to the 

estimated haploid genome size). If the aim is to produce a diploid representation of a 

genome, then an assembly ploidy of 2 is preferable (i.e. the assembly size should be 

double the estimated haploid genome size). One limitation of this metric is that it is 

sensitive to errors in the estimation of haploid genome size, and it is also sensitive to 

errors in genome assembly (e.g. highly incomplete assemblies) that might affect the 

numerator. Nevertheless, in combination with other measures, we show below that 
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the assembly ploidy provides a useful metric for comparing genome assemblies. 

 

We also apply a suite of measures designed to provide a genome-wide assessment of 

contiguity and accuracy that can complement the widely-used contig N50 and BUSCO 

scores. The advantages of these measures lie in the fact that they assess more of the 

genome than BUSCO scores, though each also has its limitations. Serval tools have 

been developed to evaluate the quality of assemblies given an alignment of 

sequencing reads to the assembly, including FRCbam  (Vezzi, et al. 2012), Recognition 

of Errors in Assemblies using Paired Reads (REAPR) (Hunt, et al. 2013), and Computing 

Genome Assembly Likelihoods (CGAL) (Rahman and Pachter 2013). All of these tools 

require read alignment information. FRCbam first computes a series of features with 

the alignment information, and then creates feature response curves that can be used 

to assess and compare assemblies. REAPR uses the read alignment to identify possibly 

misassembled regions and to give a score for the accuracy of each base in the genome. 

CGAL provides the likelihood of an assembly, calculated from a model that accounts 

for errors in reads, read coverage across the assembly, and the proportion of reads 

that do not contribute to the assembly. Of these three related tools, we use CGAL in 

this study because it provides a single likelihood score for each assembly, such that a 

higher likelihood from CGAL suggests that a genome assembly is a better 

representation of the truth, making it very simple to compare multiple assemblies. The 

second measure we used is the long-terminal repeat (LTR) assembly index, or LAI (Ou, 

et al. 2018). The LAI score is the proportion of LTR sequences in the genome that are 

intact, and is independent of genome size and repeat content. In general, a higher LAI 

score suggests a more contiguous and complete assembly (Ou, et al. 2018). The third 

measure we use is the base-level error rate evaluated by remapping independent sets 

of long and short validation reads (around 10% of all reads, randomly selected) to the 

assembly. Previous studies have evaluated the base-level error rate by remapping all 

reads to the assembly (Costa, et al. 2017; Schmidt, et al. 2017). Here, we use validation 

reads which are not involved in the assembly, in order to avoid any possible biases 

introduced by validating an assembly with the same data that was used to produce it. 
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For a perfect assembly in which the ploidy of the entire assembly matches the ploidy 

of the individual, a lower base-level error rate is preferable, with a theoretical 

minimum of the error rate of the sequencing technology (e.g. ~0.3% for raw Illumina 

reads (Schirmer, et al. 2016), and ~10-15% for raw Nanopore reads (Giordano, et al. 

2017; Istace, et al. 2017)). For a haploid representation of a diploid assembly, the 

minimum possible base-level error rate will be higher, because by necessity a haploid 

representation of a heterozygous site will not match approximately half of the reads. 

In this case, the theoretical minimum base-level error rate is the sum of the error rate 

of the sequencing technology and half of the heterozygosity. The fourth measure we 

use is the number of structural variants detected when re-mapping our long validation 

reads to assemblies. As with the base-level error rate, if the ploidy of the assembly 

matches the ploidy of the individual, then the theoretical minimum of this metric is 

the structural error rate introduced into sequencing reads by the sequencing 

technology. For a haploid representation of a diploid genome, the theoretical 

minimum is the sum of the error rate of the technology plus half of the structural 

heterozygosity. These two quantities are rarely known, but nevertheless, a very high 

structural error rate of validation reads mapped to a haploid assembly may indicate 

cases in which the assembly has a large proportion of incorrectly linked contigs. The 

final measure is the genome sequence similarity of each assembly when compared to 

all other assemblies. This measure does not provide any information relative to an 

underlying truth, but it may help to identify significant differences between otherwise 

plausible genome assemblies that can aid in choosing the best assembly. The selection 

of the best assembly should consider all measures together. 

 

Here, we used long- and short-reads to create a draft haploid assembly of the E. 

pauciflora genome. We use the metrics we describe above to compare a range of 

assemblies from a range of different assemblers. We performed different assemblies 

with long-read-only assemblers (Canu (Koren, et al. 2017), SMARTdenovo (Ruan 2016), 

Flye (Kolmogorov, et al. 2019) and Marvel (Nowoshilow, et al. 2018)) and a hybrid 
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assembler MaSuRCA (Zimin, et al. 2013), using long-read datasets with different 

minimum read lengths in each case (1 kb and 35 kb). 

 

 

Sample collection, DNA sequencing and quality control 

We collected leaves from the single E. pauciflora tree near Thredbo, Kosciuszko 

National Park, New South Wales, Australia (36° 29′ 39.58″ N, 148° 16′ 58.73″ E) in 

March 2016 (for Illumina sequencing) and June 2017 (for MinION sequencing). We 

stored leaves at 4°C when transported them to the laboratory.  

 

For long-read sequencing, we extracted high molecular weight genomic DNA from 

leaves following a protocol optimized for Eucalyptus nanopore sequencing (Schalamun 

and Schwessinger 2017). We prepared ONT 1D ligation libraries according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol (SQK-LSK108) and sequenced the reads using MinKNOW 

v1.7.3 with R9.5 flowcells on a MinION sequencer. We performed basecalling with 

Albacore v2.0.2. This resulted in 12,584,100 raw long-reads (106.96 Gb) with average 

read length of 8.5 kb. We removed adapters from long-reads with Porechop v0.2.1 

(Wick). Next, we trimmed bases with quality <10 on both ends of the reads using 

NanoFilt v2.0.0 (De Coster, et al. 2018) and discarded reads shorter than 1 kb after 

trimming. This recovered 96.66 Gb of long-read data comprising 7,711,141 filtered 

reads with an average read length of 12.53 kb (minimum 1 kb and maximum ~150 kb). 

Given an estimated genome size of 500 Mb (see below), this represents a coverage of 

193x.  

  

For short-read sequencing, we extracted genomic DNA from freeze-dried leaves using 

a CTAB protocol (Suarez and Rutherford 2018) followed by purification with a Zymo kit 

(Zymo Research Corp). We constructed TruSeq Nano libraries with an insert size of 400 

bp using protocol provided by Illumina, then sequenced the reads (paired-end 150 bp) 

using an Illumina Hiseq2500 platform (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA). This Illumina 
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sequencing generated 506,840,789 paired raw reads (152.05 Gb). We used BBDuk 

v37.31 to remove adapters and to trim both sides of raw short-reads which quality was 

lower than 30. We discarded filtered reads with a length under 50 bp. Around 122.69 

Gb short-read data containing 414,697,585 paired reads were left, representing 246x 

coverage with an estimated genome size of 500 Mb (see below). 

 

Genome size estimation 

We used GenomeScope (Vurture, et al. 2017) and SGA-preqc (Simpson and Durbin 

2012) to estimate the E. pauciflora genome size. We first generated a 32-mer 

distribution using Jellyfish v1.1.12 (Marcais and Kingsford 2011) from all of our short-

reads, then ran GenomeScope using this 32-mer distribution with a maximum k-mer 

coverage of 1000x. This gave a genome size estimate of 408.16 Mb (Figure S6.1), which 

is lower than expected for other Eucalyptus species (Hirakawa, et al. 2011; Myburg, et 

al. 2014). However, it is known that genomic repeats can lead to underestimation of 

genome sizes from uncorrected kmer distributions (Edwards, et al. 2018), and the 

Eucalyptus genome is repeat-rich, for example around 50% of genome was annotated 

as repeats in E. grandis (Myburg, et al. 2014), suggesting that 408.16 Mb may be a 

significant underestimate of the genome size. Also, GenomeScope suggests that the 

heterozygosity of E. pauciflora is 1.5%. SGA-preqc estimates genome size from k-mer 

distributions that are corrected to attempt to better account for repeat content, in line 

with this, SGA-preqc gave a genome size estimate of 529.40 Mb. Because of this, we 

expect that the SGA-preqc genome size is likely to be more accurate, and in what 

follows we assume that the E. pauciflora genome size is roughly 500 Mb. This suggests 

that the E. pauciflora genome may be around ~30% smaller than that of the other two 

sequenced Eucalyptus species, E. grandis (691.43 Mb) (Myburg, et al. 2014) and E. 

camaldulensis (654.92 Mb) (Hirakawa, et al. 2011). However, the genome sizes of E. 

grandis and E. camaldulensis may be overestimated due to the assembly and 

scaffolding of both haplotypes at high heterozygous regions. 
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Creation of assembly and validation datasets 

We separated our long-read and short-read data into assembly and validation datasets 

by randomly assigning the trimmed and filtered reads into the two datasets with 

custom scripts (Wang and Lanfear). The assembly dataset comprised 86.98 Gb of long-

read data (174x coverage) and 114.10 Gb of short-read data (228x coverage). The 

validation dataset comprised and 9.67 Gb of long-read data (19x coverage, 10% of total 

long-reads) and 8.59 Gb of short-read data (17x coverage, 7% of total short-reads).  

 

Genome assembly 

Here, we compared seven long-read-only assemblies and two hybrid assemblies. For 

each combination of data and genome assembler, we followed the same genome 

assembly pipeline. We first used the assembler to produce an initial assembly. 

Following this, we identified and removed contigs from contaminant sequences, and 

then polished the resulting assembly. We then identified and removed haplotigs from 

the assembly. Each assembly was re-polished after haplotig removal. To select the best 

assembly, we calculated the contig N50 with Quast v4.6.0  (Gurevich, et al. 2013), 

BUSCO scores with BUSCO v3.0.2, and LAI scores using the LTR_retriever pipeline (Ou 

and Jiang 2018). After mapping the long- and short- validation reads to the final 

assemblies (using Ngmlr v0.2.6(Sedlazeck, et al. 2018) for the former and Bowtie2 

v2.3.4.1(Langmead and Salzberg 2012) for the latter), we calculated the base-level 

error rate using QualiMap v2.2.1(Okonechnikov, et al. 2016), the structural variant 

error rate using Sniffles v1.0.8 (Sedlazeck, et al. 2018), and CGAL scores using CGAL. 

Finally, we performed whole genome alignment between different assemblies with 

NUCmer module of MUMmer v4.0.0beta2 (Marcais, et al. 2018). 

 

Oxford Nanopore reads tend to have error rates of ~10-15%, which can make assembly 

of uncorrected reads very challenging. To alleviate this, we first corrected the long-

reads assembly dataset with Canu v1.6 with default parameters except for setting 

corMinCoverage to 8, meaning that read correction would only be applied where at 
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least 8 reads overlapped. We deemed this reasonable given the very high coverage of 

our data (174x). We then put the corrected long-read datasets into two sets for 

assembly. The first dataset contained all corrected long-reads, such that the minimum 

read length was 1 kb (174x of coverage). The second dataset contained all corrected 

reads longer than 35 kb (~40x of coverage). We refer to these datasets as the 1 kb and 

the 35 kb datasets, respectively. 

 

We first compared the performance of using corrected and uncorrected long-reads 

and uncorrected long-reads to assemble the genome with two efficient assemblers, 

Flye v2.3.5 and wtdbg2 v2.5 (Ruan and Li 2019) (Supplementary result). The results 

showed clearly that corrected long-reads produced better assemblies than 

uncorrected long-reads using Flye, while the differences with wtdbg2 were less 

pronounced (Table S6.1). Nevertheless, the Flye assemblies with corrected reads were 

the best overall, so we therefore decided to use corrected long-reads for the rest of 

the assemblies in the study. 

 

We attempted eight long-read-only assemblies and two hybrid assemblies. Assemblies 

solely with long-read data were performed on corrected reads of two read lengths (1 

kb and 35 kb) using four long-read assemblers: Canu v1.6 and v1.7, SMARTdenovo, 

Flye v2.3.5 and Marvel v1.0. The Marvel assembly with 1kb dataset was not feasible 

because it required more disk space than we had available, resulting in seven 

successful long-read only assemblies. We used MaSuRCA v3.2.6 to perform hybrid 

assemblies with both read length datasets (1 kb and 35 kb) each combined with the 

short-read dataset. In what follows, we refer to these assemblies as Canu_1kb, 

Canu_35kb, SMARTdenovo_1kb, SMARTdenovo_35kb, Flye_1kb, Flye_35kb, 

Marvel_35kb, MaSuRCA_1kb and MaSuRCA_35kb. In general, we used default settings 

in all assemblers, and an estimated genome size of 500 Mb where this setting was 

required. For Canu assemblies, the 1 kb dataset was assembled using Canu v1.6, 

whereas the 35 kb dataset was assembled using Canu v1.7. We did not repeat the 

Canu_1kb assembly after Canu v1.7 was released, because we no longer had sufficient 
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computational resources. For Flye assembler, we used the “nano-cor” parameter 

which accounts for the use of corrected nanopore reads. The chloroplast genome and 

mitochondrial genome were removed from each assembly by searching for the 

relevant contigs using BLASTN v2.7.1+ (Camacho, et al. 2009) with an E-value cutoff of 

at most 1x10-20. For each assembly, we recorded the runtime in CPU hours, the raw 

assembly length, and the N50 (Table 6.1). 

 

Contamination detection 

Following initial assembly, we used Blobtools v1.0.1 (Laetsch and Blaxter 2017) to 

assess contamination in each genome assembly. To do this, we first generated a hit file 

for each assembly by searching all contigs against the National Center for 

Biotechnology Information (NCBI) non-redundant nucleotide database using BLASTN 

v2.7.1+ (E-value ≤ 1x10-20). We then analysed the hit file for each assembly using 

Blobtools, which provides taxonomic annotations and other diagnostic plots to detect 

contamination in raw genome assemblies. The top-hit was streptophyta phylum, 

comprising 99.72% to 100% of the hits in different assemblies (Figure S6.2), indicating 

that there was no potential contamination from a non-plant origin in each raw 

assembly. 

 

Genome polishing 

We polished each initial genome assembly in order to improve its accuracy. For the 

Canu, SMARTdenovo, Flye, and Marvel assemblies (i.e. those built from long-reads 

only), we polished first with Racon v0.5 (Vaser, et al. 2017) using Ngmlr using the long-

read assembly dataset, and then with Pilon v1.22  (Walker, et al. 2014) using Bowtie2 

with the short-read assembly dataset. For the MaSuRCA assemblies, we polished only 

with Pilon because MaSuRCA is a hybrid assembler, and using error-prone long-reads 

to polish hybrid assemblies tends to induce more errors rather than remove them 

(Table S6.2).  
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We ran each polishing algorithm for multiple iterations until the accuracy of the 

resulting assembly stopped improving or improving slightly. We assessed the 

improvements using BUSCO scores and the base-level error rate by re-mapping 

validation long- and short-reads to each assembly (mapped as above). We evaluated 

the BUSCO scores using BUSCO with the embryophyta_odb9 lineage (1440 genes in 

total). Polishing with Racon took between 2 and 12 iterations, and with Pilon between 

3 and 10 iterations (Table S6.2).  

 

Polishing with both Racon and Pilon significantly improved all of the raw genome 

assemblies, measured with base-level errors in long- and short- reads, and with BUSCO 

scores (Table S6.2). Polishing with Racon improved long-read base level accuracy by up 

to 0.83% (in the Marvel_35kb assembly), short-read base level accuracy by up to 1.51% 

(also in the Marvel_35kb assembly), and the BUSCO completeness scores by up to 

30.76% (in the Flye_35kb assembly). Polishing with Pilon further improved the long-

read base level accuracy by up to 0.40% (in the Marvel_35kb assembly), the short-read 

base level accuracy by up to 1.41% (in the Flye_35kb assembly), and the BUSCO 

completeness scores by up to 24.44% (in the Flye_1kb assembly).  

 

Assembly ploidy and haplotig removal 

Comparison of the polished genome assemblies revealed large variation in assembly 

size (Table 6.2). We calculated the assembly ploidy of each assembly as described 

above, assuming a genome size of 500 Mb. The assembly ploidy ranges from 1.12 

(Flye_35kb assembly) to 1.79 (Canu_1kb assembly) (Table 6.2), suggesting that the 

Canu_1kb assembly is close to a diploid assembly (i.e. ~80% of the genome is 

represented by two contigs) and that the Flye_35kb assembly is close to a haploid 

assembly (i.e. only ~12% of the genome is represented by two contigs). To attempt to 

produce haploid representations of the genome from all assemblies, we used Purge 

Haplotigs  (Roach, et al. 2018) and a custom pipeline, which we call gene 
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conservation informed contig alignment (GCICA) (script available on Github from 

(W.Wang 2018)), to find and remove haplotigs from all the assemblies (Figure 6.2A). 

 

Purge Haplotigs assigns contigs to primary contigs and haplotigs depending on both 

coverage information generated by long-read mapping and pairwise alignments of all 

contigs. To run Purge Haplotigs, we first mapped the long-read assembly dataset to 

each polished assembly using Ngmlr, and then separated the contigs into primary 

contigs and haplotigs with default settings. 8% to 29% of each genome assembly (after 

polishing) was annotated as haplotigs, and removing these haplotigs reduced the 

assembly ploidy from 1.12 – 1.79 to 1.01 – 1.24 (Table 6.2). 

 

The high assembly ploidy for some assemblies after running Purge Haplotigs suggested 

that these assemblies retained haplotigs that covered up to 29% of the genome. We 

therefore further filtered possible haplotigs using a custom approach, GCICA. If a pair 

of contigs comprise a primary contig and a haplotig, we would expect most of regions 

of the haplotig to be very similar to that of the primary contig. To find putative pairs of 

primary contigs and haplotigs, we therefore looked for pairs of contigs with similar 

gene content, and then examined these pairs in more detail. To do this, we first 

mapped the nucleotide sequences of all E. grandis genes to all contigs in an assembly 

using BLASTN (E-value ≤ 1x10-5). If >70% of mapped markers in a contig could also be 

mapped to another contig, and at least 80% of sequence of the smaller contig could 

be aligned to the other contig (detecting with NUCmer module of MUMmer), we 

considered these two contigs as a putative primary contig and haplotig pair. We then 

examined the alignments of all such pairs by eye and removed any pairs in which the 

smaller contig appeared to be completely contained within the larger, i.e. in which the 

smaller contig was an unambiguous haplotig. This process identified a further ~0-2% 

of each assembly as haplotigs (Table 6.2). 
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Figure 6.2. A. The length of primary contigs and haplotigs between different 

assemblies. B. The comparison of complete BUSCO genes (1440 in total) between 

different primary contigs. C. The comparison of duplicated BUSCO genes between 

different primary contigs. 
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Following removal of haplotigs, we re-evaluated each assembly using BUSCO scores 

(Figure 6.2B and 2C). We noted that, depending on the genome assembly, the number 

of complete BUSCO genes sometimes dropped and sometimes increased slightly after 

removing haplotigs (Figure 6.2B). We hypothesised that BUSCO scores could drop 

either because haplotig removal mistakenly removed a contig that was not a haplotig, 

or because haplotig removal correctly removed a haplotig which contained a more 

conserved representation of a BUSCO gene. BUSCO scores could increase because they 

are based on E-value scores of alignments, which may be affected by the total length 

of the assembly. To attempt to alleviate some of these potential issues, we re-polished 

all of the genome assemblies with multiple rounds of Pilon using the short-read 

assembly dataset, as above. BUSCO scores recovered across all assemblies with 

additional Pilon polishing (Figure 6.2B). As expected, the number of duplicated BUSCO 

genes decreased substantially (~50%-70%) after haplotigs were removed from the 

assemblies and this did not change substantially after additional polishing (Figure 6.2C 

and Table S6.3). Together, these results suggest that our haplotig removal pipelines 

largely succeeded in removing haplotigs, although some haplotigs likely remain if the 

true genome size is around 500 Mb (Figure 6.2A).  

 

Assessment of assembly quality with eight measures 

After haplotig removal and polishing, we considered the primary contigs of each 

assembly as the final assembly, and evaluated each of the final assembly in using the 

eight statistics we describe above: contig N50, BUSCO scores, LAI scores, assembly 

ploidy, base-level error rate, CGAL scores, structural variation and genome sequence 

similarity (Table 6.3 and Figures 6.3 and 6.4). 
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Figure 6.3. Structural variation analysis of different assembly primary contigs. Each 

variant was supported by at least 10 long-reads. A. The total event of each structural 

variances of each assembly. B. The insertion event of each assembly. C. The 

translocation event of each assembly. D. The Deletion event of each assembly.  

 

 

Figure 6.4. The sequence coverage of whole genome alignment among different 

assemblies. The sequence coverage was calculated by the length of aligned reference 

sequence / the total length of reference genome. 

 

 

Comparison of the eight metrics we used suggested that the MaSuRCA_35kb assembly 

was likely to be the most accurate assembly overall and that the Marvel_35kb 

assembly was the least accurate. However, we note that the MaSuRCA assembly did 

not receive the best scores for all metrics, suggesting that the choice of which 
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assembly to use will sometimes be question-specific. Also, in most of cases, 

performances of the two MaSuRCA assemblies are very similar.  

 

N50 scores varied from 295 kb (Flye_1kb) to 3.2 Mb (MaSuRCA_35kb), with Flye 

achieving notably lower N50 values than the other assemblers (Table 6.3). The low N50 

in Flye assemblies is likely to be caused by the high heterozygosity of E. pauciflora, 

because Flye is based on using k-mer to build an assembly graph, and high 

heterozygosity will cause differences even among short k-mers. BUSCO scores ranged 

from 1180 complete genes (81.94%, Marvel_35kb) to 1362 complete genes (94.58%, 

MaSuRCA assemblies), although all assemblies except the Marvel_35kb assembly had 

scores >92%. The MaSuRCA_35kb assembly also achieved the highest LAI score (9.31), 

which was substantially higher than the best assembly from any other assembler 

(Canu_1kb, LAI score: 7.04). The lowest LAI score (3.77) was observed in Marvel_35kb 

assembly. The assembly ploidy was the closest to one for the SMARTdenovo 

assemblies (e.g. 1.01 for the SMARTdenovo_35kb assembly vs. 1.19 for the 

MaSuRCA_35kb assembly). These scores have to be interpreted with caution, because 

the true genome size remains unknown, they are to some extent corroborated by the 

lower number of duplicated BUSCO genes in the assemblies with the lower assembly 

ploidy (e.g. 100 duplicated BUSCO genes in the SMARTdenovo_35kb assembly vs. 200 

in the MaSuRCA_35 assembly). Nevertheless, given that gene duplication is common 

in Eucalyptus species, all such measures need to be interpreted with some caution, 

since the BUSCO genes themselves could be duplicated in the E. pauciflora genome. 

Taken together, these four metrics suggest that the MaSuRCA_35kb assembly is the 

most complete, the most contiguous, and the most accurate among the assemblies 

we produced. 

 

The other three metrics assess the correctness of every assembly, and also suggest 

that the best assemblies for our data are produced by MaSuRCA (Table 6.3). The 

MaSuRCA assemblies (1kb and 35kb) had the lowest error rates (0.006 errors per base 
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for short-read mapping and 0.166 for long-read mapping in both assemblies), and the 

smallest total number of structural variants estimated from the long validation reads 

(4,017 structural variants for the MaSuRCA_35kb assembly). Flye and SMARTdenovo 

assemblies tended to perform the worst on these metrics, although we note that these 

results will be affected by the fact that the MaSuRCA assemblies contain more 

duplicated genome regions (see above), which will tend to reduce the estimated error 

rates and number of structural variants, because duplicated regions can accurately 

represent heterozygous variants that will be present in the reads. CGAL ranked 

MaSuRCA assemblies as the best (1kb likelihood: -1,774,303 and 35kb likelihood: -

1,790,386), and the SMARTdenovo_35kb assembly as the worst (likelihood: -

5,869,476). 

 

Finally, to further investigate the different assemblies, we compared the genome 

sequence similarity between different assemblies using NUCmer module of MUMmer 

(Figure 6.4), with the minimum identity set to 75. Notably, around 8% of the sequence 

of Canu/SMARTdenovo/Flye/MaSuRCA assemblies failed to align to Marvel_35kb 

assembly (Figure 6.4), which, along with the low genome completeness (BUSCO scores) 

of the Marvel_35kb assembly (Table 6.3), suggest that the Marvel_35kb assembly may 

contain many more small duplicated regions than other assemblies. In turn, these 

duplicated regions may explain the fact that Marvel_35kb assembly has the lowest 

genome completeness but not the smallest genome size compared to other 

assemblies (Table 6.3). Other assemblies have rough 97% - 99% of similarity to each 

other.  

 

Based on the eight metrics we used above (Table 6.3), we suggest that the 

MaSuRCA_35kb assembly represents the most accurate representation of the E. 

pauciflora genome. We note, though, that the Flye assembler only took 1-3% of 

runtime of the other assemblers used in this paper (Table 6.1), and produced genome 

assemblies that were of similar quality to the MaSuRCA_35kb assembly in many 

respects. The Marvel_35kb assembly received the worst scores on many metrics, and 
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also appears to be missing roughly ~10% of the genome according to BUSCO scores 

and genome sequence similarity analyses compared to other assemblies (Table 6.3).   

 

Comparative genome analysis between E. pauciflora and E. grandis 

Using the MaSuRCA_35kb assembly, we estimate that the E. pauciflora genome is 

594,871,467 bp in length, with 416 contigs and a contig N50 of 3,235 kb. The genome 

has up to 0.006 errors per base. Around 94% of complete BUSCO genes were identified 

in this E. pauciflora genome assembly.  

 

E. grandis is the only published Eucalyptus genome that is assembled to chromosome 

level. We therefore compared E. grandis with our E. pauciflora genome. The E. grandis 

contains 691.43 Mb of sequence, roughly 16% larger than the E. pauciflora genome. 

We compared these two genome assemblies using the NUCmer module of MUMmer 

to perform whole genome alignment as described above. This alignment shows that 

the E. pauciflora genome assembly covers just 61.56% of the E. grandis genome 

sequence, leaving approximately 265 Mb of the E. grandis genome sequence not 

covered by the E. pauciflora assembly, and 113 Mb of the E. pauciflora assembly not 

covered by the E. grandis assembly. Despite this, the coverage of the E. pauciflora 

assembly when mapped to the 11 chromosome-scale scaffolds of the E. grandis 

genome is fairly constant (Figure 6.5A), suggesting either that many of these 

differences result from small errors in both assemblies, and/or from relatively small-

scale differences in the underlying genomes.  

 

To examine whether the differences between E. pauciflora and E. grandis could be 

explained by their repeat content, we annotated repetitive elements of E. pauciflora 

and E. grandis with RepeatMasker v4.0.7  (Smit, et al.). Although the repeats of E. 

grandis have been annotated before (Myburg, et al. 2014), we reannotated them here 

to make a direct comparison of the repeat content using an identical pipeline for both 

genomes. First, we created the custom consensus repeat library using RepeatModeler 
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v1.0.11 (Smit and Hubley) with parameter “-engine ncbi”. The classifier was built upon 

Repbase v20170127 (Bao, et al. 2015). Then we merged the repeat libraries from 

RepeatModeler and LTR retrotransposon candidates from LTR retriever to create a 

comprehensive repeat library as the input for RepeatMasker. We ran the 

RepeatMasker with “-engine ncbi” model. We used the ‘calcDivergenceFromAlign.pl” 

script in RepeatMasker pipeline to calculate the Kimura divergence values, and plotted 

the repeat landscape with repeats presented in both E. pauciflora and E. grandis 

genomes (Figure 6.5B).  

 

The repeat content of the two genomes is similar. The E. pauciflora genome contains 

44.77% of repetitive elements, compared to 41.22% in E. grandis. Retrotransposons 

account for 29.53% of E. pauciflora genome, and 26.94% in E. grandis, and DNA 

transposons account for 6.04% and 4.80% of the genome in E. pauciflora and E. grandis, 

respectively. Both of two genomes show roughly two waves of repeat expansion in the 

repeat landscapes, which is most likely explained by a shared inheritance of most of 

the repeats in the two genomes (Figure 6.5B).  
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Figure 6.5. A. The histogram of location and coverage of E. pauciflora genome aligned 

to the 11 chromosomes of E. grandis. The scale of y-axis is 0x-2x of coverage. Every bar 

is 1 Mb. The coverage was calculated by the total aligned length of E. grandis in each 

bar / the length of bar. If a site in E. grandis is aligned by E. pauciflora twice or more, 

this site will be counted twice or more. B. Repeat landscape comparison between E. 

pauciflora and E. grandis. Only repeats that are found in both genomes are shown. 

Older repeat insertions could accumulate more mutations compared to new repeat 

insertions. This leads to older repeat insertions to have accumulated a higher level of 

divergence (shown on the right size of the graph). 

 

Conclusions 

Here, we report a high-quality draft haploid genome of E. pauciflora. It is the first 

Eucalyptus genome assembled with third-generation sequencing reads (Nanopore 

sequencing), and is the third nuclear genome of Eucalyptus species. Due to the 

economic and ecological importance of Eucalyptus, this high-quality genome will 

support further analysis on Eucalyptus and its related species. Finally, the approaches 

used in this study to assess and compare different assemblies should help in assessing 

and choosing among many potential genome assemblies. 
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Table 6.1. Raw (before polish and haplotig removal) assembly statistics. 

 
Long-read^ Short-read Assembler 

Assembly time 

(CPU hours)* Length (bp) contigs Largest contig (bp) N50 (bp) L50 GC Percent Ns 

Canu_1kb ≥1 kb (~174x) X Canu ~300,000 871,577,052 2,867 7,123,373 629,835 259 39.18% 0.00% 

Canu_35kb ≥35 kb (~40x) X Canu ~50,000 825,916,527 2,550 10,153,603 962,598 158 39.18% 0.00% 

SMARTdenovo_1kb ≥1 kb (~174x) X SMARTdenovo ~8,000 610,858,639 729  6,287,341  1,711,661  107 39.29% 0.00% 

SMARTdenovo_35kb ≥35 kb (~40x) X SMARTdenovo ~4,000 586,903,502 704  9,494,401  1,868,532  91 39.27% 0.00% 

Flye_1kb ≥1 kb (~174x) X Flye ~700 596,007,484 5,930 2,755,662 255,434 652 39.12% 0.00% 

Flye_35kb ≥35 kb (~40x) X Flye ~500 561,349,738 4,145 2,407,003 352,050 448 39.17% 0.00% 

Marvel_35kb ≥35 kb (~40x) X Marvel ~28,000 649,061,435 1,181 6,453,759 795,971 182 39.07% 0.00% 

MaSuRCA_1kb ≥1 kb (~174x) ~228x MaSuRCA ~23,000 778,288,575 1,311 12,224,271 1,885,174 95 39.35% 0.04% 

MaSuRCA_35kb ≥35 kb (~40x) ~228x MaSuRCA ~21,000 773,035,614 1,703 8,684,546 1,304,720 146 39.39% 0.09% 

^all long-reads were corrected by Canu before assembly. The Canu correction step took around 200,000 CPU hours, which has not been included in the assembly 

runtime. 

*with around 1 Tb of RAM. 

 

Table 6.2. Assembly size and assembly ploidy during polishing and haplotig removal. 

 
Stage 1 Assembly ploidy Stage 2 Assembly ploidy Stage 3 Assembly ploidy Stage 4 Assembly ploidy Stage 5 Assembly ploidy 

Canu_1kb 871,577,052 1.74 893,781,515 1.79 645,703,255 1.29 622,473,836 1.24 622,218,742 1.24 
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Canu_35kb 825,916,527 1.65 847,395,928 1.69 605,520,689 1.21 586,032,599 1.17 585,785,283 1.17 

SMARTdenovo_1kb 599,580,691 1.20 610,858,639 1.22 514,822,476 1.03 514,822,476 1.03 514,714,831 1.03 

SMARTdenovo_35kb 575,805,356 1.15 586,903,502 1.17 504,644,753 1.01 504,644,753 1.01 504,515,539 1.01 

Flye_1kb 596,007,484 1.19 593,219,654 1.19 529,107,244 1.06 528,619,533 1.06 528,563,896 1.06 

Flye_35kb 561,349,738 1.12 561,597,192 1.12 517,329,093 1.03 517,061,277 1.03 516,992,152 1.03 

Marvel_35kb 649,061,435 1.30 666,317,308 1.33 547,630,224 1.10 537,813,575 1.08 537,615,613 1.08 

MaSuRCA_1kb 778,288,575 1.56 778,307,850 1.56 608,764,671 1.22 594,680,200 1.19 594,528,099 1.19 

MaSuRCA_35kb 773,035,614 1.55 773,071,231 1.55 608,629,204 1.22 595,020,257 1.19 594,871,467 1.19 

Stage 1: Raw Assembly size (bp) before polishing. Stage 2: Assembly size (bp) after polishing. Stage 3: Assembly size (bp) after purge Haplotigs. Stage 4: Assembly 

size (bp) after Purge Haplotigs an GCICA (bp). Stage 5: Assembly size (bp) after Purge Haplotigs and GCICA and extra polishing. 

 

Table 6.3. The comparison of final assemblies. 

        BUSCO score (1440 genes in total)     Short-read mapping Long-read mapping     

  Length (bp) 

Contig 

number 

Contig 

N50 (bp) 

Complete  

genes 

Duplicated 

genes 

Fragmented 

genes 

LAI 

scores 

Assembly 

ploidy 

Mapping 

rate 

Error 

rate 

Mapping 

rate 

Error 

rate 

CGAL 

scores 

Structural 

variants 

Canu_1kb 622,218,742 895 1,502,325 1,346 93.47% 183 12.71% 23 1.60% 7.04 1.24  96.02% 0.0061  91.73% 0.1661 -1.959E+06 4,243 

Canu_35kb 585,785,283 655 2,258,674 1,345 93.40% 138 9.58% 29 2.01% 5.34 1.17  95.52% 0.0066  92.64% 0.1677 -2.226E+06 5,043 

SMARTdenovo_1kb 514,714,831  364  2,092,790  1,342 93.19% 100 6.94% 27 1.88% 7.02 1.03 98.42% 0.0080 92.38% 0.1678 -4.275E+06 5,940 

SMARTdenovo_35kb 504,515,539  370  2,178,079  1,341 93.13% 100 6.94% 30 2.08% 6.73 1.01 98.35% 0.0082 92.20% 0.1679 -5.869E+06 6,024 
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Flye_1kb 528,563,896 2,947 295,613 1,344 93.33% 100 6.94% 31 2.15% 5.70 1.06  94.86% 0.0077  93.04% 0.1694 -2.536E+06 7,137 

Flye_35kb 516,992,152 2,548 385,290 1,336 92.78% 90 6.25% 31 2.15% 6.50 1.03  94.24% 0.0080  92.34% 0.1699 -2.726E+06 7,458 

Marvel_35kb 537,615,613 730 1,202,845 1,180 81.94% 153 10.63% 32 2.22% 3.77 1.08  87.37% 0.0075  85.18% 0.1689 -4.451E+06 5,162 

MaSuRCA_1kb 594,528,099 415 3,234,447 1,362 94.58% 201 13.96% 21 1.46% 9.27 1.19  94.91% 0.0060  91.57% 0.1656 -1.774E+06 4,020 

MaSuRCA_35kb 594,871,467 416 3,234,549 1,362 94.58% 200 13.89% 21 1.46% 9.31 1.19  94.92% 0.0060  91.49% 0.1655 -1.790E+06 4,017 

Note: The best value of each assessment is highlighted in bold. 
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Supplementary data 

The E. pauciflora genome project was deposited at NCBI under BioProject number 

PRJNA450887. The whole genome sequencing data are available in the Sequence Read 

Archive with accession number SRR7153044-SRR7153116. The scripts we used in this 

paper, including the genome assembly, genome polishing, repeat annotation and 

genome assessments are available in the Github 

(https://github.com/asdcid/Eucalyptus-pauciflora-genome-assembly). Also, a single 

universal pipeline contained the assessment methods we used in this paper is available 

on Github at https://github.com/asdcid/Genome_Assembly_Assessment. 

 

 

Figure S6.1. GenomeScope result of E. pauciflora. 

https://github.com/asdcid/Eucalyptus-pauciflora-genome-assembly
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Figure S6.2. Genome contamination detection. Almost all sequences were matched 

the sequences in streptophyta phylum group. No contamination was found. 

 

Table S6.1. The comparison of assemblies with corrected and uncorrected long-read 

datasets, available on 

https://academic.oup.com/gigascience/article/9/1/giz160/5694103#supplementary-

data. 

Table S6.2. The comparison of polishing results of raw assemblies, available on 

https://academic.oup.com/gigascience/article/9/1/giz160/5694103#supplementary-

data. 

 

Table S6.3. The comparison of polishing result of each genome after haplotig 

removal, available on 

https://academic.oup.com/gigascience/article/9/1/giz160/5694103#supplementary-

data. 

 

Supplementary results  

To quickly evaluate the performance of assemblies using corrected reads and 

uncorrected reads, we assembled the E. pauciflora genome with two efficient long-
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read only assemblers, Flye v2.3.4 and wtdbg2 v2.5. The long-reads were corrected by 

Canu v1.6 with default parameters except for setting corMinCoverage to 8. We then 

performed four assemblies with each assembler, using corrected 1 kb and 35 kb long-

read datasets and uncorrected 1 kb and 35 kb long-read datasets, respectively (Table 

S6.1). All eight assemblies were polished with Pilon v1.22 using Bowtie2 with the 

short-read assembly dataset. We then used Purge Haplotigs to separate the possible 

haplotigs, and assessed the contig N50, BUSCO scores and base-level error rate of each 

assembly (Table S6.1) (details as described in the “Assembly ploidy and haplotig 

removal” and “Assessment of assembly quality with eight measures” sections of main 

text). 

 

In general, assemblies with corrected reads have lower error rates and higher BUSCO 

scores compared to assemblies with uncorrected reads. For the contig N50, assemblies 

with corrected and uncorrected reads performed similarly with Flye assembler, but 

assemblies with uncorrected reads have 2-3 times longer N50 compared to assemblies 

with corrected reads in wtdbg2 assembler, which could be caused by the assembler 

itself. In addition, Flye assemblies have better BUSCO scores and base-level errors than 

wtdbg2 assemblies. Therefore, we used the corrected long-read dataset in the further 

analysis. 
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General discussion                                        
This thesis provides new insights into, and a range of new methods to improve, 

genome assembly and the structure and evolution of organellar genomes. For the 

chloroplast genome, I first performed a thorough study to elucidate the best 

combinations of long- and short-reads for accurate genome assembly. This study filled 

in a gap in our current knowledge of the best approaches to hybrid genome assembly 

(i.e. combining long- and short-read data) for chloroplast genomes. I also developed a 

new method based on long-reads to detect and quantify chloroplast genome 

structural haplotypes, which enables other researchers to analyse chloroplast genome 

structural haplotypes more easily and efficiently compared to the older methods. By 

applying this method to a large collection of new and published data, I was able to 

significantly advance our understanding of chloroplast genomes. Furthermore, I am 

developing a new method to distinguish between circular genomes and linear 

genomes with non-random endpoints. Although this method is still being developed, 

we believe that the advance of this approach could replace the use of pulse field gel 

electrophoresis and fluorescence microscopy in some cases, and may provide new 

lines of evidence in this challenging and sometimes controversial area. For the 

mitochondrial genome, I de novo assembled the E. pauciflora genome, and updated 

the existing E. grandis mitochondrial genome assembly, showing the ability of long-

reads to resolve large homologous regions. By comparing their structure, I suggest that 

E. pauciflora and E. grandis mitochondrial genome may have independently evolved 

into three components. In addition, through my analysis on organellar heteroplasmy, I 

provided direct evidence to support the theory that most of the single-nucleotide or 

indel heteroplasmies that are detected in organellar genomes with short-read data are 

actually due to the contamination of short-reads from parts of those genomes that 

have been copied and transferred into the other organellar genomes. For nuclear 

genome, I de novo assembled the first long-read based genome of a Eucalyptus species, 

E. pauciflora. I developed a pipeline for assessing different non-model genome 

assemblies from the same data, which allows researchers to efficiently choose the best 
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genome assembly in their genome assembly projects.  

 

In what follows I highlight some key challenges and future directions that have arisen 

from this work. 

 

The assembly of chloroplast, mitochondrial and nuclear genome 

In general, a higher plant genome contains a nuclear genome and two organellar 

genomes, chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes. Sequencing only chloroplast or 

mitochondrial genome is labor- and time-intensive. The whole genome sequencing 

short-read data can be used in organellar genome assembly, but ideally with long-

reads. The short-reads ensure the base-level quality, while the long-reads make 

contribution to the structure-level accuracy.  

 

The chloroplast genome assembly 

For the assembly of chloroplast genome, it is convenient due to its high copy number 

in a cell and conserved structure (Sakamoto and Takami 2018; Wicke, et al. 2011; 

Zheng, et al. 2017). However, to facilitate the assembly of the entire chloroplast 

genome, as Chapter I and Chapter II state, long-reads that are longer than the IR region 

are necessary. The contamination of mitochondrial and nuclear sequences, which is 

present in the whole genome sequencing data, may not cause a problem in chloroplast 

genome assembly due to the overwhelming copy number of chloroplast genome in a 

cell.  

 

The mitochondrial genome assembly 

The mitochondrial genome assembly is challengeable due to the variable content and 

structure of mitochondrial genome (Gualberto and Newton 2017; Kozik, et al. 2019; 

Lloyd Evans, et al. 2019; Shearman, et al. 2014; Sloan 2013; Varre, et al. 2019; 

Woloszynska 2010). The mitochondrial genome could contain different chromosomes 

between species, and even within species (Wu, et al. 2015). I described a copy number 

and long-read-nuclear-genome assembly-based method in Chapter IV. However, the 
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nuclear genome assembly could be complicated in some species. How to assemble the 

mitochondrial genome without the assistance of nuclear genome? Kozik et al (2019) 

introduced a comprehensive method that relied on the published mitochondrial 

genomes. They first mapped all short-reads to the published mitochondrial genomes, 

and then assembled the mapped short-reads to get a draft mitochondrial genome. 

Finally, they mapped long-reads to the draft mitochondrial genome to get the mapped 

long-reads to assemble the final mitochondrial genome. The long-reads provide 

necessary information to distinguish the complex structure of mitochondrial genome 

(Kozik, et al. 2019). 

 

Different from the chloroplast genome, the other genome sequences in the whole 

genome sequencing data could disturb the mitochondrial genome assembly. Due to 

the high copy number of the chloroplast genome and the large chloroplast transfer 

region in the mitochondrial genome, around 8 kb in E. pauciflora, the chloroplast DNA 

transfer region in mitochondrial genome is inevitably polished as chloroplast-like. 

However, filtering out all chloroplast-like reads before assembly is impractical, because 

this causes information missing in the chloroplast transfer regions in mitochondrial 

genome. How to avoid this contamination? One method is isolating the mitochondrion 

and then sequencing it, which could be labor-intensive. According to the result of 

Chapter V, polishing the transfer region with long-reads longer than the region is a 

convenient way to solve this contamination.  

 

Therefore, to assemble a high-quality mitochondrial genome, the variable structure of 

mitochondrial genome and the contamination of chloroplast sequences in the whole 

genome sequencing data should be considered.  

 

The dynamic structures of organellar genomes 

Although the chloroplast assembly are presented as circles in this thesis, some studies 

stated that there are multiple isoforms, such as linear and branched structures in 

chloroplast genomes (Backert, et al. 1997; Kozik, et al. 2019; Lilly, et al. 2001; 
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Oldenburg and Bendich 2004, 2016). The mitochondrial genome is also have multiple 

structures. Many recent studies overlook the multiple isoforms except for the “master 

circle” in mitochondrial genome (Kozik, et al. 2019). A complete chloroplast or 

mitochondrial genome assembly should report all isoforms.  

 

The lack of a convenient approach to identify the end of the linear organellar genome 

could be one of the reasons that many organellar genomes were reported as a master 

circle. The standard assembly method may not correctly identify the linear organellar 

genome, since the multiple linear organellar genome could cause a “circular map”, 

which may make assembler misassembles the genome as a circle (Gualberto and 

Newton 2017; Sloan 2013). Oldenburg and Bendich (2016) developed a complex and 

time-consuming method to identify the end of linear chloroplast genome. The long-

read based endpoint detection method described in Chapter III could be a simple 

method to identify all possible ends of the organellar genome, although it is still 

developing.   

 

With the availability of convenient organellar genome endpoint identification method, 

it could be possible to easily isolate or eliminate other structures except for circle in 

organellar genomes, which is a key point to obtain a comprehensive organellar 

genome assembly.  

 

The nuclear genome assembly  

For the nuclear genome assembly, the whole chloroplast or mitochondrial genome 

may be incorrectly assembled into the nuclear genome through misassembling the 

nuclear chloroplast/mitochondrial DNA regions, since the whole genome sequencing 

data include chloroplast and mitochondrial sequences. To ensure the assembly 

accuracy of nuclear organellar DNA regions, long-reads that longer than the shared 

region can be aligned to those regions to detect whether the border of the shared 

region is correctly linked to the adjacent nuclear genome regions.   
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The phasing of diploid or higher ploidy level genome is another issue of nuclear 

genome assembly, which will be discussed below. 

 

Phasing of nuclear genome  

Developing a haploid representation of the diploid genome is a standard approach in 

genome assembly. However, haploid assemblies of diploid genomes are clearly 

somewhat limited in their ability to represent the truth: they collapse the homologous 

regions from the two homologous chromosomes into single regions, resulting in a 

haploid assembly that is likely to be a mosaic of the two chromosomes, and which 

lacks information on heterozygosity and structural variation between the chromosome 

pairs. Although it could make many post-assembly analyses easier, haploid assemblies 

can obstruct many other analyses, such as those of heterosis (Michael and VanBuren 

2020). A haplotype-phased genome, or a diploid genome assembly for a diploid 

species such as E. pauciflora, is a crucial next step to better understanding species’ 

genomes. A few packages have been developed for assembly phasing genome, such 

as FALCON-Phase (Kronenberg, et al. 2018), TrioCanu (Koren, et al. 2018) and 

WHdenovo (Garg, et al. 2019). FALCON-Phase provides a phased diploid assembly 

using Pacific Biosciences’ single-molecule real-time (SMRT) long-read sequencing data 

and high throughput chromatin conformation capture (Hi-C) data. It first builds the 

haplotype-resolved phase blocks with SMRT data, then arranges the blocks into two 

phased haplotigs with the help of ultra-long-range haplotype information of Hi-C data. 

TrioCanu does not employ the expensive and labor intensive Hi-C data, but it requires 

parental short-read data to generate parental-specific k-mers. TrioCanu assigns the 

offspring long-reads into haplotype-specific sets according to the parental-specific k-

mers, and then assembles the haplotype-specific sets separately. WHdenovo uses 

short-reads data from parents and offspring to create a pedigree sequence graph, then 

employs long-reads from parents and offspring to resolve each heterozygous site in 

the pedigree sequence graph to phase the two haplotigs.  

 

All these methods need additional data on top of long-reads. FALCON-Phase only 
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supports SMRT data, but the E. pauciflora was sequenced by Oxford Nanopore 

Technologies’ nanopore technique (ONT). Also, the Hi-C data that FALCON-Phase 

required is hard to be obtained from E. pauciflora (one attempt was made in to 

generate this data in the Lanfear lab, but it was unsuccessful), likely due to its high oil 

content (Department of Agriculture and Water Resources 2018). Although TrioCanu 

and WHdenovo accept both SMRT and ONT data, both of them are required 

sequencing data of the parents of target species. Identification of the parents of the E. 

pauciflora analysed in this thesis may be a challenge because it was around 50 years 

ago.  

 

Despite the challenges of creating a diploid assembly for the individual E. pauciflora 

studied in this thesis, it is possible to diploid assemble other Eucalyptus species and 

use the assessment pipeline in Chapter VI to select the best diploid assembly. Because 

Eucalyptus have crucial applications in forestry and economy, high-quality diploid 

assemblies could provide useful allele-specific information to downstream genetic 

analyses and plant breeding programs. 

 

Repeats and homologous recombination in organellar genomes 

Inverted and directly oriented repeats are well known to mediate the homologous 

recombination in organellar genomes (Chevigny, et al. 2020; Gualberto, et al. 2014; 

Marechal and Brisson 2010; Oldenburg and Bendich 2015; Palmer 1983; Stein, et al. 

1986). For inverted repeats, a typical example is that the large inverted repeat regions 

in chloroplast genome induce recombination and produce two haplotypes which differ 

in the orientation of single copy regions (see Chapter II). For direct repeats, a classic 

example is that two subgenomic circles could be generated from a master circle by 

the reciprocal homologous recombination between direct large repeats (see Chapter 

IV).  

 

Notably, homologous recombination could be frequently induced by large inverted or 

direct repeats (> 500 or >1,000 bp), but it also infrequently occurs between smaller 
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inverted or direct repeats (> 50 and < 500 bp) (Gualberto, et al. 2014; Marechal and 

Brisson 2010). The frequent homologous recombination induced by the large repeats 

could result in the equal representation of a small number of structural haplotypes, as 

was observed for the first time across a large range of plant species for the chloroplast 

genome (see Chapter II). If the frequency with which homologous recombination is 

induced by repeats decreases as the size of the repeats decreases, it is feasible that 

smaller repeats may generate mixtures of structure haplotypes in cells that differ 

considerably in their frequency. For example, a pair of ~250 bp inverted repeats are 

involved in a homologous recombination in different Juniperus species chloroplast 

genomes, creating a major haplotype (95.0%-99.2%) and a minor haplotype (0.8%-

5.0%) (Guo, et al. 2014). Short inverted or direct repeats (< 50 bp) are also involved in 

homologous recombination but with a low frequency, also known as illegitimate 

recombination. For instance, a pair of small inverted repeats (11 bp) is involved in a 

34 kb inversion in Calocedrus macrolepis chloroplast genome (Qu, et al. 2017), 

resulting in a major haplotype (99.98%) and a minor haplotype (0.02%). The methods 

presented in Chapter II can be modified to provide a fast and cheap approach of 

determining with much more accuracy both the prevalence of repeats of various sizes 

in organellar genomes, their association with structural heteroplasmy, and the 

phylogenetic and statistical extent of any association between repeat length and the 

frequency of homologous recombination. 

 

Both chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes originated from free-living prokaryotes 

through endosymbiosis (Howe, et al. 2008; Keeling 2013; Ku, et al. 2015; Zimorski, et 

al. 2014), but why are their structures so different? The mitochondrial genome is 

multipartite chromosomal architecture (Gualberto and Newton 2017; Kozik, et al. 

2019; Lloyd Evans, et al. 2019; Sloan 2013), whereas the multichromosomal structures 

in chloroplast genomes are rarely reported (Barbrook, et al. 2010). The high inverted 

and direct repeat content which enables the homologous recombination in 

mitochondrial genome could provide one reason behind its structural differences 

from the chloroplast genome (Gualberto, et al. 2014; Gualberto and Newton 2017; 
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Marechal and Brisson 2010). One study analysed eight species in five families, and 

found that there are at most six directly or inverted oriented repeats identified in the 

chloroplast genome, but around 36 – 132 direct or inverted repeats are present in the 

mitochondrial genome (Marechal and Brisson 2010). Due to the high amount of 

repeats, structural rearrangements in mitochondrial genome are likely to be very 

common. This may lead to the multichromosomal structures and could have multiple 

effects on the host plant, such as cytoplasmic male sterility, which is a trait that 

benefits the production of hybrid plants (Havey 2004).  

 

Why is the repeat content higher in the mitochondrial genome compared to the 

chloroplast genome? One possible reason could be that fusion always occurs in 

mitochondria, and the active DNA import system in mitochondrial genomes lets them 

import foreign elements (Koulintchenko, et al. 2003; Richardson and Palmer 2007; 

Smith and Keeling 2015). Also, since the mitochondrial genome contains fewer 

protein-coding genes (20 – 40 protein-coding genes (Gualberto and Newton 2017; Hall, 

et al. 2020)) compared to chloroplast genome (~100 protein-coding genes (Wicke, et 

al. 2011; Xiao-Ming, et al. 2017)), structural changes in the mitochondrial genome 

could be less deleterious on plants. Furthermore, it has been suggested that genomes 

with smaller gene content may be less stable (Smith and Keeling 2015).  

 

Other future directions 

This thesis contributed various new methods to assist with the assembly and analysis 

of organellar and nuclear genomes. These methods could easily be applied and 

extended to a wide range of other analyses. 

 

A tool that enables detecting and quantifying all possible inversions or rearrangements 

due to the direct or inverted repeats could be useful and efficient for organellar 

genome structural analysis. In Chapter II, I developed a long-read based tool for 

detecting and quantifying structural haplotypes in chloroplast genomes. However, this 

tool was limited in its application to chloroplast genomes that contain the standard 
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quadripartite structure. Given the fact that the rearrangement in organellar genomes 

is frequent, developing a successor version of this long-read based tool to detect and 

quantify the rearrangement due to direct or inverted repeats in both chloroplast and 

mitochondrial genomes could better contribute to organellar genome structural 

analysis. Such extensions would be challenging, because enumerating all possible 

structural variants when there are many repeat sequences (and so many potential sites 

for homologous recombination) is very difficult as there is a combinatorial explosion 

of possible structures. Nevertheless, such issues are not insurmountable.  

 

It is possible to employ the method and pipeline I used in this thesis to perform a large-

scale analysis of organellar genomes. So far, genome resources for Eucalyptus species 

are limited, especially for the mitochondrial genome. A large-scale comparative 

analysis of chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes between a wide range of 

Eucalyptus species will increase our understanding of organellar genome evolution. 

The high coverage depth of long- and short-reads are essential for accurately 

assembling and analysing the structure rearrangement of organellar genomes. As part 

of a separate project, the Lanfear and Borovitz labs at ANU have sequenced (long- and 

short-reads) more than 20 Australian Eucalyptus species with high coverage, and more 

are being sequenced. Through the assembly and comparative analysis on a number of 

species between Eucalyptus, we will obtain not only the systematic organellar genome 

resource of Eucalyptus, but also deeper insights into genome evolution and 

rearrangements between species, as well as the possible fluctuation of chromosome 

number between species, which may provide hints about the relationship between 

structural variance and organellar evolution. Furthermore, it has been shown that 

mitochondrial genome structure can vary even between two populations of the same 

species (Wu, et al. 2015). Whether this variation within species only occurs in the 

extreme cases, or is a prevalent phenomenon is an open question. In addition, in this 

thesis I showed evidence for the independent evolution of a three-component 

genome structure in E. pauciflora and E. grandis. This raises the obvious empirical 

questions of how variable mitochondrial genome structure is across the entire clade, 
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how quickly mitochondrial genome structure change over evolutionary time, and 

whether they tend to evolve in consistent directions, such as from a single large 

chromosome into smaller subgenomic chromosome. Large-scale comparative analysis 

on organellar genomes in Eucalyptus genus may reveal the answers to these questions, 

and in turn illuminate the broader field of comparative evolutionary genomics.  
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I spent my first year on the honeybee piRNA study. However, because of the sudden 

passing of my ex-supervisor, Sylvain Forêt, I turned to analyse the genome of 

Eucalyptus pauciflora. I therefore put the work of piRNAs as the appendix in my thesis. 

Despite this, the following paper represents the work that I led during the first year of 

my PhD.  
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